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“If objective and unbiased medical research is important to you,
then you owe it to yourself to consider the facts summarized in this
book. It dares to present a wide range of research findings that raise
critical questions about commonly accepted HIV/AIDS theory. You
may never think about AIDS the same way again!”
• Anthony Robbins—Author: Awaken The Giant Within and
Unlimited Power
“Misinformation about AIDS is more contagious than the disease
itself. By giving us an accurate understanding, Christine Maggiore is
fighting an epidemic of fear. Do you want to be afraid or do you
want to be informed?”
• Gavin de Becker—Author: The Gift Of Fear
In 1992, Christine Maggiore took what is commonly referred to as
“the AIDS test”. The results of that test would turn her world upside(Please see An Interview With Christine Maggiore, p.3)
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Update From Our Editor
Well, here we go again—for some of you.
As we were well into preparing the material for
this issue of The SPECTRUM, we began to
receive inquiries from some of our non-U.S.
subscribers about not yet receiving last month’s
SPECTRUM! One enthusiastic reader in
Canada finally received her paper, intact in its
envelope, on January 24—only about three
weeks late! We have no idea what happened.
Possibly they were being held-up at the
border, but we’ve received no ransom notes
about such kidnappings, or other evidence of
detainment. The usual inquiries only resulted
in the usual chorus of “I don’t know” from all
the likely suspects. Everybody in the delivery
bucket-brigade claims to have gotten the
enveloped papers out their door in a timely
manner at the beginning of the month.
It reminds me of one of comedian Bill
Cosby’s routines from thirty years ago now
about kids and the word “Idunno”. The
typical scenario goes something like this: Billy
was swinging a baseball bat in the den rather
than, as Mom asked him, to go outside. Awhile
later, Mom comes into the den and asks Billy
why the aquarium is cracked, leaking water all
over the floor, fish gasping, carpet squishing
underfoot. Billy, now absorbed in a TV show,
looks up blankly and says “Idunno” as the
dripping bat sits next to Billy on the floor.
At least you readers maintain a sense of
humor and encouragement despite the
unexpected bumps in the road. We float upon
a steady stream of nice notes, such as M.P.
sent from BC Canada: “Thank you all for your
love and dedication to The Truth” and “The
January issue is GREAT! May the Creator
bless all of you greatly” as wrote M.A. in
Seattle WA, and “...with GREAT-full thanks for
all your hard work” from M.G. in
Pennsylvania.
And then there arrived a more “News
Desk” kind of note a few days ago from M.S.
warning how “The article in SPECTRUM is
right on target.”
This refers to The
Mechanism Behind An Upcoming Major
Global Economic Crisis in our January issue.
M.S. closely monitors “insider” numbers
associated with the stock market and other
money matters, and said those numbers show
our money system is on very, very thin ice:
“The last time this happened was during the
Gulf War. It is called an inverted yield curve.
Wall Street and knowledgeable folks are very
aware that this is the key sign of an impending
economic recession. If this persists for a
period of one quarter or more, the market may
read this as the sign of full-blown depression.”
Now, whether or not the Federal Reserve
pranksters will prop-up the “booming
economy” façade for a bit longer, say to
coincide with some political agenda, who

knows, but things really don’t look good.
And speaking of financial matters, while
your encouraging notes sure help us to
maintain our commitment of getting out The
Truth to you, we’ve tried using them to pay,
say, the telephone bill, but the phone company
just doesn’t seem to appreciate their value—or
our sense of humor.
To put things in perspective for you,
subscription revenues cover about 10% of
monthly operating costs, and the majority of
donations cover another 10% in a good month
of your generosity. This is not to imply that we
are not enormously grateful for your help,
especially in response to my recent request at
Christmastime. However, in order to keep this
paper going—while the word continues to
spread and new subscriptions come in—there is
JUST ONE generous source that has been
kindly making up the difference between what
we have and what we need to pay the monthly
bills. And such a large imposition cannot be
expected to go on!
After all, our website is free and carries all
but the most recent issue of The SPECTRUM,
out of respect for those who do provide us with
subscription money support. And with that
subscription base growing at a healthy rate, we
will eventually cover our costs. Even donations
scale-up with the population of the subscription
base. But what about right now and what
about the extra debt piling-up monthly?
To address this hemorrhaging problem as
directly as possible, we have decided to put into
place the machinery to accept selective
advertising, as another source of revenue.
Many of you newer readers probably are
not aware that our philosophy and policy has
always been to NOT accept any paid
advertising, even though there are requests on
a regular basis for us to do so. Any
information in The SPECTRUM which may
look like advertising is simply that—
information—freely given, which we feel may
be of interest to our readers, often in tandem
with the subject matter of feature articles.
We hope to have the advertising machinery
in place for the next issue of The SPECTRUM.
At that time we should be able to list rates and
conditions, etc., for such an offering. This will
probably include Classified and Personal ads.
So if you know anyone who might like to
advertise in The SPECTRUM, please let us
know; our readership is widely varied and all
over the world.
With that said, we hope to continue to be
able to bring you “the full spectrum” of Truth
as no other source of information can. You
should see the interviews lined-up with those
who admire our philosophy and are anxious to
be heard through this forum. Stay tuned!
— Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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An Interview With
Christine Maggiore
[Continued from Front Page]

down and embark her on a quest for
knowledge about this “disease” that would,
ultimately, throw into question almost
everything being said about this subject through
public sources.
Let me begin by quoting from her
book What If Everything You Knew
About AIDS Was Wrong? in order to set
the background and tone of this
discussion: “Can you imagine receiving a
fatal diagnosis without being told the
diagnosis is based on an unproven idea
and an uncertain test? Being instructed to
take powerful, experimental drugs without
being told these drugs compromise health,
destroy functions necessary to sustain life,
and were approved for use without
adequate testing? Being informed that
you have, or should expect, deadly
illnesses without being told that these
same illnesses are not considered fatal
when they occur in “normal” people?
“For anyone who tests HIV positive,
getting all the facts is a matter of life and
death. The important decisions a person
makes should be based on thorough,
verifiable data. All of us need, and have
the right to receive, honest and complete
information about HIV and AIDS.
“Almost every AIDS organization in
the country offers free instruction for
people who test HIV positive. Standard
information includes how to prepare a
will, how to collect disability, health
insurance, and public benefits, what drugs
and tests to take, and which diseases to
anticipate—all based on the assumption
that HIV positives are, or will be, ill and
do not have long to live.
“Information on AIDS that is free from
bias, that accurately describes tests and drugs
and offers facts that support a will to live,
participate in society, and cultivate a healthy
future are rarely, if ever, mentioned. Some
AIDS groups even lobby to limit public access
to data that undermine their dire presentations

of HIV and AIDS.”
One gets the strong impression of a hidden
agenda at work behind the HIV support
community. Does the “business” of AIDS
bring in a lot of money to the so-called health

Christine Maggiore
practitioners who treat this “disease”? Why so
much misinformation broadcast as scientific
fact?
Could such misinformation and
disinformation be used to create a “fog” which
obscures (and thus protects) the not-so-nice
origin and hidden agenda behind the HIV
virus? Are we being led to focus upon causes
or upon effects?
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Quoting once again from her book, we read
that:
“Contrary to popular belief, AIDS is not
new and is not a disease. AIDS is a new name
given by the Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) to a collection of 29 familiar illnesses
and conditions including yeast infection, herpes,
diarrhea, some pneumonias, certain cancers,
salmonella, and tuberculosis. These illnesses
are called AIDS only when they occur in a
person who also has protective disease-fighting
proteins or antibodies that are thought to be
associated with HIV.
“A person is diagnosed with AIDS if they
have one or more of the 29 official AIDSdefining conditions, and if they also test
positive for antibodies associated with HIV. In
other words, pneumonia in a person who tests
HIV positive is AIDS, while the same
pneumonia in a person testing HIV negative is
pneumonia. The clinical manifestations and
symptoms of the pneumonia may be identical,
but one is called AIDS, while the other is just
called pneumonia. None of the 29 AIDS
illnesses are new, none appear exclusively
in people who test positive for HIV
antibodies, and all have documented
causes and treatments that are unrelated to
HIV. Prior to the CDC’s creation of the
AIDS category, these 29 old diseases and
conditions were not thought to have a
single, common cause.”
Aside from being the author of a very
controversial book on AIDS, Christine
Maggiore is now head of an AIDS
organization, which she started, called The
American
Foundation
For
AIDS
Alternatives, 11684 Ventura Blvd., Studio
City, California 91604; phone: (877) 92ALIVE,
and
email
at:
AFAA@aliveandwell.org. For information
about how to obtain a copy of her book, see
the information box later in this interview.
[All footnotes in charts refer to her book.]
[Editor’s note: For you more informed
readers who already have a good picture
of the “business world” of modern
medicine—the vast amounts of money to
be made and the fierce battles to keep
“alternative” (and much cheaper) healing
modalities away from the public’s
attention—as well as you who have an
appreciation for the larger, hidden agenda
of the so-called “elite” controllers, a plan
which is the exact opposite of a “health”promoting enterprise, what you are about
to read is STILL quite revealing in terms
of illustrating the extent to which the modern,
conventional “health” system enterprise has
become astonishingly bold and degenerate. It
is one thing, for instance, to launch fear-laden
propaganda campaigns via the media to try to
coerce you into getting dubious flu shots (see
the News Desk column’s article on this
subject); it is quite another matter to impose
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the kinds of forceful, yet lawful, shenanigans
which Christine relates here. And if this kind
of nonsense is happening in the area of AIDS
medicine, what do you think about other
areas?! It’s not a very pleasant thought.]
With that said, let’s now move directly into
a discussion with Christine Maggiore about the
very misunderstood subject of AIDS and HIV.
Martin: Obviously this is a hot and
complicated subject. Let’s clarify some
misconceptions right off the bat by starting with
the trigger that sets off a chain-reaction in
people’s lives, namely “the AIDS test”. What
is the so-called AIDS test? Is it accurate?
What does it indicate? And, how did you find
out all about it?
Maggiore: The AIDS test isn’t a test for
AIDS. It’s not even a test for HIV, which is
information that I found very surprising after
having been diagnosed HIV positive, myself, in
1992. And, based on that test, was told that I
had an infection with HIV, which was a
“lethal” virus that would cause me, one day, to
develop AIDS, specifically within a 5-7 year
time frame.
The test, I later found out through my own
experience, is not reliable for even testing for
the presence of HIV antibodies. It uses
proteins to identify the presence of HIV
antibodies, but none of those proteins are able
to specifically identify HIV proteins. That is,
none of the proteins in the test kit belong
exclusively to HIV, and are, in fact, shared by
a number of antibodies that a person can
produce in response to a variety of illnesses and
conditions that often affect normal, healthy
people.
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Antibodies are something we want our body
to produce, because they protect us from viral
illnesses, and so we carry around with us, as
protection, many antibodies that can cause an
HIV test to falsely register positive in a person
who’s never been exposed to HIV. Now,
antibody tests are used routinely in diagnostics,
with a degree of reliability, but that reliability
has been established through a process that was
not used in developing the HIV antibody test
and has never been established to this day.
And what that is, a positive antibody test
should have been checked against the presence
of the actual virus in the people who tested
positive, at the very beginning of this, and any
time a new test kit is developed. If, say, simply
for the simplicity of mathematics, out of 100
people who test HIV-antibody positive, 99 have
the actual virus, then you can call the test 99
percent accurate. But all the claims of accuracy
for the HIV-antibody test are based on either
reproducibility—that means how many times
can we get the same answer, in the same
person, running the same test—or with the
presumption that it’s always correct in a person
who has symptoms and illnesses that are
considered AIDS—which is a pretty big
assumption to be making. Nobody has ever
done what a good doctor, a good scientist
should do, which is to verify, in people who
test HIV-antibody positive, that in fact they
have correlation to the presence of actual virus.
So, what is the test testing for? Nobody
knows. That’s one of the biggest problems
with the whole HIV paradigm—it begins, as
your question so accurately asks, with the
whole notion that a positive reaction on an
HIV-antibody
test indicates
true or false?
something to us
about
the
AIDS is a new disease.
presence of a
virus that is,
HIV is the virus that causes AIDS.
allegedly, the
cause
of
a
The “AIDS test” is extrememly accurate.
collection
of
diseases
called
The rate of HIV infection in America increases every
AIDS.
And
year.
that’s
not
anything
that
the
AIDS is our nation’s biggest health threat.
test can tell us.
AIDS is a growing risk for women, heterosexuals, and
There
are
teenagers.
new tests now,
called
“viral
The African continent is being devastated by AIDS.
load”, but these
tests don’t tell us
HIV causes AIDS years after infection.
about
the
presence of virus
New AIDS drugs are responsible for recent declines in
either.
They,
AIDS.
actually, look for
fragments
of
Without medical intervention, pregnant women who test
g
e
n
e
t
i
c
HIV positive will give their children AIDS.
material—RNA
or DNA—and
All ten of these statements are false! Surprised?
these are not able
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to identify virus. In fact, they’re not approved
by the FDA, which, I sometimes think, will
approve anything when it comes to AIDS.
They’re not approved by the FDA, these tests
for diagnostic use, and very clearly the
manufacturer states that the test is not to be
used as a screening test for HIV or to confirm
the presence of HIV infection. So, again, we
are using a test as a diagnostic tool, when it’s
contra-indicated for that, and using that to give
people a life or death diagnosis.
That’s why I wrote my book. Having
found out this information, I felt it was valuable
and important enough to share with people,
whether they test positive or not, so people can
make some accurate assessments about the
AIDS information we’re given.
I should mention here, my own experience
is that, a year into my HIV-positive diagnosis, I
was already a public speaker and an educator,
and a board member for several prominent
AIDS organizations. At the recommendation of
a doctor, I retook my HIV-antibody test and my
results came back in the following order:
indeterminate, positive, negative, and positive.
And that was what set me on the road that
took me outside mainstream AIDS thinking,
and caused me to, really, stumble upon the
scientific and medical data that I put forth in
the book.
Martin: This is just an aside, really, not
something I had planned on asking: Did your
search, at any point, take you to the Tijuana
clinics?
Maggiore: You know, I had lots of
people, concerned friends, sending information
my way about various “cures”, but at no time
did any doctor tell me that I was in imminent
danger. It was always something that was
going to occur to me, that was going to occur
at some “future” date. I would become sick; I
would become ill.
But, I was told repeatedly, by every doctor
I saw, that I was in amazingly good health, so I
didn’t feel the pressure to be running around
like so many people I knew, trying anything
and everything that came my way, whether it
was natural or allopathic. I really was able,
thankfully, to take my time and examine
everything, and I ended up never taking any
kind of AIDS treatments, natural or otherwise.
Martin: Let’s talk about the societal stigma
associated with being HIV positive.
Maggiore: It sucks. (Laughter) It’s
terrible. The stigma is very powerful.
First, it affects how you view yourself.
Suddenly, you’re no longer able to rely on your
own perceptions about your health, because
you’re told that understanding that is out of
your realm, that you need to rely on these
diagnostics, all of which function in the same
manner with regard to AIDS or the HIV
antibody test. They’re all using surrogate
markers, indirect means of expressing ideas
about health that are, from my research and
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So, from this they decided that it took at
“Fine” no longer suffices. (laughter)
from my personal experience, not indicative of
least a thousand sexual contacts with a person
I should be carrying my medical records
much of anything.
who
is
HIV
positive
in
order
for
another
person
with
me, or something, or about to divulge that
So you learn, first of all, to deny your own
health, basically. If you’re in good health, you to become HIV positive. They found nothing “the end is near”. It’s really annoying.
Martin: (Laughter) Excuse me.
learn to question that, and doubt that, and live at all, except they had to come up with
Maggiore: (Laughter) And then, if you
in fear that it’s all falling apart in ways that will something after 10 years. So, you live with the
end up in a situation like I did a couple of
become clear at some future date—but in the social stigma.
Now, the chances—and this is not years ago—I was pregnant and I also had a
present moment are unknown to you, which is
frightening. You live in almost a constant state calculated by me but by actuaries—of testing positive HIV status. Try to get around THAT
HIV positive after a single sexual encounter stigma!
of panic.
Martin: That’s one of my questions. We’re
Then you have this stigma that the doctor with a person outside an AIDS-risk group is 1
gives you. Even if you’re healthy, when you in 7 million. That’s less than the chance of jumping ahead, but let’s talk about HIVpregnant
women
and
the
test HIV positive—some people are ill, most dying of food poisoning at a fast-food positive
people are not—but if you’re healthy and test restaurant, less than the chance of being injured misconceptions.
Maggiore: Oh, my goodness. Pregnancy
HIV positive, your doctor doesn’t regard you in an elevator ride, and much less than the
as healthy anymore. You are a-symptomatic. chance of being struck by lightning—yet we’re is one of 60 conditions noted in the scientific
and medical literature that can cause a positive
That means you’re just waiting for the told every day it takes once, only once.
And we’re also told that it can happen to reaction on an HIV antibody test. So, right
symptoms to kick-in. Nobody else in the world
is described as a-symptomatic, except people everyone, when, in fact, 88% of the there, there’s a problem with the whole notion
who test HIV positive. Everybody else who American AIDS cases are very strictly of wide-spread HIV testing among expectant
confined to two groups, as categorized by mothers!
feels good is “healthy”.
Another problem with that—and we can go
Your doctor will also speak to you, the Centers for Disease Control: men who
into this later, if you like—is that any time you
generally, and I’m talking about having seen have sex with men, and IV drug users.
The social stigma that you get is that you’re apply a diagnostic tool, however reliable, to a
about 12 or so AIDS doctors, personally,
myself; they use the IF, WHEN, and YET infected with something; it’s causing your population that does not have the problem—in
health to decline, even though perhaps, in the this country, less than 1/10 of one percent of
words.
They say “When you get pneumonia”. “Oh, moment, you can’t feel it or see it. Anything child-bearing-aged women ever have a
you haven’t had a yeast infection, yet?” “Well, that you have or other people have is suddenly diagnosis of AIDS, so it’s not a widespread
if you’re not feeling ill now, you certainly want attributable to your presumed HIV infection. problem—you apply that diagnostic test to this
While you’re waiting to fall apart and die of population and the result is widespread FALSE
to take precautions for when you do.”
You get into this system that is not at all AIDS, you should stay the heck away from positives.
It’s just a mathematical law. Even when a
about health care, but about illness anticipation other people because you can infect them with
test is really accurate, the same thing happens.
and illness prediction. And so, you’re again this terrible thing.
Then you have the benign kind of things It falls apart when it’s applied to a population
stigmatized as a person who may feel good
today, but, somehow, insidiously, unknown to that go on, socially, with your friends coming who do not suffer from the conditions being
tested for in large numbers.
you exactly where, perhaps, your body is up to you. This used to happen to me a lot.
I’d show up at the last minute for a dinner
So, that’s a big problem. For example,
completely falling apart and it’s only a matter
of time until you get all the terrible things that party in jeans and a T-shirt, and everyone else women contact me who have tested positive.
would be dressed up. No matter how I looked Most recently a woman who has had three
they’re constantly looking for.
You live with a social stigma. You are when I walked in the door, I always heard: relationships in her life. None of the men who
she’s had relationships with test HIV positive.
considered a danger to yourself and other (gasp) “You look so great!”
Martin: (Laughter)
None of the men have any of the symptoms of
people. You have, according to the HIV-AIDS
Maggiore:
“Oh,
my
goodness!
I’m
so
AIDS. None fall into any risk group category
paradigm, a lethal virus. Somehow, testing
positive for non-specific antibodies is viewed as glad to see you!” Which translates to: “She’s for AIDS—yet, and this would be her second
harboring a lethal virus that can be spread, not dead yet. She’s got flesh on her bones. pregnancy, she tests HIV positive. This is
according to news reports, very easily from one She’s still alive.” And then they’d whisper in taken as “gospel” that she is HIV infected.
my ear, as they’re hugging me tightly: “How
And she’s told that she cannot have a baby
person to another.
are
you?”
in
a
hospital facility without taking AZT drugs.
Of course, I’ve found this to be terribly
AZT is a failed cancer
exaggerated, and downright
chemotherapy drug that works
incorrect. The longest and
by destroying DNA chains as
largest study that was ever
Formula for AIDS
they’re forming, which leads to
conducted was between what
cell death.
are called sero-diverse couples;
Pneumonia
+
Positive HIV Test
=
AIDS
She cannot have a baby
that is, one person in the couple
without
taking experimental
tests HIV positive, the other
Pneumonia
+
Negative HIV Test
=
Pneumonia
protease-inhibitor drugs—
HIV negative.
without delivering by cesarean
This study followed a large
section. Without a 12-hour, or
group of couples for more than
Tuberculosis
+
Positive HIV Test
=
AIDS
so, infusion of AZT during
10 years. These couples did not
Tuberculosis
+
Negative
HIV
Test
=
Tuberculosis
labor, which is, essentially, the
consistently practice what would
same thing that a cancer
be called safe sex. And after 10
chemotherapy patient gets—a
years, not a single HIV-negative
This
formula
creates
the
illusion
of
a
perfect
correlation
big
old
infusion
of
person, within these sero-diverse
chemotherapy—during
labor!
couples, became HIV positive—
between HIV and AIDS.
And, without agreeing to
not one!
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feed her baby formula during its infancy—no
breast milk. So that’s what this unreliable test
leads to when it’s applied to pregnant women.
It’s a terrible thing.
And I was very fortunate to circumvent that
system by finding the only, the last remaining
hope in my general area—and I had to drive
some 35 miles to get to her—a certified nurse
mid-wife who agreed that even a dying woman
had the right to have a baby.
I figured, if I get in on that “clause” and it’s
good enough for me (laughter)—we’ll
straighten out the details later that I’m not
dying. And I was able to deliver, naturally, my
son without medical interference of any kind.
My son, now almost 2½ years old, has
never had any serious health problems—minor
colds, I think two times, a fever once or twice,
and has never had so much as an ear infection.
He’s gloriously healthy.
That, I find, is a VERY common
experience among HIV-positive mothers who
made decisions similar to mine. What’s
unfortunate is when they are forced into a
health-care system that, literally, mandates that
they do things which, from my experience and
my research, make absolutely no sense and are,
really, a threat to life and well-being—such as
taking these chemotherapy drugs and other
experimental drugs during pregnancy and
during labor.
And the new thing—the new trend, the new
fad—is AZT therapy for 6 weeks for any baby
born to an HIV-positive mother, whether that
baby is HIV positive or HIV negative at birth.
So, even healthy HIV-negative babies, if you
want to give any credence to the HIV test, are
being given routine chemotherapy in their
formula bottles because their moms aren’t
allowed to breast feed for their first six weeks
of life, which is another unspeakable tragedy.
There was recently a case in Eugene,
Oregon, of a perfectly healthy woman, no risk
factors. Her husband is HIV negative.
They’ve been together for more than a decade.
They have a daughter, I think 8 or 9 years old.
These two were HIV negative.
She suddenly tests HIV positive. She
decided she did not want to take the drug
therapies, after trying them and becoming ill.
She concluded her pregnancy without any kind
of therapy, but ended-up in a hospital delivery
room to have her baby.
The day the baby was born, within hours
they sent in an infectious disease specialist.
The infectious disease specialist went through
the laundry list of what she needed to do,
which was, of course: no formula—AZT
therapy.
And she said “No, thank you” to both. She
felt that she was well-informed and had come
to a reasonable conclusion, based on her own
study of the scientific and medical evidence.
The infectious disease specialist left and came
back a couple of hours later with a court order.
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The state of Oregon had taken custody of Florida, California, and Texas, I think. It is
her child. They mandated AZT therapy for six now required in the state of New York that a
weeks, and barred her from breast feeding, woman who is having a baby report to the
while she was still in the delivery room. And, hospital with evidence of her HIV status.
as a matter of fact, I just heard from her
And a lot of people who contributed their
yesterday—first time in a long time.
personal accounts to my book, mostly women,
On December 29th, which is a year and were HIV tested during the course of prenatal
some months after her son was born—a screenings, or during birth procedures at the
perfectly healthy, HIV-negative son, by the hospital, without their permission and without
way—on December 29th of last year, the State their knowledge. You can’t even rest assured
of Oregon, finally, gave her back custody of that, by living in a state where this isn’t
her son.
required, or by declining what’s explained as a
Martin: I was going to say, it sounds like “voluntary test”, if you voluntarily decline,
a case for the American Civil Liberties Union. there is no guarantee that your wishes will be
Maggiore: You know what? They’re not adhered to. Many of the women who gave
interested.
their stories for the book talked about being
Martin: No kidding?
told it was a test for anemia, being told it was a
Maggiore: No, I tried, and so have a routine diagnostic, just run for whatever reason
couple of other people, approaching them on after a woman has a baby, no worries—and
this. The unfortunate thing is, so many then later, called and told “This is so-and-so,
intelligent, well-informed people, who question you tested positive, or, you have AIDS”.
a lot of information about health, about political
That’s another thing about the whole HIVand social issues, turn-off their brains, take off AIDS issue—that it is considered outside the
their thinking caps when it comes to AIDS. realms of our civil liberties, of our privacy. It
For some reason, even alternative health is not a personal issue. It’s considered a public
practitioners who question allopathic treatments health threat, and so that suddenly changes all
for cancer, for heart disease, for infectious matters of how the tests are administered and
illnesses of any kind, do not question AIDS; do how people are allowed to conduct themselves.
not question the government’s information; do
What is AIDS? I think it becomes more
not question the Health Department’s clear when you understand that AIDS isn’t a
information; do not question media reports.
disease. AIDS is a collection of previously
This is probably one of the most difficult known, and even common, illnesses that have
aspects of this—that for open-minded people, or been categorized as AIDS. But when these
people who like to consider themselves open- same illnesses and conditions occur in someone
minded, AIDS is a way to express your who has not tested HIV positive, they are
compassion. If you support AIDS, you support called by their old name.
compassion. If you support AIDS, you support
AIDS is 29 conditions such as:
the people who are diagnosed with AIDS, that tuberculosis, yeast infections, certain kinds of
is, some people who tend to be marginalized cancers, certain pneumonias. None of these
from our society at large, such as gay men and conditions or illnesses called AIDS are
IV-drug users.
exclusive to people who test HIV positive. All
So, to question AIDS suddenly becomes: of them have causes and treatments well
you’re against certain groups of people, or known, that are completely unrelated to HIV,
you’re a conspiracy
theorist. It doesn’t occur
AIDS in America
to otherwise really
brilliant
(laughter)
➤ AIDS is a category, not an illness
brilliant people—I’ve
talked to some of the
greatest minds of our
➤ There are 29 familiar conditions in the category
time—and I am very
including pneumonia, yeast infections, salmonella,
disappointed,
many,
and certain cancers.
many times, that there is
no room in their hearts
and in their minds to
➤ None of these conditions are new.
question government,
media,
AIDS
➤ None of these conditions appear among people
organizations, AIDS
who test HIV positive; all appear among people
information.
As it stands now, it is
who test HIV negative.
required in the state of
New York, which has—
➤ All AIDS conditions have documented causes and
AIDS cases are primarily
treatments that are unrelated to HIV.
divided up into about 4
states:
New
York,
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and are only called AIDS when they happen to required. An AIDS diagnosis in Africa can be What there are tests for, are comprehensive
someone who also has a positive HIV-antibody based on: fever, persistent cough, weight loss tests that can give you an assessment on how
test.
that’s involuntary and greater than 10 percent, your body is doing as a whole, functioning,
If you have a yeast infection, which is a and diarrhea. In Africa, that suffices for an interrelated system. And, if you’re facing
pretty common thing, and you’re HIV negative, AIDS diagnosis.
health challenges, these give you some
you’ve got a yeast infection. Everybody knows
Of course, those clinical symptoms are also information as a tool to getting better, and
it’s caused by an imbalance of friendly bacteria. the clinical symptoms of most things that monitoring the progress of some doctors who
If you are HIV positive, and you have a yeast trouble the African continent: poverty, use health-enhancing, immune-supporting
infection, that’s AIDS. And while we malnutrition, leprosy, tuberculosis, malaria, the therapies that rely, primarily, on non-toxic
acknowledge, on one plane, that it’s caused by effects of drinking unsanitary water. Yet, in modalities that can restore a person to health or
an imbalance of friendly bacteria, because Africa, those symptoms are enough for an prevent somebody who’s at risk of getting sick
you’ve tested HIV positive, you’re thrown on AIDS diagnosis. In this country, that wouldn’t from ever becoming ill.
lifelong prophylactic antibiotics—which, most be acceptable. This is the only “disease”,
But an AIDS test, which is really an HIVof the time exacerbate the yeast infection—and supposedly, where you can cure yourself by antibody test, or what is called a viral load test,
that is considered a hallmark of AIDS.
moving, or become sick by relocating. does not give reliable, useful information, in
So, AIDS isn’t even a disease, it’s a (Laughter) Don’t ever go to Africa if you’ve my opinion, from my research and experience.
category, it’s a collection of previously existing got a cough and a fever; you’ll find yourself in
Martin:
Let’s talk about who is,
conditions that occur among people who test big trouble!
statistically, more at risk for AIDS in this
HIV negative and people who test HIV
Martin: You mention in your book, also, country. Men or women, and why?
positive.
that the designation AIDS is actually a
Maggiore: How AIDS cases break down
So why do these conditions occur? There’s surveillance tool. What did you mean by that? in this country is that 88% fall into two
a lot of different reasons, almost as individual
Maggiore: I didn’t mean anything by that. categories: men who have sex with men—and
as the people. But to correlate all of those with What I got that from was a report from the these are categories determined by the Centers
a positive antibody test, on a test that’s not National Institutes of Health, when they for Disease Control, and they only take into
specific, and to claim that they’re caused by an produced a Summary Report on AIDS in an consideration their own categories. If you fall
infection with a virus, is, in my opinion, attempt to answer critics of the HIV-AIDS outside of this category, you are usually put
irresponsible.
hypothesis, and in that they mention that they into heterosexual contact or, sometimes, “risk
Another important thing to understand about call AIDS, that’s just a direct quote, a unknown”. But, the Centers for Disease
AIDS is, because it’s not a disease, because it’s “surveillance tool”. That’s what it is. It’s a Control don’t count any category of health risk,
a definition, the definition of what AIDS is category that’s used to survey, count, quantify such as IV-drug use, on its own, is not
changes from country to country. And this certain illnesses, but only when they occur in considered a risk for your health—
really makes for an interesting situation.
people with a positive HIV-antibody test. malnourishment, chronic, constant use of
Our definition of AIDS is slightly different Nobody’s running around counting yeast antibiotics or steroids, is not considered a risk
from that of Canada, our neighbors to the infections, outside of the HIV-antibody tests.
to the immune system, only having sex with
North. In 1993, here in the United States, we
Martin: Have you come across any—how another man or using IV-drugs.
changed the definition of AIDS. We added to do I want to term this—informed doctors or
So, 88% fall into those two risk categories.
it 4 illnesses, and we added 1 non-illness which clinics or labs that you actually WOULD 90% (or close to—actually it just shifted in the
is having a T-cell count, T immune cells— recommend for AIDS testing?
last couple of years to 85%) are among men.
that’s a laboratory measurement—if one time
Maggiore: Well, there is no such thing as
So, it is disproportionately divided, even
that shows your T-cells are less than 200. If AIDS testing, based on the HIV-antibody test. within those risk groups, among men—1%
you have that, if you have no
hemophiliacs, 1% transfusion
symptoms, no illness, but you have
recipients, I think it’s 4% among
a T-cell count, one time from a lab,
people who claim heterosexual
Why HIV Cannot Cause AIDS22
of 200 or less, and you’re HIV
contact (I’ll look at my own book
positive, you have an AIDS
here) with an IV-drug user, and
➤ HIV is a retrovirus. Retroviruses are not cytotoxic;
diagnosis.
6% among people who just say
they do not kill cells.
Since 1993, more than half of
“Hey, I slept with somebody”.
all the newly diagnosed AIDS cases
By the way, all of these
in this country are among people
responses are voluntary and are
➤ HIV shares the same genetic structure as all other
with no symptoms or illnesses, who
unverified. When they go back
known retroviruses. Hundreds of retroviruses are
have what’s considered a low T-cell
and ask people, again, who say
normally found in healthy human beings.
count.
“Hey, I just slept with somebody.
In Canada, they never adopted
I don’t know what happened”,
that definition, which means that
they find that between 60% and
➤ Even if HIV could kill T-cells, it only infects on
there are more than 180,000
90% of those people suddenly
average 1 in 1,000 T-cells which is not enough to
Americans with an AIDS diagnosis
remember falling into the two topdeplete T-cells and cause AIDS.
who could be cured of that
risk categories: men who have sex
diagnosis of AIDS if they were to
with men or IV-drug users. So it
drive across the border into Canada,
isn’t a widespread health risk, by
➤ Most healthy people have had infections with cellwhere a low T-cell count is NOT
any means.
killing viruses like those that cause herpes and
considered the diagnostic criteria for
Martin:
Certainly not a
mononucleosis. These viruses infect millions of Tan AIDS diagnosis.
widespread health risk for women.
cells—up to half of all immune cells—without
In Africa, it’s something else,
Maggiore: No, no, no. And
causing T-cell depletion and without causing AIDS.
again. We don’t have a list of 29
also, too, if you look at how many
illnesses, and no HIV test is
people die of AIDS and compare
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In the whole period of time known as the find at their website: rethinkingaids.com which
that to other causes of death among
Americans—well, first of all, one thing, before AIDS epidemic in this country, we have is a wonderful source of information.
There is a team of doctors in Australia
we even begin with that—AIDS deaths are 655,000 AIDS cases, as of the last Centers for
counted among anyone with AIDS who dies, Disease Control tally, Year-End Report. And, who’ve done some just fantastic work on
whether they die of what’s called AIDS, in a if you recall, 182,000 of those AIDS diagnoses eliminating the flaws of HIV-antibody tests,
and their works are found at the great
car accident, if they’re hit by a piano, if their were given to people who are not even ill.
Martin: Have you found, since you’ve virusmyths.com website. In there you can find
medicines kill them, it’s all thrown in. So
been “out there”, that there are others in the all sorts of articles and information—by subject
that’s another thing to remember.
If you are given a diagnosis of AIDS and AIDS field doing the kind of questioning of category, by author, contributed by the many
die in a car accident, you don’t end up in the existing definitions that you are? Or, have you people around the world who work at bringing
about public awareness of these very
car accident category, you’re an
important questions. And there are a
AIDS death.
It’s actually,
officially, called “death among
When you’re treating immune-suppressed number of doctors and health practitioners
and people who, given a chance to think
persons with AIDS”, a very
people, or allegedly immune-suppressed people, about this, realize, rather quickly, that
carefully constructed category title
chemicals that CAUSE immune what they’ve been told doesn’t add up.
there. And, despite that and despite with
It’s just that not often are we given an
all the emphasis on AIDS, we have, suppression, you’re not going to arrive at a
opportunity to think about this from a new
every year, three times as many
happy outcome.
perspective. We usually are bombarded
deaths each year from heart disease
with warnings, with UN “estimates”—and,
than the total of all the people who
this year, in honor of World AIDS Day,
have ever died of AIDS. You have
found
that
people
are
just
locked-in
to
the
the
UN
dropped the word “estimate” from their
more people dying from cancer in a year than
report. So, now when they give us estimates of
have ever died of AIDS. You have more “status-quo” of information?
Maggiore: I could have never saved my AIDS cases or estimates of AIDS deaths—
people, in the period known as the AIDS
epidemic, who have died from the correct use own life or written this book were there not which are so completely out-of-line with actual
of properly prescribed prescription drugs. You other people out there doing this, to whom I am diagnosed cases—I think they said some 16
have more people who have died of suicide, eternally indebted. Their work is what I base million people died of AIDS last year,
and more people who have died in car my work on. Yes, thankfully, there are. There worldwide. Last year, the total for all cases
diagnosed EVER in the ENTIRE WORLD
accidents, than you have who died of AIDS. are not enough of them, though.
Martin: Who are some of those people? during the period known as the AIDS epidemic
Suddenly, it’s not America’s biggest health
Are there any particular people or organizations is 2.2 million. Now there are 7 times as many
threat.
deaths as we’ve ever had diagnoses?
HIV infection in the United States, that come to mind?
Maggiore: The Group for the Scientific
And then they say there are 33 million
according to the Centers for Disease Control,
the number of people testing HIV positive has Reappraisal of the HIV-AIDS Hypothesis is people, worldwide, infected. I mean, they’re
just constantly throwing these things at us and,
not increased once since 1985 when the test one group.
Martin:
And
where
are
they?
prior to World’s AIDS Day this last year, 1999,
was made available for general use.
Maggiore: They’re based in La Jolla, they at least gave thinking people a chance to
Martin: That’s amazing.
Maggiore: Let me just look at my book so California, but they have a toll-free national consider that their numbers were estimates.
phone number that’s listed in the book: 877- Now they just dropped that, entirely, and
I can give this to you exactly:
• You have more than 13½ million cases of 256-6406. They are a group of, primarily, they’re just given to us as: “The UN says...”.
MDs, Ph.D.s, and include a couple of Nobel
The UN says that AIDS is causing the
gonorrhea during this period of time;
Laureates, who not only question the HIV- devastation of Africa. Africa has 2½ times the
• 6 million cases of genital herpes;
AIDS hypothesis, but publish a monthly population of the U.S. and we have about the
• 4.3 million cases of chlamydia;
newsletter called Rethinking AIDS, that you can same number of AIDS cases. So, if AIDS is
• 1.5+ million cases of syphlis.
devastating Africa, why the heck isn’t it really
devastating the U.S.? There’s a report coming
out of the UN, one I cite in my book, it’s
Copy of an AZT Label
almost comical. If it weren’t so sad, it would
be funny. A Reuters report, based on the UN
estimates—they left the word in, that year—
that “a Kenyan dies of AIDS every 3 minutes”.
If you multiply that out, that makes more dead
Kenyans in one year than there have ever been
AIDS diagnoses in Kenya. And if you
multiply that out to the whole AIDS epidemic,
you end up with a total greater than all AIDS
cases ever diagnosed in the world.
Martin: Pretty amazing, huh?
Maggiore: Yeah. I mean, I wish I could
get away with that for other stuff, like my bank
account: “I estimate I have 4 million dollars.”
Martin: Ok, if it’s not HIV, what causes
This label has appeared on bottles containing as little as 25 milligrams, a small
AIDS?
fraction (1/20 to 1/60) of a patient’s daily prescribed dose of 500 to 1,500 mg.109
Maggiore: Well, what causes these 29
diseases? Depending on what country you’re
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living in, in Africa it’s maybe 4 or 5. include things that actually help people to supposed to be “surprising” when people no
Conditions that lead to collapse of the immune improve the quality of their lives and the longer have the ability to absorb nutrients and
digest their food.
system that have been known in the medical quality of their health, and get better.
This is a powerful, powerful toxin. And
literature for about 70 years. In my book, I
Martin: Let’s get back to the effectiveness
break them down to categories that I describe of the so-called “treatment modalities” such as the idea is “Well, what else is there? We’ve
as: physical risk factors, chemical risk factors, chemotherapy. Can you comment further on got to do something. These people are infected
biological risk factors, and psychological risk existing treatment modalities and their toxic with HIV”, which brings us back to the test.
Remember, the test doesn’t even tell you
factors. And I explain how these factors apply effects?
to AIDS. What makes my job easier than
Maggiore: Current therapies involve a accurately that you’ve been infected. And
trying to explain this—
combination of chemotherapy and protease- people don’t get the kind of information readily
that we’re sharing today, upon which to
Martin: And those were very
base a decision to take this toxic stuff.
good descriptions in the book, by the
Current
therapies
involve
a
combination
of
And then it is also being given to
way. I was very impressed with that.
children, many of whom are HIV
Maggiore: Oh, thank you. What chemotherapy and protease-inhibitor drugs. Prior
negative, but born to an HIV-positivemakes my job a little easier with this to the new therapies, we had chemotherapy drugs,
testing mother—and provided in such a
is that there is not one case of AIDS
all
of
which
are
modeled
on
AZT,
which
was
way that its consumption is mandated.
described in the medical literature that
That is, a single mom, because she’s
does not include one or more of these created over 30 years ago as a treatment for
HIV positive, is relying on the public
immune-destroying health-risk factors, leukemia. It was rejected before it was patented
health system; if she wants the benefits,
and there is not one case of AIDS or ever tried out on human beings because it
she’s got to take the drugs. If she
documented in the medical literature was so toxic; it destroyed the—it killed the
doesn’t, they take the kids!
in a person who’s full risk is exposure
experimental mice, the cancer-ridden mice, who
And even people outside, even
to HIV.
received
the
treatment,
before
the
cancer
could.
families
outside the public health
When you consider that HIV is a
system, are threatened with loss of
retrovirus with no known cell-killing It destroys cells. It caps-off DNA chains, as
custody if they don’t put their children
mechanism—retroviruses don’t kill they’re forming, and leaves the cell dead.
on the drug. So, it’s not just a matter
cells—yet AIDS is supposed to be the
for consenting adults, it’s a matter of
depletion, the death of immune cells?
people not being given enough
HIV does not explain the loss of
immunity or immune cells associated with inhibitor drugs. Prior to the new therapies, we information to make informed choices, and
AIDS. These other factors, that I go into detail had chemotherapy drugs, all of which are children being forced to take these drugs.
The new protease inhibitors have been
about in the book, are able to, and have been modeled on AZT, which was created over 30
able to in the past, before we adopted the years ago as a treatment for leukemia. It was added to the chemotherapy regime, which uses
AIDS categorization, explain and also relieve rejected before it was patented or ever tried various chemotherapy drugs to one protease
immune suppression, which is really a big out on human beings because it was so toxic; inhibitor, plus a handful of various assorted
issue.
it destroyed the—it killed the experimental antibiotics. These new protease inhibitor drugs
When you’re treating immune- mice, the cancer-ridden mice, who received are showing to be extremely toxic to the liver,
suppressed people, or allegedly immune- the treatment, before the cancer could. It causing liver damage, elevating lipid levels, to
suppressed people, with chemicals that destroys cells. It caps-off DNA chains, as the degree where—I just read an article that
said men who should otherwise not be having
CAUSE immune suppression, you’re not they’re forming, and leaves the cell dead.
going to arrive at a happy outcome.
Its manufacturer acknowledges that it causes heart attacks are having heart attacks,
And when you’re stigmatizing starving 5 of the official 29 AIDS-defining illnesses, sometimes fatal. It’s causing physical
people in third-world countries as having including T-cell depletion, muscle wasting, deformities because it causes problems with the
uncontrollable sexual activities—notice how, in diarrhea, dementia, and lymphoma. When it absorption and distribution of fat in the body.
every other country of the world, except the travels from a lab to a pharmacy, it comes with People are getting things called “buffalo
United States, Canada, and Europe, AIDS is a package that has a label with a skull & cross- humps”, which are large fat deposits on the
suppose to be something equally divided bones on it and the word TOXIC very back of their necks, or “crick bellies”, which
come from one of the brand names, cricksidan,
between men and women, therefore insinuating prominently displayed.
that there’s something about the sexual
Testing shows that it’s incorporated into our which is a huge, distended belly, while at the
practices of non-European, non-White people. cells’ DNA. It disrupts the mitochondria, same time losing muscular tone and fat from
That’s a terrible stigma to be living under. It which is the energy factory of cells. It’s the face, the arms, the legs, and the posterior—
does nothing to help prevent the TRUE health designed to terminate DNA chains. In addition that’s also known as “crick’s butt”—and this is
risks, which are often, in these third-world to causing those 5 AIDS-defining illnesses, it described, in the medical literature, sometimes,
countries and developing nations: poverty, also causes nausea, liver damage, headaches, as having “stick-like limbs”. And women are
malnutrition, rampant disease such as dizziness, sexual disfunction, hair loss, seizures, also experiencing huge, huge chests; the fat in
tuberculosis, malaria, leprosy, measles—measles neuropathy—which is, if your arms or legs fall their breasts increases. And those are just the
kills more than AIDS.
asleep, you get that tingling. Well, image that “cosmetic”, supposedly, effects of the drugs!
These drugs also lead to a lot of digestive
AIDS is not the leading cause of death in all the time, except it hurts really bad; that’s
any African nation.
Measles, malaria, neuropathy. That’s caused by the damage to problems and diarrhea, for many people; and
tuberculosis—individually many, many times the nervous system. It is very destructive to the insomnia; and for many people, many people
top diagnosed cases of AIDS and death.
digestive system, which is why it causes the begin suffering from episodes of psychosis; also
diabetes. Some scientist said that these drugs
So, if we talk about if it’s not HIV, what is diarrhea and the nausea.
it? When you look at other things, it not only
We know chemotherapy does that when it’s may unmask opportunistic infections. And I’m
broadens the scope of what is called immune given to cancer patients—yet chemotherapy, probably leaving a few things out.
This is what we know after just a couple of
suppression, but it opens up the discussion to when it’s given to AIDS patients, it’s somehow
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that. I should have been very, very ill and I
was not.
About a month later I took another one, and
it, inexplicably, dropped to 980, which is
considered low, and I’m well. And right after
that I got pregnant and went through a period
of—what would be acknowledged by I think
just about everyone—a natural time of immune
suppression, when a woman is pregnant,
without having ANY complications or
symptoms of immune suppression. My HIVnegative cohort passed a typical problem, such
as yeast infections. I mean, two women HIV
negative got toxoplasmosis while pregnant,
which is an AIDS defining illness, due to their
lowered immunity. I had none of that.
Every time I tell you about myself, I want
to make it very clear, I am not an exception to
the rule. I am only an exception to the rule in
that I speak out. There are just so many people
like me, it is ridiculous that the media has
expressed no interest in bringing our stories into
the discussion. My book endeavored to do that
with some of the stories. As I call it in my
book, it’s the tip of a very large, yet largely

overlooked, iceburg that the media and the
AIDS organizations either downplay or ignore.
Martin: One thing that may be a surprise
to our readers, or it may not be: What is the
number-one cause of immune deficiency
diseases worldwide?
Maggiore: Malnutrition. It’s been that
way for many, many years. And one of the
primary spokespersons acknowledging that, up
until 1985, was Dr. Anthony Fauci, who is a
very well-known AIDS expert, head of
NIAD—National Institutes Of Allergies, etc.
You have 3 million people who die, worldwide
each year, from just poverty and diarrhea.
And, in some 20 years, we’ve had a little over
2 million AIDS cases throughout the world,
and a good percentage of those are among
people who are still alive and well.
Oh, I used one of my bad words—still.
Martin: How has your reception been
among the less informed groups that you’ve
spoken with?
Maggiore: You know, when I can speak
to somebody who does not have an investment
in AIDS—and I don’t mean just financial—

Drug Diseases Diganosed Before
the AIDS Era in HIV-Free Drug Users

Immunodeficiency1c
Kaposi’s sarcoma2c
Candidiasis3c
Pneumonia4c
Lymphadenopathy5c
Tuberculosis6c
Weight loss7c
Dementia, encephalopathy8c
Diarrhea9c
Fever10c
Spontaneous abortion,
premature birth,
congenital abnormalities11c
Night sweats12c
Impotence13c
Severe atherosclerosis14c
Tooth loss, cavities15c
Dermatitis16c
Hepatitis17c
Epileptic seizures18c
Endocarditis19c
Bronchitis20c

222

Drug Used

Disease

AIDS-Defining Diseases

years. These drugs were first brought into use
in the last months of 1995. If you look in my
book, there are charts which show that AIDS
cases were already on the decline, and leveled
off, actually, in about 1991. It increased once,
in 1993, when that new definition of AIDS
came in, which included people who were ill,
and it’s been declining ever since.
AIDS deaths were already declining when
these new drugs were released, and it is often
claimed that not enough people are taking
them. Many reports will attribute the decline in
AIDS deaths to the drugs, and at the same
time, in the same article, they will often lament
that not enough people are taking them.
One very well known AIDS expert, Dr.
James Corran, who I think was the former head
of the Centers for Disease Control, reported last
year, I believe it was, on CNN, that less than
10% of HIV-positive Americans who need the
drugs are on them. Yet, at the same time, he
attributes the drugs to the decreases in death.
Also, new reports are showing—and this is also
from the UN and other sources—it is now
widely cited that the drugs failed to work in
half the people who take them, and another
10%-20% must quit due to the unmanageable
side-effects.
So, when you talk about “wonder” drugs,
you’ve really gotta wonder (laughter) how
drugs that were released after the downturn
began, that not enough people are taking, that a
large percentage of people can’t take, that
another significant percent of the people have
no benefit from taking—are affecting anything
that is a current trend with downturns in AIDS!
And then, recent reports also show, I think
it was December, in the New England Journal
Of Medicine, an article that shows that these
drugs actually shut-down functions of the
immune system that are considered necessary
for survival!
Martin: The real “wonder” is that people
buy this stuff.
Maggiore: Well, when it’s billed to you
that this is the only hope for your survival, and
even “I’m not going to work with you unless
you’re going to work with me.” You know,
you get in a situation where people are taking
these drugs because they’re scared, they’re
scared!
Martin: Sure they’re scared.
Maggiore: They’re living in a constant
state of panic and fear. They’ve been told that
the presence of their virus can be measured
with this new “viral load” test. When it’s up,
they need to take the drugs. When it’s down,
they should keep taking them anyway.
Martin: Can we talk more about the “viral
load” test?
Maggiore: Well, I’d like to tell you one
thing: when I took the viral load test in 1996, I
had a viral load, the first time, of 330,000. At
10,000 it’s considered pretty urgent that you
start taking medicine. So, I was way beyond
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because I think we all have an investment, to a
certain degree, in what we’ve been told,
because it’s affected every single one of our
lives. Our world-view has been shaped by
this.
When I can talk to somebody who is not
heavily invested in that world view, who
perhaps hasn’t had the devastating emotional
experience of losing friends to what is called
AIDS, who doesn’t work in any kind of
capacity related to HIV causing AIDS, who
hasn’t been 10-15 years prescribing AIDS
drugs to people, believing with all their heart
they’re helping. When I can talk to somebody
like that, it usually comes pretty easily.
The tough part is in reaching people who
have the investment: emotional, financial,
reputation, careers—then it gets tougher, but
it’s not impossible. And I have a pretty good
rate of success, I think, because while I’m
certainly not among the most well informed on
this topic; I’ve had a direct personal experience
that often can mean more than the scientific
data. That’s why I’ve included those personal
stories from people in my book, because there’s
something about being able to touch the life of
another person with your own that, often times,
has greater value and meaning than all the
other stuff.
Martin: Well, it’s not abstract.
Maggiore: No, no. And having been
through the ringer in so many ways—here,
there, up, down, positive, negative. I speak
from a wide range of experiences. (Laughter)
I’ve had HIV. I’ve had it go away. I’ve had a
tremendously high viral load. I’ve had a nonexistent one, practically.
Just before I got pregnant in 1996, I had
pneumonia, and that is considered an AIDSdefining illness when it occurs in somebody
who is HIV positive. Loosely, any pneumonia,
but specifically pneumocystis pneumonia, will
be considered AIDS-defining in somebody who
tests HIV positive. I did not go in for an
analysis of specifically what pneumonia I had,
but it was very clear I had pneumonia.
I used natural therapies and got better, and
did so in 3 weeks—while my brother, who is
HIV negative, 5 years younger, and a surfer, if
you can imagine the lung-capacity that takes,
it’s tremendous—got the same pneumonia and
was laid-up for 3 months, lost so much weight
he looked like an AIDS victim. So, I’ve kindof had the gamut of experiences here that I can
share with people. And I think that helps me
to be a spokesperson to urge people to consider
new views and new information, and think
about, with some degree of critical thinking,
what they’ve been told.
Martin: You’re like a lightning rod.
Maggiore: You could also call me Job.
(Laughter)
Martin: Has there been any recurring
theme or concern among audiences you’ve
addressed, both AIDS organizations and the
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general public?
Maggiore: The general
concern expressed by most
organizations is—when
they just want to shut
down the discussion, they
call this “dangerous
information”. I’ve heard
that so many times, I can’t
even tell you.
Martin: Really?!
Maggiore: Yeah. And
for a while, I was calling
our video-tape series of our
meetings
with
guest
speakers
Dangerous
Information: Volumes I, II,
& III. But that’s a common
thing I hear, when people
just want to exclude it.
Another thing I hear is
“Well, what you’re saying
is that you’re advocating
that people practice unsafe
sex.” And, at NO point, in
any of my talks, the articles
I write, my book, do I
EVER
advocate
ANYTHING about sex
because, frankly, it’s none
of my business.
Martin: If we can
digress here for a minute.
Previously, we’ve published
information about the AIDS
virus and that, just from a
physical-size standpoint,
they
jump
through
prophylactics like basketball
hoops.
Maggiore: There was
something
in
Time
magazine or Newsweek, I
can’t remember which,
many years ago, when
herpes was a big scare.
They said that the only
course of prevention was
abstinence, because viruses
are smaller than the pores
in a condom.
Martin: That’s right.
Maggiore: There’s no
way to protect yourself.
Suddenly, with this, you’ve
got a different rule. I don’t
understand that.
Martin: There’s such a
myth about “safe sex”.
There’s no such thing as
safe sex, other than
abstinence.
Maggiore: The thing
is, it’s “safer”, in a way, to
kind-of back-peddle on
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Keep in Mind These Helpful Facts About
pg64
Testing HIV Positive:
➤ Viral antibodies alone do not cause or predict illness;
in fact, they are an indication of a normal, healthy
immune response and provide protection from
disease. There is no evidence to indicate that HIV
antibodies differ in any way from helpful, protective
antibodies.
➤ Since HIV antigens cross-react with antibodies
produced in response to numerous diseases and
microbes commonly found in normal, healthy people,
a positive HIV test result does not confirm past
exposure to HIV.
➤ Since HIV antibody tests have never been calibrated
against virus isolation, their true accuracy has never
been established, which means that there is no
substantiation for the claim that testing HIV positive
indicates a present infection of HIV.
➤ People in AIDS risk groups are at high risk for
testing false positive on HIV antibody tests.
Injection drug users, hemophiliacs, blood transfusion
recipients, people from areas of the world where
malaria, hepatitis, tuberculosis, leprosy, and parasitic
infections are endemic, and certain gay men have
been exposed to many foreign antigens and
infectious agents documented to give false positive
results on HIV tests.
➤ Actual HIV is never directly detected in people who
test positive on the antibody test.
➤ Viral load tests cannot diagnose illness, measure HIV
infection, or determine state of health. Viral load
tests do not detect actual viruses and are not
approved by the FDA for diagnostic use. As the
manufacturers’ own literature states, the test “is not
intended to be used to confirm the presence of
HIV...”.
➤ No type of viral load test has ever been verified by
virus isolation.
➤ In the only published study that compares viral load
results against the finding of HIV by co-culture,
more than half of the people with detectable levels
of viral load had zero virus. 230
➤ It is possible to receive an AIDS diagnosis even
though you are not ill or suffering from any
symptoms of immune suppression.
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that.
Martin: It isn’t, really.
Maggiore: The thing is, when you look at
the chart in the book, it shows the difference
between the rate of venereal disease infections,
truly sexually transmitted infections—
Martin: Right. Well, it does cut that
down.
Maggiore:
—and what is called a
“sexually transmitted disease”. You see that
there ARE reasons that one would want to
consider practicing what’s known as safer sex,
certainly.
Martin: Right, right.
Maggiore: But, as one doctor who I
respect very much, Dr. Peter Duesberg, who’s
a professor of molecular and cell biology at
U.C. Berkeley, who is the man who introduced
me to this information, says: “It doesn’t help
much to tell people to wear a gas mask to
protect themselves from machine-gun fire.”
If you’re wearing a condom to try to protect
yourself from immune suppression, while at the
same time you’re not eating properly, you’re
using intravenous drugs, staying up all night,
and having all sorts of infections, that’s like
wearing a gas mask to protect yourself from
machine-gun fire. It’s not going to work.
Martin: Right. So, again, common
concerns among general audiences have been?
Maggiore: Usually it just falls into two
categories: (1) we can’t talk about it because
it’s dangerous information; if you tell this you’ll
undo all the years of AIDS education and safesex campaigns; that’s usually what I get. And
then some people throw out: (2) “Oh, you’re a
homophobe.”
Martin: In your book you also mention
“Incorrect information about HIV-AIDS costs
lives.” Can you explain what you mean by
that?
Maggiore: Test HIV positive, and believe
that you’re infected with a virus, and all sorts
of terrible things can happen to you. If you
accept the idea that testing positive on an HIVantibody test means that you are infected with a
lethal virus, then it can do much damage—if
you accept that as true, and begin living as if
that were true, and essentially begin living as if
you are dying.
In Western society we tend to downplay the
damaging effects, and sometimes even the
positive affects, of what we hold to be true.
Yet all medicines—in responsible testing—are
tested against placebos. Placebos are inert
substances given to people, without them
knowing they’re inert substances, because we
know that the power of expectation can cure
people.
There’s one study that I cited in the book in
which patients who adhered to their placebo
regime, while others taking the same placebo
did not, the ones who adhered to their placebo
medicine, what they believed would help them,
actually lived longer than the ones who didn’t
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regularly take their placebo. That’s how
powerful is what we believe, and that’s
acknowledged right in the medical literature.
So, if that alone can cost a life, then taking
powerful, powerful chemotherapy drugs,
spending years on non-specific antibiotics,
taking experimental protease inhibitor drugs,
that can cost your life.
Another kind of damage may be in deciding
not to have a child. I can give you many
examples of women who, during prenatal
screening, came up positive, and who then
decided to abort the child. One case, in
Canada, did not involve an abortion, but a
woman who was told that she was HIV
positive, and when she was in the hospital
delivering her baby, she gave the baby up for
adoption, and had surgery so she could never
have children again.
It was later discovered that she was not
HIV positive; the test was wrong. And so,
she’s sterile, without the child because of that.
This affects lives on a very deep level!
When you have to do what a woman who
called me on New Year’s Day does, she had to
check herself out of a hospital “against medical
advice”, take her son, and flee the state because
she wound up in the hospital, they found out
she was HIV positive, and that she was nursing
because she had to pump her breast milk. And
they made motions to take her son away from
her, and declare her “incompetent”, mentally
incompetent.
They gave her one of those psychological
evaluations where they asked her if she’d rather
be a race-car driver or a florist. (Laughter) I
mean, really dumb stuff like that, and
determined she was incompetent. She was
placing her son’s life in danger because she’d
never had an HIV test done. That affects
somebody’s life. She had to leave the state, on
New Year’s Day, or as soon as she could get
out of the hospital, and she can’t go back.
It costs lives in Africa, where people with
malaria are not given malaria treatment if they
also test HIV positive because there’s not
enough medicine to go around. And if you test
HIV positive, well, you’re going to die
anyway, so you don’t get the malaria treatment.
This is not really an intellectual discussion
or semantics about categories and illness.
Every single day somebody’s life is affected
by this in profound and irrevocable ways.
And everyone should have access to ALL
the facts about this.
That’s why the organization that I run does
not take any contributions from the
pharmaceutical industry, any level of
government, or any entity that limits our access
to information about HIV, AIDS, and health.
Martin: That’s also one of my next
questions.
Let’s talk about your own
foundation.
Maggiore:
We’re here to provide
information. This is not about a “belief
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system” or a “philosophy”, or “you always
hang-out with us, you’ll always be healthy”.
This is about providing people with information
so they can make important decisions about
their lives and health—and emphasize: make up
their own minds.
We’re here to help people avoid these sorts
of situations that the woman found herself in on
New Year’s Day. We’re here to help people
out of those sorts of situations—to recommend,
whenever and wherever we can, empathetic
and enlightened health practitioners who regard
them as individuals, rather than impending
statistics.
And we’re also raising money to conduct
many of the scientific and medical studies that
should have been conducted years ago. We
talked about one at the beginning of this
interview, which is verifying if a positive HIVantibody test, how often, if ever, that correlates
with the presence of the actual virus. We are
also raising money to do that.
And we hope, this year, to verify or refute a
few of the popular assumptions about these
diagnostic tests, including T-cells and viral
load. So we work on a lot of different fronts,
and we’re constantly trying to create awareness
among health persons, critical thinkers, health
activists, other advocates of compassion and
social change, trying to introduce them into this
discussion, and bring them the information that
they probably haven’t had a chance to look at
or consider. We also do that, too.
And we provide, at a local level, free public
meetings, community events, classes, support
groups called “Not Another Support Group” for
people who test HIV positive and want to ask
questions that go outside the confines of
mainstream AIDS thinking.
And we also have groups that we support
who advocate, and make possible, informed
choice. We support them with our resources,
and that includes our materials and our
monetary forces, throughout the country and
Canada, and also we have a couple of groups
in Africa, now. Each group works under its
own name. We don’t ask people to adopt our
name.
Martin: Where in Africa?
Maggiore: We have one in South Africa,
Cape Town; there are a couple of people in
Kenya, Zambia, and Tanzania. These are
people who come to us. We don’t go out
recruiting, generally speaking, because we
don’t have time.
Martin: This is an aside. Have you heard
anything about the so-called “Indigo Children”,
some of whom have been born HIV positive,
only to later test negative for any disease?
Maggiore: Well, 35% of the time a child
born testing HIV positive will go on to test
HIV negative, without any medical
intervention. And that’s because the child
discards the antibodies passed on from the
[Continued on page 14]
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The American Foundation for AIDS Alternatives
Many experts now contend that AIDS is not a fatal, incurable condition caused
by HIV, and that the symptoms associated with AIDS are treatable using
nontoxic, immune-enhancing therapies that have restored the health of people
diagnosed with AIDS and have allowed those at risk to remain well.
The American Foundation for AIDS Alternatives questions the
HIV=AIDS=Death paradigm based on a growing body of scientific, medical,
and epidemiological data and promotes awareness of life-affirming facts to
HIV-positive diagnosed persons and concerned citizens worldwide. We
are a 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation founded by HIV positives who have
learned to live in wellness without AIDS drugs and without fear of AIDS.
In addition to sponsoring medical research into practical, health-enhancing
approaches to resolving AIDS and funding scientific studies that objectively
examine the HIV hypothesis, we work locally by providing a yearly calendar
of free community events and classes, and work globally by sharing our
resources with other groups and associations throughout the world that
promote informed choices for people affected by HIV and AIDS.
Christine Maggiore
The American Foundation for AIDS Alternatives is one of the only AIDS
organizations anywhere that does not solicit or accept funding from the pharmaceutical industry, the US government,
or any entity that may limit public access to factual information about HIV, AIDS, and health.
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mother as they develop their own immune
system. So, I could introduce you to a lot of
Indigo Children, (laughter) many, many Indigo
Children.
Martin: Are you familiar with the term?
Maggiore: No, I haven’t heard that,
actually.
Martin: There’s a book called The Indigo
Children, which is about the new “super kids”
who are being born now around the world, just
super bright, intuitive, extremely talented, and
really, basically, a handful.
Maggiore: Hey! That describes my son!
(Laughter)
Martin: Yes, I kind-of figured it did. The
book is called The Indigo Children, by Jan
Tober and Lee Carroll. It’s really a very cool
book, and that is my next interview, with that
author. I will send you that interview when it’s
done.
Maggiore: I’d love to see that. My son, at
18 months, had a vocabulary that exceeded 200
properly used words. He’s just amazing, and
quite a handful, bless him.
Martin: If you had to distill it down and
make some closing remarks to our readers,
who, by the way, are extremely thoughtful
people, what ideas would you like to leave
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them with? In what ways can they be helpful,
in this general subject?
Maggiore: How they can be helpful is to
become informed. First of all, the first step to
becoming informed is to give this a chance.
And I know, for a lot of people who are
compassionate and well-informed, this may
come as a great surprise, even a shock, perhaps
even seem at first glance like this just couldn’t
possibly be true. How could so many people
be wrong? That’s another one of those
questions.
Martin: I’m sure that question comes up.
Maggiore: Yeah, but you know, consensus
was never meant—just because people agree on
an idea doesn’t make it true or good. I would
ask people to consider that. And just because
somebody has never heard of something,
doesn’t mean that something is wrong or
incorrect.
I think that most good people, given a
chance, most thinking people given a chance,
will examine this information and feel moved,
will understand that things are not as they have
been told. And I think what they can do is
become informed themselves, then become a
source of information for others, and then do
what I once heard a character in a film say:

“Touch the lives of people whose paths you
cross”—that is, if they don’t feel like getting
involved on a larger scale.
My book is inexpensive and brief enough
where anybody could get an extra copy and
donate it to a public library, send it to a friend,
a doctor, a church official, a politician, just
spread the word. When enough people are
aware of this, then things will change.
And until that time, unfortunately, the
small—I admit, it’s a small number of people
who test HIV positive in this country and are
affected by this—but they are people and they
are people like me with feelings and children
and lives. It’s really hard to live with
everybody’s bad ideas and prejudices in the
public health policies, and even laws,
constructed around this bad idea.
I still—and I guess until my son is 18,
perhaps—live with the fear of the knock on the
door in the middle of the afternoon, somebody
coming to tell me that I’m an irresponsible
parent, and taking my son from me. That’s not
right. That’s not the way it should be.
Martin: Is that where you’d like to end it?
Maggiore: Sure, yes.
Martin:
Thank you for a great
interview!
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will go out to the far reaches of the Creation,
become amplified, and be reflected directly
back to YOU. In other words, if you dwell
upon a state of balance and peacefulness, and
you send this energy out to the world and
universes beyond, this energy will be reflected
back to you, amplified, and the result will be
greater perceptual ability to find, maintain, and
achieve balance, and its natural byproduct,
peace.
There are entities who thrive upon usurping
another’s energy. One of the most successful
and the mental).
tactic used by these ones is that of
It is a most worthy endeavor to seek and DISTRACTION. Seemingly small distractions
find balance on any subject that causes you can keep one preoccupied, and thus focused in
difficulty. In doing so, you will be, in essence, such a way as to miss the point of view that
on a journey of deliberate self-discovery. The will allow the answer to come forth for the
primary purpose of the physical environment is given challenge with which one is faced in the
that of a schoolroom. Each of you are both a moment. It can be in the form of the annoying
student and a teacher—with something to learn fly that seems to keep pestering you. Or the
troublesome thought that
keeps you from falling into
All life can be viewed in terms of quanta of
restful sleep.
Or any
energy. All energy can be traced back to its
number of other distractions.
origin—back to Creator Source. All change
Unfortunately,
we
comes about due to shifts in energy flow. The
observe
that
most
of
you
emotional energy “feelings” of joy are
see not the subtle techniques
experienced when there is achieved, within
of
these
ones
who
one’s own perceptual space of experience, a
constantly try to manipulate
harmonious balance between seemingly
any and all who may be
opposed energy extremes. Hence, we of the
susceptible to same. Often
Lighted Realms of Creation often offer the
those who do recognize this
advice that the best route towards survival and
subtle game of manipulation
growth is balance. SEEK FIRST BALANCE
are not directly affected by
WITHIN, PRIOR TO MAKING ANY MAJOR
it—but rather, those around
DECISION.
them are constantly stirring
up
confusion,
anger,
and something to give to others. That frustration, and such.
“something” is always related to the greater
The natural state for ALL of God’s
understanding of who you (the immortal soul- creations is one of balance and peace, for all
you) are. With understanding will also be the are born of infinite Love. Those who choose
need to balance the responsibility that comes or have chosen to deliberately focus energy in
along with this knowledge.
such a manner as to disrupt this natural balance
Many of you ones have experienced that will quickly become restless and agitated as
you can direct your energies toward others and they naturally would prefer balance and will, in
effect change. Most ones do this through some cases, thrash about seeking to find what
compassion, faith, and prayer, wherein direct they have seemingly lost—all the while leaving
responsibility for the energies set into motion confusion and “hard feelings” in their wake.
can be attributed to their deity of choice. Some
Personal balance always comes from within.
of you have learned that visualization nicely You may very well perceive that you are
focuses energy to effect desired change, and are somehow the victim of another’s actions. I say
willing to accept responsibility for your energy that, if you study the situation closely, you will
flows.
ALWAYS find that your experience is a direct
Most are not consciously aware of the result of YOUR energy flows that are being
nature of the energy they put forth. Again, all reflected back to you—ones that you have
energy can trace its origin back to Creator originated anywhere from recently to long past.
Source. This energy has INFINITE potential
For example, if you excessively worry
when it is deliberately focused by the mind and about being attacked, and you are constantly
heart of a truly balanced entity.
allowing your imagination to mock-up scenarios
One of the most overlooked, but very of being attacked, you are in essence creating
observable, conditions in place in your current the necessary circumstances that will result in
physical environment is the Law of Return. your “worst nightmare”. Likewise, a positive
This has been called many things, such as the focus on what you hold in your heart to be
Law of Cause and Effect or the Law of Karma. good, balanced, and peaceful, will result in
In essence—that energy which you send forth more of the same.

Finding Your Natural State
Of Inner Energy Balance
1/28/00 SOLTEC
Good afternoon, my friend. It is I, Ceres
Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come in service
to The One Light—Creator Source. Be at
peace.
Allow for the changes in your environment
to unfold as they will. There are many, many
variables at this time impacting and molding the
physical condition of your planet. Not the least
of these is the mental and emotional states of
you who are directly experiencing in and upon
your orb.
As a scientist and as Geophysical
Commander with the Intergalactic Federation
Fleet monitoring and guiding the transition of
your planet at this critical time of cleansing and
upward frequency shifting, I am often
challenged to find compassion about what I
witness being attempted by the ignorant and
arrogant scientists directing ever more
destructive experiments utilizing their secret
technologies.
Pay close attention, for example, to the
storms that are getting more and more unusual
(such as the recent 8-pound, and larger, hail
balls falling in parts of Europe) and KNOW
that Mother Earth is not simply accepting of
what is being done to her without regard for
her desire for cleansing, balance, and harmony.
Please send her your Light and Love and know
that these are the strongest forces which govern
the entirety of the Omniverse.
All life can be viewed in terms of quanta of
energy. All energy can be traced back to its
origin—back to Creator Source. All change
comes about due to shifts in energy flow. The
emotional energy “feelings” of joy are
experienced when there is achieved, within
one’s own perceptual space of experience, a
harmonious balance between seemingly
opposed energy extremes. Hence, we of the
Lighted Realms of Creation often offer the
advice that the best route towards survival and
growth is balance. SEEK FIRST BALANCE
WITHIN, PRIOR TO MAKING ANY MAJOR
DECISION.
We have also told you ones, time and time
again, that if you can’t do a thing with love in
your heart, then it is better to not do it until you
can. Love and appreciation are natural
byproducts when TRUE balance is achieved
between the heart and the head (the emotional
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Do you EXPECT balance in your life? I
It is possible to watch your televisions
say to you ones that it is the NATURAL state without becoming influenced by what you are
of your true self !
observing, but it is indeed very difficult to do
Each of you have very real challenges to so. Many ones are quite susceptible to the
face. Each challenge is well within your ability overt impact upon your conscious mind—let
to handle. Allow for the Creative Energies to alone the MANY covert subliminal messages
flow to you, and through you, at all times, and being programmed directly into your mind
you will find that there is truly nothing that you without being examined at the conscious level.
cannot handle or face.
[Editors note: See the eye-opening News
Fear is the result of disconnecting self from Desk articles elsewhere in this issue of The
the balancing and nurturing energy of Creator SPECTRUM about the children’s Pokémon
Source.
The natural state is that of cartoon program if you want a good example
connectedness to All That Is. In the moment of what Soltec speaks about here. This kind of
that a distraction becomes impacting enough for subliminal mind-control is routinely taken to
you to “forget” to stay connected, you have quite sophisticated levels (though rarely
greatly diminished your ability to tap into the admitted) in both print and broadcast media
Creative Energy that would naturally allow for advertising, with the justification for such
the balanced solution to present itself.
sneaky avenues of impact being the expense of,
Ah! But such is the nature of the say, even a short Super Bowl spot.]
challenges of the 3rd-dimensional schoolroom
Just as important are those with whom you
environment called Earth. You are given free are interacting on a regular basis who do not
will to choose as you will, and yet so quickly even begin to suspect that they are being used
we see ones distracted by the “shocking” news, as pawns of manipulation. Often these ones
the distorted “gossip”, the annoying fly buzzing may very well be within your own family
around the ear. Be quick to recognize even the circle.
smallest of distractions for what they are. Even
Many of you who are drawn to the type of
extremely good news can serve as a distraction information like you are now reading, from we
if you are not careful! Again, seek to achieve of the Higher Realms, have been “persecuted”
and maintain BALANCE in all your to some extent by friends and family for having
experiences.
such “ridiculous” beliefs. Can you look upon
Do not worry about the past distractions these ridiculing ones with compassion, and see
that you have “fallen” for; they are gone and that their fears are generated and exploited by
provided experiential data from which to draw the programming from the dark ones who do
upon. Look for those experiences around you not wish to have their games of control and
wherein you begin to feel yourself shifting manipulation come to an end?
toward less-than-balanced thoughts. Are there
In almost all cases, the ones who are awake
ones who deliberately and constantly try to enough to attack you—because you think and
impress you with “shocking” news or gossip? believe differently than the so-called “norm”—
If so, what is your FEELING response? Do are the very ones who you have most come to
you recognize the very subtle downward assist. If you have participated in emotional
frequency shifts that occur within you? How debates with loved ones who have pronounced
about while you are watching the evening you a “duped fool” or a member of a “cult”,
news? Are these shifts truly worth the “price” please know that these criticizing ones are
of allowing yourself to
responding to
be distracted from more
you as they
A person who is truly beyond
productive endeavors?
have
been
the
manipulation
of
the
I am not saying:
programmed to
“Don’t watch the adversarial forces will never
do—usually
stoop
to
ridicule,
taunting,
anger,
evening news.” I am,
from an early
however, trying to point etc. A truly balanced person will
age.
out to you the relative always f ind a way to stay
Most often
ease with which many
these
very
of you allow yourselves connected, and compassion will
judgmental
to become distracted, always be offered as a response.
proclamations
and lose your focus and
will come as a
goals.
result of you
Learn to observe your own reactions to destabilizing their mental conditioning. Their
external stimulation. Learn to interpret the only recourse of action will seem to be to
meaning of your reactionary feelings. Do you attack, in a reactionary emotional episode of
habitually go back for more “shock therapy”, anger, ridicule, taunting or such.
say from a gossipy neighbor or every evening
A person who is truly beyond the
when the television news comes back on? We manipulation of the adversarial forces will never
have stated, many times past, that your current stoop to ridicule, taunting, anger, etc. A truly
mass media sources do not have your best balanced person will always find a way to stay
interests in mind!
connected, and compassion will always be
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offered as a response. Driving wedges of
anger between people only serves to divide,
and thus separate, in most cases, the student
and the teacher. Be quick to spot these subtle
games and be as compassionate as you can
with those who do not see or understand the
nature of the games being played.
The planetary transformation WILL occur—
regardless of who does or does not choose to
accept the natural evolutionary energy shifts.
Our mission—as Guides and Teachers, and in
association with the Intergalactic Federation
Fleet supervising your current plenetary
transformation—is to offer, to all who will hear,
the information that will help them to
understand what exactly is taking place at this
time on your orb.
Never underestimate the enormous potential
you each possess. Never count another “out”
for there are still great “surprises” yet to unfold
that will make your current experience quite
grand as the spontaneity of Life and Living are
continually molded and modified.
Remember that you each are contributors to
the “perceptual reality play” in progress all
around you. That play is forever changing,
while constantly shifting upward in frequency
in response to the high-frequency energies
bathing your planet at this time with greater and
greater intensity. With the higher energy shifts
come a faster and faster turnaround time in the
completion of the cycles of the “Law of
Return”. It would be wise to keep this in mind
as incentive for seeking balance in all that you
do!
Learn, please, to appreciate all of the
experiences you have as being SELF-generated.
If you do not care for what you are now
experiencing, then perhaps it is time to move
away from the old “habits of thought” and rewrite the programming. This is much easier
said than done. However, anything truly worth
accomplishing will naturally present itself as a
challenge.
Compassion, Love, and Forgiveness are
perhaps the greatest tools at your command
which will transmute any negativity into truly
helpful experiences for all involved.
Compassion, Love, and Forgiveness will
dissolve any “wedge of anger” between ones,
and help to fortify the natural connection
between you and all of God’s creations.
We are ALL energy manifestations of
Creator’s Desire. Within this Desire we are all
ONE!
I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec,
come forth in the Radiance of The One Light
of Creator Source. I am Friend, Guide, and
Teacher, in Service that those who desire these
messages of inspirational guidance may have
the “tools” in order to find the inner balance
and peace they seek. May the Energy (Love)
behind these written words help you to find this
natural state of balance.
In Light and Love—Salu.
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Colloidal Silver: Exploring
A Great Healing Legacy
Editor’s note: If you’ve been paying
attention to the news lately, emergency rooms
in many locations are filled to overflowing with
people suffering from “resistant strains of
super-bugs” which conventional antibiotic
treatments “won’t even touch” according to the
candid admissions of the panicky physicians
themselves. Even people who normally “never
get sick” are coming down with, especially,
upper respiratory (and sometimes cardiac)
problems of a quite severe or persistent nature.
Some people are simply “run down” and don’t
know why they have no energy. Others say
they just have “the flu” as a way to dismiss a
vague array of aches and pains and fevers and
other discomforting symptoms.
Our immune systems are trying to do their
best in a very hostile environment compounded
over the past year and a half by mysterious
aerial chemical/pathogenic “contrail” or
“chemtrail” sprayings going on. That hostile
environment in which our immune systems are
expected to still function has long included:
diminished nutritional content of food (through
demineralized soil, irradiation, genetic
manipulations, and the generally deplorable
methods of modern agribusiness), chemical
additives, artificial sweeteners, nasty air and
water pollutions, purposeful (secret) electronic
bombardments denying many people a good
night’s sleep, and a generally more intense
pace of living (due to those who control our
economy) that sees more and more people
under increasing amounts of job and home
stress with little time to unwind and enjoy life.
Along with vitamins, trace minerals have
long been known to play a critical role in
maintaining good health. Food products—
particularly fruits and vegetables—once
supplied all of the trace minerals and other
trace elements in easily assimilated forms. But
not anymore. How can they when so many
fruits and veggies are themselves “starving”
due to the artificial and aggressive farming
methods of modern agribusiness?
If you could dig out the research on any
vegetable’s food-value analysis for the years of,
say, 1910-1940-1970-1999, you would be
alarmed at how “empty” our foods have
gradually become since the turn of the

century—and especially since modern
agribusiness has replaced “old-fashioned”
farming techniques. Thus, there is an ever
increasing need for supplements in order to
achieve and maintain nutritional balance from
which our bodies can further synthesize its wide
range of specific needs.
A subset of these trace minerals or elements
have long been known and used (before
antibiotics were forced onto the scene by the
large pharmaceutical companies) to combat
illnesses and infections of many kinds.
Elemental silver is the most well known and
outstanding among this category and deserves
a closer examination—especially as those
emergency rooms fill up and the doctors wring
their hands and shake their heads in
bewildered panic.
After all, most modern physicians have been
well trained (or better yet, mind controlled) by
the pharmaceutical companies to follow a
specific path which heavily utilizes their
expensive products—and heaven help the
doctors if they stray from that path of Big
Medicine. No wonder so many people are
taking health matters back into their own hands
and are searching for alternatives to the
conventional “wisdom” of “Dr. Drugs”. Go
back and read Dr. Richard Schulze’s comments
in our December 1999 issue of The
SPECTRUM for excellent background on this
subject of alternative healing modalities and the
true miracles which can often be achieved
through that route. Or as Dr. Schulze put it:
“There’s no cure for so many diseases today.
Medicine has been a big failure.” Oops!
We are sharing the following information
with you as a “do it yourself” refuge should
you have a need for such. Or even if you
simply have a curiosity concerning this subject.
After all, it is a most practical avenue of
healing which seems to have been purposely
hidden from public awareness many decades
ago as part of a larger, darkly motivated
agenda having little to do with promoting good
health and much to do with making money
while indirectly decreasing the population—as
has been one of the New World Order gang’s
goals, stated all the way back in their secret
Club of Rome reports from the early 1950s.
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Many of you regular readers will recall,
maybe with a feeling of some alarm or anger,
the short article Dr. Overholt ran in his News
Desk column in the September 1999 issue of
The SPECTRUM (page 9) regarding the Food
& Drug Administration’s “crackdown” on
colloidal silver. After several years of
begrudging tolerance, the FDA has taken steps
to classify colloidal silver as a drug. This—in
conjunction with other devious tactics—will, in
all likelihood, lead to making colloidal silver
very difficult to obtain and the price going up
through the roof. This seems to be an ongoing
goal of the FDA—ever since colloidal silver
was rediscovered in recent years and has
become steadily more popular.
For the complete report, go to the Federal
Register Online via GPO Access (http://
www.access.gpo.gov/su_docs/aces/
aces140.html) and search the words “colloidal
silver” in the 1999 records. Open the text
document titled “fr17au99R, Over-the-Counter
Drug Products Containing Colloidal Silver”.
Federal Register: August 17, 1999 (Volume 64,
Number 158); Rules and Regulations, Page
44653-44658.
Keep in mind that the following information
on colloidal silver is being offered as
educational material only. Neither The
SPECTRUM newspaper nor myself make any
claims or accept any liability regarding one’s
personal choice to make or use colloidal
products. The reader may want to consult with
professional medical advice prior to taking any
health-related product.
Before we get into the specific details of
making your own colloidal silver, let me set the
stage of introducing this subject by offering the
following good article. Other articles are
available on the Internet (mostly being used by
ones selling colloidal silver) and can be found
by searching “colloidal silver”. This article
provides a short but detailed and welldocumented (with references included) history
of usage of colloidal silver. I am sharing this
important background information for those of
you who may not be familiar with colloidal
silver or its many remarkable attributes.
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[QUOTING:]

Report On
Colloidal Silver
by Dr. Dellyn Hansen of Orem, Utah
Silver is a powerful, natural prophylactic/
antibiotic, used for thousands of years, with no
side effects. It is a catalyst, disabling the
particular enzyme that all one-celled bacteria,
funguses, and viruses use for their oxygen
metabolism; they suffocate.
Yet it is of no harm to human enzymes or
any part of the human body chemistry. And it
kills all disease-causing organisms, in six
minutes or less, upon contact—even those
pleomorphic, no matter how they mutate.
Resistant strains fail to develop, and the body
doesn’t develop a tolerance.
Colloidal silver is both a remedy and a
prevention of infections of any kind. Having
sufficient colloidal silver in your body is to
have a superior, second immune system.
It was in common use until 1938. Great
grandma put a silver dollar in the milk to keep
it fresh at room temperature. (Ref: 1,9)
ESTABLISHED
USAGE
Oral Formula (4-oz. bottle): After taking
one teaspoon daily for four days, take one halfteaspoon daily, as adults (and proportional, by
body weight, for children), or apply directly to
cuts, scrapes, and open sores, or put a few
drops on a small Band-Aid and wear over
warts, cuts, abrasions, or any open sore, or dab
directly onto eczema or such itchy areas, or
acne, mosquito bites, or any skin problem.
Water is purified by adding one halfteaspoon per gallon, shake well, wait six
minutes, and shake again, wait six minutes, and
drink. Mix it this way (it’s tasteless) and drink
two quarts, over a day’s time, especially with
meals, as a great digestive aid, because it
eliminates fermentation.
It is the ideal food preservative, because it
is also good for you. Use in canning at onequarter teaspoon per quart.
Those already using colloidal silver report
that they catch milder, and fewer if any, colds
or flu. The emphasis is on the prevention of all
infections.
There are never any side effects. It never
does any harm to the liver, kidneys, any other
organ, system, or any part of the body.
No one has ever overdosed, regardless of
the amount, as it is not at all an allopathic
poison.
The Intravenous Formula (1/2-oz. bottle/
adult, proportional) is often preferred as it is
more long-lasting and, for some people, works
better. Syringes are available from veterinary

suppliers, like IFA. (Ref: 1,7,9)
RECOGNIZED
REMEDIES
The following is a partial list of the more
than 650 diseases that colloidal silver has been
used successfully against: acne, acne rosacea,
AIDS (Ref: 2), allergies, appendicitis, arthritis,
athlete’s foot, tuberculosis, bladder
inflammation, blood parasites (cause gray hair),
blood poisoning, boils, bubonic plague, burns,
cancer (Ref: 7,8), candida , chilblains, cholera,
colitis , conjunctivitis, cystitis, diabetes (Ref: 1),
dysentery, eczema, fibrositis, gastritis,
gonorrhea, hay fever, herpes, impetigo,
indigestion, keratitis, leprosy, leukemia, lupus,
lymphangitis, lyme disease, malaria, meningitis,
neurasthenia, parasitic infections (both viral and
fungal), pneumonia, pleurisy, prostate, pruritus
ani, psoriasis, purulent ophthalmia, rhinitis,
rheumatism, ringworm, scarlet fever, septic
conditions of the eyes, ears, mouth, and throat,
seborrhea, septicemia, shingles, skin cancer,
staph infections, strep infections, syphilis,
thyroid, tonsilitis, toxemia, trachoma,
trenchfoot, dermatitis, all forms of virus, warts,
whooping cough, yeast infections, stomach
ulcers, and also canine parvovirus and other
veterinary uses. Also in all bacterial, fungal,
and viral attacks on plants. Simply spray
diluted silver on the leaves and add to soil
water. (Ref: 1,2,3,4,7,8).
ADDITIONALLY
There has never been a drug interaction
with any other medication. Colloidal silver has
been found to be both a remedy and a
prevention for all colds, all flu, all infections,
and all fermentation due to any bacteria,
fungus, or virus, especially staph and strep,
which are found present in every disease
condition.
Through simple high school biology studies
we learn that all living things exist in the
colloidal form. The body can more readily use
medications already in the colloidal form, as
opposed to crystalline. Colloidal silver is the
most useable form of the most effective disease
fighter there is. The body actually needs
colloidal silver to fight disease-causing
organisms, and to aid healing.
The adult RDA for silver is 400 milligrams.
Taken orally each day, it’s like having a second
immune system. Older folks feel younger
because their body energies are used for
something other than fighting disease, and
digestion is better.
Medical research has proven that silver
promotes rapid healing, with less scar tissue,
even in the case of severe burns. Silver aids
the developing fetus in growth, health, and
eases the delivery and recovery. Fantastic
successes have been reported in many cases
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previously given up by establishment doctors.
Colloidal silver is tasteless and won’t sting,
even baby’s eyes, and won’t upset the stomach.
It is produced today by a modernized
original process, at a tiny fraction of the pre1938 cost, and is more concentrated. The
product contains no free radicals, as the silver
acts only as a catalyst, and is stabilized. This is
not a chemical compound containing silver, but
pure metallic silver of submicroscopic clusters
of just a few atoms, held in suspension, in pure
water, by the tiny electric charge on each atom.
It is absolutely non-toxic (except to some
one-celled plants and animals) and nonaddicting. Colloidal silver is the remedy for all
infections, even the non-apparent, low-grade
general body infections most people have.
Parasites are also killed, as they have an eggstage in their reproductive cycle which is onecelled and therefore killed in six minutes or
less).
It is a good idea to keep colloidals from
freezing, and in a cool, dark place. (Ref: 1,2,9)
Ref. 1:
Use Of Colloids In Health And
Disease. Colloidal silver is proven particularly
effective in cases of intestinal troubles. Dr.
Henry Crooks found that silver in the colloidal
state is highly germicidal, quite harmless to
humans, and absolutely non-toxic. Rather than
in chemical compounds, the silver in the
colloidal state may be applied in a much more
concentrated form, with correspondingly better
results.
All fungus, virus, bacterium,
streptococcus, staphylococcus, and other
pathogenic organisms are killed in three or four
minutes; in fact, there is no microbe known that
is not killed by colloidal silver in six minutes or
less, at a dilution of as weak as 5 parts per
million, though there are no side effects
whatsoever from high concentrations.
Ref. 2: Provo Herald, 13 Feb. 92, pg. D1:
“Colloidal Silver As A Cure For AIDS”.
Ref. 3: American Drug Index, the section
on Inorganic Pharmaceutical Chemistry
recognized silver for its germicidal action,
calling a stabilized form “mild silver protein”.
There are several forms of mild silver protein.
Ref. 4:
The Condensed Chemical
Dictionary, 6th Edition: mild silver protein is
listed for medical use (the “protein” is the trace
used as a stabilizer).
Ref. 5: The FDA has stated that because
colloidal silver is (by fifty years) a pre-1938
drug, it may continue to be marketed. A 13
Sept. 1991 letter received from consumer safety
officer Harold Davis, U.S. Food & Drug
Administration. Moreover, the FDA has no
jurisdiction regarding a pure, mineral element.
Ref. 6: The Environmental Protection
Agency’s Poison Control Center reports no
toxicity listing for colloidal silver, considering it
harmless in any concentration.
Ref. 7: Dr. Robert Becker, author of The
Body Electric, recognized a correlation between
low silver levels and sickness. He said the
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silver deficiency was responsible for the
improper functioning of the immune system.
Dr. Becker’s experiments conclude that silver
works on the full spectrum of pathogens
without any side effects or damage to any cells
of the body. He also states that the silver was
doing something more than killing diseasecausing organisms. It was also causing major
growth stimulation of injured tissues. Burn
patients and even elderly patients noticed more
rapid healing. And he discovered that all
cancer cells change back to normal cells. All
strains of pathogens resistant to other antibiotics
are killed by silver. Yet at that time he
couldn’t find a silver supplement on the market.
Ref. 8: Dr. Bjorn Nordstrom, of the
Karolinska Institute, Sweden, has used silver in
his cancer cure method for many years. He
says the whole thing is quite simple. This
brought rapid remission in patients given up by
other doctors.
Ref. 9: “Silver, Our Mightiest Germ
Fighter”, Science Digest, March 1978. As an
antibiotic, silver kills over 650 disease-causing
organisms; resistant strains fail to develop.
Silver is absolutely non-toxic. Silver is the best
all around germ-fighter we have. Doctors are
reporting that, taken internally, it works against
syphilis, cholera and malaria, diabetes, and
severe burns. Richard L. Davies, executive
director of the Silver Institute, which monitors
silver technology in 37 countries, reports: “In
four years we’ve described 87 important new
medical uses for silver.”
Ref. 10: “Colloidal Preparations Of Silver
In Pharmacy”, British Medical Journal, Feb.
1923. Pure silver is entirely non-irritant. In
tests, at very high dilution rates, exceeding twohundred to one, it has been shown repeatedly
that the rapidly exerted disinfectant action is of
considerable therapeutic value.
A very important note: There are some
manufacturers who have come out with a
colloidal silver product of greater concentration
in an attempt to improve it’s effectiveness.
They are operating under a false premise; the
reverse is true. It is less effective and, in some
cases, can even lead to toxicity. Please don’t
be fooled by claims of the benefits of greater
concentration.
DISCLAIMER: This article on colloidal
silver has been written and presented strictly for
informational and educational purposes only.
The information conveyed herein is based on
pharmacological and other records, both ancient
and modern.
Neither producer nor seller make any claims
whatsoever as to any specific benefits accruing
from the use of colloidal silver. Testimonials
from enthusiastic users are for your information
only and are not meant to imply that you will
experience similar benefits or results. The
value of, and the benefits and results derived
from, the use of colloidal silver are subjective
due to variable individual health factors and
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metabolic differences which tend to make the The colloidal state is a condition in which one
formula more or less adaptogenic.
substance is dispersed in another.
Colloids are distinguished from suspensions
[END QUOTING]
essentially by the small size of the dispersed
particles: colloidal particulate size is
While the above is just one of many, many approximately 0.5 to 0.001 microns. Colloidal
articles available on the subject of colloidal particles do not settle and cannot be filtered by
silver, it is representative of the general ordinary techniques (as is the case with
attributes being reported.
suspensions). Because of their size, colloid
Another article from the Internet (http:// particles diffuse slowly. Between suspensions
www.eurekaweb.com/col-s.htm) includes more and solutions lies the colloidal state; no clear
background research about colloidal silver, distinction can be made between fine
including what the U.S. Navy and the FDA suspensions and systems of colloid particles that
(yes, the same FDA now going after colloidal are close to the upper limit of the colloid range.
silver) had to say about the subject years ago.
The Handbook Of The Hospital Corps of
It will be interesting to see how the crooks the United States Navy, 1953, published by the
trying to take colloidal silver away from the Bureau Of Medicine And Surgery under the
public are going to contend with the already authority of the Secretary of the Navy,
available scientific information praising silver. NavMed P-5004, United States Government
Here are some excerpts from that article.
Printing Office, page 417, stated:
“Silver compounds have a wide variety of
[QUOTING:]
uses as caustics, astringents, antiseptics, and
germicides. Their activity resides in the silver
Suppressed Health Remedy ion, which is a protein precipitant. It is toxic to
bacteria by precipitating the protein in the
Re-Discovered
bacteria protoplasm.
Colloidal silver
preparations, in which the silver does not exist
Silver has been used in healing as far back to any large extent as free ions, act by the
in recorded time as 4000 BC. Persian records milder and sustained antiseptic effect brought
mention the practice of keeping water in silver about by the formation of a protein silver
vessels. The ancient Babylonian and Greek compound which slowly liberates small
civilizations were aware of silver’s ability to amounts of ionic silver. Colloidial silver
disinfect. Colloidal silver was used as a compounds contain very little ionizable silver.
remedy as far back as ancient Egypt. It Use of any silver preparation over a long
continued to be used in the Middle Ages to period may cause permanent blue discoloration
of the skin and mucous membrane, known as
treat wounds.
The Romans reported the use of silver Argyria. The colloidal silver preparations
compounds for medical treatment. Before the contain high concentrations of silver, largely in
days of refrigeration, silverware or a silver coin non-ionized form. Their antiseptic value
was kept in the drinking water and the milk to depends on the activity of the free silver ions
retard spoilage. Silverware became prized for and not on their content. They do not
the preparation, serving, and storage of foods precipitate protein but penetrate the tissues.
because it was recognized that food processed Those mentioned here are silver proteins and
in silver vessels stored longer and was less silver halides.
“Colloidal silver preparations are used as
likely to cause illness.
antiseptics,
particularly for application to the
According to the 1991 Grolier
encyclopedia: “The element silver exhibits mucous membranes of the eye, nose, throat,
bactericidal properties not fully understood, urethra, bladder, and colon. They are
although these are thought to be a result of its commonly used for infections of the upper
ability to absorb oxygen. Colloidal silver is respiratory tract. They are also effective as
used as an antiseptic, germicide, astringent, prophylaxis against gonorrhea, in urethral
caustic, and for water sterilization and to arrest irrigations about 1 hour after exposure. They
hemorrhaging by coagulating the blood. are prepared in the form of solutions, ointments,
Astringents act by shrinking tissues and swabs, suppositories, and tampons.”
It is known that prior to 1938 colloidal
reducing the permeability (passage of gas or
liquid) of membranes. They may be used silver was administered in just about every way
internally to diminish mucous secretion in a that modern drugs are used today. These uses
sore throat, check diarrhea, or reduce stomach included intravenously, orally, and topically,
acid secretion. Externally, they are used for i.e. throat gargle, eye drops, douche, open
conditions such as cold sores, poison ivy, or wounds, and burns—for which it is particularly
hemorrhoids and as antiseptic deodorizers effective due to its combined disinfectant and
astrigent properties. It protects the highly
eliminating odor-causing microorganisms.”
A sol is a colloidal system consisting of a suseptable burn tissue from infection while
solid dispersed in a liquid. If the dispersing promoting rapid healing.
A partial list of documented, pre-1938 uses
medium is water, it may be called a hydrosol.
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Medicinal Applications Of Colloidal Silver*
Acne
AIDS
Allergies
Appendicitis
Athlete’s Foot
Bladder infection

Encephalitis
Fibrositis
Gastritis
Gonorrhea
Hay Fever
Herpes

Blood parasites
Blood poisoning
Boils
Bubonic Plague
Burns
Cancer
Candida, yeast infection
Chilblains
Cholera
Colitis
Conjunctivitis
Cystitis
Dandruff
Dermatitis
Diabetes
Dysentery
Eczema

Impetigo
Indigestion
Keratitis
Leprosy
Leukemia
Lupus
Lyme Disease
Lymphangitis
Malaria
Meningitis
Neurasthenia
Parasitic infections
Pleurisy
Pneumonia
Prostate
Pruritus Ani
Psoriasis

Purulent Ophthalmia
Rhinitis
Ringworm
Scarlet Fever
Seborrhea
Septic conditions of eyes,
ears, mouth and throat
Septicemia
Shingles
Skin cancer
Staph infections
Stomach flu
Strep infections
Syphilis
Thrush, yeast infection
Thyroid
Tonsillitis
Toxemia
Tuberculosis
Ulcerated stomach
Virus, all forms
Warts
Whooping Cough
Yeast infection, feminine

( * This list is reprinted from Colloidal Silver And You, pages 10-19,
published by the Silver Education Coalition, Salt Lake City, Utah.)
of colloidal silver include: acne, athelete’s foot,
burns, cancer (Dr. Bjorn Nordstrom of the
Karolinska Institute, Sweden, has used silver in
his cancer cure method for many years. Dr.
Robert O. Becker MD, in extensive research
and experiments with silver, discovered that all
cancer cells changed back to normal.),
conjunctivitis, diphtheria, diabetes, ear
“affections”, eczema, gastritis, impetigo,
intestinal ailments, leprosy, lymphagitis,
menier’s symptoms, neurasthenia, canine parvo
virus, pleurisy, pruntis ani, ringworm, scarlet
fever, septicemia, shingles, staph infections,
syphilis, tonsillitis, trachoma, ulcers, whooping
cough, arthritis, bladder inflammation, blood
poisoning, cholera, cystitis, dermatitis,
dysentery, fibrositis, gonorrheal herpes,
influenza, keratitis, lupus, malaria, meningitis,
pneumonia, prostate problems, rheumatism,
rhinitis, seborrhea, skin cancer, soft sores, strep
infections, tuberculosis, toxemia, trench foot,
viral warts, yeast infections (i.e. candida ), and
many others.
Though there is no known (to this author)
data regarding A.I.D.S. (Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome), Dr. Gary Smith, a
medical researcher, suggests that silver may be

linked to the proper functioning of the immune
system. While analyzing hair samples, Dr.
Robert Becker noticed a correlation between
low silver levels and sickness. He believed that
a silver deficiency was the reason for the
improper functioning of the immune system.
Dr. Becker’s experiments concluded that silver
works on a wide range of bacteria without any
adverse side effects and without damage to the
cells of the body.
Dr. Becker also states that, in the presence
of the silver ion, cancer cells change back to
normal cells, regardless of their location in the
body.
The March 1978 issue of Science Digest
had an article called “Silver, Our Mightiest
Germ Fighter” in which they stated that more
than half of the world’s airlines use silvertreated water as the method of choice for
protecting passengers from water-born
diseases.” Additionally, the article quoted Dr.
Harry Margraf, St. Louis Missouri, as saying
“Thanks to eye opening research, silver is
emerging as a wonder of modern medicine. An
antibiotic kills perhaps half a dozen different
disease organisms, but silver kills some 650.
Resistant strains fail to develop...silver is the
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best all around germ fighter we have.”
Indeed no known bacteria have developed
an immunity to silver. The comeback of silver
in medicine began in the 1970s. The late Dr.
Carl Moyer, chairman of Washington
University’s department of surgery, received a
grant to develope better treatment for burn
victems. He and Dr. Margraf sought an
antiseptic strong enough, yet safe enough, to
use over large areas of the body without
reacting violently with body tissues. As a
result of their efforts, many important new
medical uses for silver were discovered.
Colloidal silver has been used successfully
against 650 diseases. Colloidal silver can be
applied to cuts, scrapes, bug bites, and skin
conditions such as acne and eczema, and is so
safe that it is a common practice in American
hospitals for doctors to put a few drops in the
eyes of newborn babies to kill bacteria that can
cause blindness.
Bacteria are developing immunities to
modern specialized antibiotics at an alarming
rate.
The medical community has
acknowledged this publicly for years. The Los
Angeles Times reported, in an article titled
“Arsenal Of Antibiotics Failing As Resistant
Bacteria Develop” for October 23, 1994: “But
in the last decade, a broad resistance to
antibiotics has begun to emerge. And because
bacteria can transfer genes among themselves,
experts only expect the resistance to grow. The
potential nightmare is an Andromeda Strain, a
super-microbe immune to all antibiotics that
could wreak havoc.” UCLA Medical Center
has reported that “colloidal silver...killed every
virus that was tested in the lab.”
Colloidal silver is considered by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) to be a prel938 drug. As stated in a September 13, 1991
letter by Food and Drug Administration
consumer saftey officer Harold Davies, the
FDA has no jurisdiction regarding a pure,
mineral element.
Contemporary medical tests indicate no
known adverse effects, including Argyria, from
the use of properly prepared colloidal silver.
Argyria is the only known side effect of
prolonged ingestion of large particles of silver,
such as was experienced by workers in the
mining and photography industry. Argyria is a
cosmetic condition resulting in the permanent
blue discoloration of the mucous membranes.
There are no known adverse health effects of
Argyria.
[Editor’s note: Just to keep things
accurate, a typical medical dictionary definition
of Argyria is: “Deposition of silver salts in the
skin from excessive oral intake. Signs:
permanent blue to bronze discoloration of the
skin and mucosa that is darker in regions
exposed to light.” ]
There has never been a recorded case of
drug interaction or reaction with any other
medication. Colloidal silver successfully
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reduces the length and severity of infectious
disorders. This is of immense importance in
view of recent reports that infectious disease is
the third largest killer on the planet.
Silver occurs naturally in the soil as a trace
mineral and is one of the essential elements
required by plants, animals, and man. In the
past we obtained silver and other necessary
minerals from the food we ate. This is no
longer the case. With most of our crops grown
on highly depleted, chemically fertilized soils,
these minerals are no longer readily available to
us except through the use of mineral
supplements.
Colloidal silver consists of molecules of
pure silver suspended electrically in clean
drinking water. Today it is made by driving
electricity into fine silver. This process tears
the silver molecules apart and deposits them
with a high electrical charge into the water.
The highest grade colloidal silver is made from
0.999 silver in 99% distilled water.
[Editor’s note: Don’t be confused by the
mixed terminology used here, where one
parameter is specified in parts-per-thousand
and the other is in percent. The 0.999 silver is
what is called in the industry “fine” and
translates into 99.9% pure silver.]
Colloidal silver destroys bacteria and simple
infections, viruses, yeast, fungi, and parasites
(in their egg stage), while protecting the natural
enzymes of the body.
It is accepted fact that the best (and usually
the most expensive) water treatment system
filters contain silver. Recent advancements in
water treatment systems for the booming home
spa and pool industry incorporate silver in the
filter element in the intake, as well as a device
which utilizes a floating solar photovoltaic cell
which energizes silver elements to make
colloidal silver continuously while exposed to
the Sun’s rays. While both of these methods
dramatically reduce the cost of pool upkeep,
they are unsuitable for our purposes, due to the
use of ALLOY elements.
Today, with advances in technology, the
manufacture of colloidal silver is far advanced
and superior to the antiquated “grind” method
that was most popular pre-l938. The ONLY
form of silver that can be used safely as a
dietary supplement is colloidal silver. The most
advantageous and highest quality colloidal
silver is a result of the electro-colloidal nonchemical procedure using the electric current
technique. This method allows for the
concentration of colloidal silver to be measured
in parts per million (PPM). The best way to
ascertain if a product is a true colloidal silver is
by reviewing the ingredients. Additives or
stabilizers may make the product unsuitable.
Refrigeration may indicate that there is an
ingredient (additive) that might spoil at room
temperature. Longterm stability is an important
aspect of colloidal silver.
Trying to impress the public, some
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companies go for a higher concentration
(thousands of parts per million) of the silver,
but then necessity requires that they use
stabilizers or a protein to bond the silver. The
major problem with the use of stabilizers and
proteins is that they reduce the antimicrobial
benefits by bonding to the silver, and so
therefore require higher levels of silver to
compensate for this reduced effectiveness. This
is where great caution should be taken.
Consuming hundreds of times the recommended
amount of stabilized silver may result in
Argyria, a cosmetic condition with no known
ill-health effects.
There are no known documented cases of
Argyria from the use of pure (no stabilizers or
additives) electro-colloidal silver. Of special
note: there is an inherent electrical charge in the
hydro-carbon molecule of plastic containers.
This draws the silver out of solution, binding it
to the walls of the container, though this effect
is slow. Plastic containers are suitable for short
term storage of high potency colloidal silver. It
is also sensitive to light and heat. Therefore
storage of colloidal silver should be in colored
glass, in a cool, dark place, but not necessarily
in the refrigerator. Our preliminary tests
indicate amber glass or other dark glass
containers to be the most suitable.
Colloidal silver is not “germ specific” like
the prescription antibiotics available today. It
has a long shelf life (as long as it is stored
properly), and possibly the best thing about
colloidal silver is that it is available without a
visit to your doctor!
[END QUOTING]
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treating burns in hospitals.
Alcohol, iodine, and hydrogen peroxide are
other substances used to disinfect wounds. All
of them have one distinct disadvantage as a
disinfectant when compared to silver: they
STING!
Imagine you have fallen on pavement while
bicycling or running, and the skin on the palm
of both hands as well as your knees is
completely raw to the point that the wounds
throb with your pulse. Now imagine how
much worse it would feel to pour iodine or
alcohol over your tender flesh! Colloidal silver
will spare you the extra agony!
In addition, a fairly large percentage of
people are allergic to iodine, although they may
not have become aware of it yet. Alcohol is
useful for sterilizing objects, but it is just plain
poisonous to humans and germs alike! By
comparison, silver is toxic to microbes but
actually beneficial to humans.
Silver is completely nonirritating and
without side-effects.
Why is colloidal silver so popular?
Interest in colloidal silver has increased
recently because illness-causing organisms do
not build up a resistance to colloidal silver the
way they do to antibiotics. Antibiotics are
becoming less effective as pathogenic
organisms develop increasing resistance to
them. Because of something called “phage”
transfer of antibiotic resistance, reported more
than 20 years ago, researchers expect this trend
of pathogens’ resistance to antibiotics to
continue to grow.
Fortunately, the timely re-emergence of
colloidal silver due to new technology and
greatly reduced costs of production, may prove
to be one of the best developments in modern
medicine.

That last point in the above article probably
has a lot to do with the FDA’s renewed attack
on colloidal silver. Meanwhile, the following
article is excerpted from the http://www.fordsmtm.com/why_use_colloidal_silver.htm website.
It addresses several commonly asked questions,
Why silver?
provides some useful tips for using colloidal
silver, and at the end, relates a most dramatic
Dr. Robert Becker noticed a correlation
example of silver’s effectiveness in tackling between low silver levels and sickness. People
nasty challenges.
who had low levels of silver were frequently
sick, had innumerable colds, flu, fevers, and
[QUOTING:]
other maladies. He believes a silver deficiency
is the reason for the improper functioning of the
immune system.
Colloidal Silver:
[Editor’s note: This statement is widely
The Rediscovery Of
quoted by those promoting colloidal silver
A Super Antibiotic
products, and it may well be exactly what Dr.
Becker believes.
However, a more
Why use silver as opposed to other comprehensive hypothesis would be that, with
silver present in the body to help with the
antibiotics?
control of invading “bugs”, there is less of a
Pain! In the burn ward of any hospital, the load upon the immune system’s machinery, and
number-one priority is fighting infection. thus the immune system can get around to
Because other disinfectants are too painful dealing with healing/repair projects that
when applied to large areas, and because of otherwise have to sit on the “back burner”
silver’s long-lasting properties, silver while it fights invading bugs. Therefore, silver
sulfadiazine is the most used disinfectant for may help the immune system, not by acting as
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some sort of “vitamins” to charge-up the
immune system, but by taking-on some of the
load that the immune system would otherwise
have to deal with.]
Silver has benefited mankind’s health for
literally thousands of years. In ancient Greece
and Rome, people used silver to keep liquids
fresh. American settlers traveling across the
West put a silver dollar in milk to delay its
spoiling.
A silver compound, silver
sulfadiazine (Silvadene®), is used in all major
burn centers in the United States.
Colloidal silver is non-toxic, non-addictive,
and has no known side effects. The body
develops no tolerance and one cannot overdose.
Colloidal silver cannot cause harm to the liver,
kidneys, or any other organ in the body.
It is safe for pregnant and nursing women
and even aids the developing fetus in growth
and health, as well as easing the mother’s
delivery and recovery. Colloidal silver is
odorless, tasteless, non-stinging, harmless to the
eyes, contains no free radicals, is harmless to
human enzymes, and has no reaction with
traditional medications.
Colloidal silver improves digestion, aids in
the regeneration of damaged cells and tissues,
and helps prevent colds, flu, and other diseases
caused by pathogenic organisms.
What does colloidal silver NOT do?
Silver does not interact with other
medications. It does not upset the stomach, but
rather is a digestive aid. Ulcers have been
shown to be caused in many cases by a
bacteria, which would be destroyed by colloidal
silver.
Medical journal reports of documented
studies spanning more than 100 years indicate
no known side effects from oral or intravenous
administration of colloidal silver in animal or
human testing. Colloidal silver has been used
with good results in the most demanding of
healthcare circumstances.
If silver is so effective as a germ fighter,
why hasn’t it been used before now?
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be very expensive.
PRODUCT QUALITY
Many brands of colloidal silver are inferior.
The highest grade is produced by the electrocolloidal/non-chemical method where the silver
particles and water have been colloided, i.e.,
dispersed within and bound to each other by an
electric current. The super-fine silver particles
are suspended indefinitely in demineralized
water.
The ideal color of colloidal silver is a
golden yellow. Darker colors indicate larger
silver particles, which tend to collect at the
bottom of the container and are not true
colloids. If a product contains a stabilizer or
lists trace elements other than silver, or if it
needs to be shaken, it is inferior. If a product
requires refrigeration, some other ingredient is
present that could spoil. The container and
dropper must be glass, as plastic cannot
preserve the silver in liquid suspension for any
length of time. Some brands are actually
unsafe. High concentrations of silver do not
kill disease germs more effectively than the safe
range of 3 to 5 parts per million (ppm).

liver, kidneys, skin, lungs, and bowel, may be
temporarily overloaded, causing flu-like
conditions, headache, extreme fatigue,
dizziness, nausea, or aching muscles. Ease-off
on the colloidal silver to the maintenance
amount and increase your distilled water intake.
Regular bowel movements are a must in order
to relieve the discomforts of detoxification.
Resolve to reduce sugar and saturated fats from
the diet, and exercise more. Given the
opportunity, the body’s natural ability to heal
will amaze you.
TOLERANCE TO
DISEASE ORGANISMS
It is impossible for single-celled germs to
mutate into silver-resistant forms, as happens
with conventional antibiotics. Therefore, no
tolerance to colloidal silver ever develops.
Also, colloidal silver cannot interact or interfere
with other medicine being taken. Inside the
body, silver forms no toxic compounds, nor
reacts with anything other than a germ’s
oxygen-metabolizing enzyme. Colloidal silver
is truly a safe, natural remedy for many of
mankind’s ills.

INGESTING COLLOIDAL SILVER

SATISFIED USERS

Taken orally, the silver solution is absorbed
from the mouth into the bloodstream, then
transported quickly to the body cells. Swishing
the solution under the tongue briefly before
swallowing ensures fast absorption. In three to
four days the silver will have accumulated in
the tissues sufficiently for benefits to begin.
Since colloidal silver is eliminated by the
kidneys, lymph system, and bowel after three
weeks, a regular daily intake is recommended
as a protection against dangerous pathogens.
In cases of minor burns, an accumulation of
colloidal silver can hasten healing, reducing
scar tissue and infection. The lives of millions
of people susceptible to chronic low-grade
infections can be enhanced by this powerful
preventative health measure.

Satisfied users have taken one tablespoon
daily, for four days, to establish a level, then
one teaspoon daily for maintenance
(proportional to body weight for children).
Also, colloidal silver can be applied directly to
cuts, scrapes, and open sores, or on a bandage
for warts. It can be applied on eczema, itches,
acne, or bug bites.
To purify water, add one tablespoon per
gallon, shake well, and wait six minutes.
Mixed this way, it’s tasteless. It is not an
allopathic poison.

CHRONIC OR SERIOUS CONDITIONS
Wrapping wounds in silver foil was a
common treatment around the turn of the
century. Doctors and scientists have long been
aware of the germ-fighting properties of silver
compounds. Most of these compounds are
known as “silver salts” or silver combined with
another chemical that gives it a positive charge.
Silver salts can be irritating and bring various
side effects, such as staining the skin. Pure
colloidal silver attacks germs in the same
fashion that silver salts do, but without the side
effects.
Much of the attention that silver received as
an antibiotic was diverted with the advent of a
penicillin-type drug, coupled with the fact that
the process of making colloidal silver used to
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Take double or
triple
the
recommended amount
for 30 to 45 days,
then drop to the
maintenance dose. If
your
body
is
extremely ill or toxic,
do not be in a hurry
to clear up everything
at once. If pathogens
are killed off too
quickly, the body’s
five
eliminatory
channels, i.e., the

COLLOIDAL SILVER IN ADVANCE
OF ILLNESS
When taken orally each day, and applied
topically when there is a skin problem, it’s like
having a second immune system. Older folks

Order SPECTRUM now!
See page 2 for complete
ordering instructions.
Tell your friends...Neighbors...
Countrymen!
Let them hear THE TRUTH!
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feel younger because their body energies are
used for other than fighting disease, and
digestion is better. Medical research has shown
that silver promotes rapid healing, with less
scar tissue, even in the case of severe burns.
Fantastic successes have been reported in many
cases previously given up by established
doctors. Colloidal silver is tasteless and won’t
sting even a baby’s eyes, and won’t upset your
stomach.
It is produced today by a
modernized, original process, at a tiny fraction
of the pre-1938 cost, and is more concentrated.
The silver acts only as a catalyst and is
stabilized. It is absolutely non-toxic, except to
one-cell plants and animals, and is nonaddicting. It also kills parasites because they
have a one-cell egg stage in their reproductive
cycle.
COLLOIDAL SILVER:
THE REDISCOVERY OF
A SUPER ANTIBIOTIC,
KILLS BACTERIA, VIRUSES,
AND FUNGI
Since the 1940s the human immune system
has been gradually breaking down. A good
immune system should be able to withstand
common ailments of a cold, flu, or candidiasis.
Even the more serious illnesses of cancer,
chronic fatigue syndrome, and AIDS could be
deterred if the human immune system were
strong and vital.
The modern immune system is overtaxed
daily with the constant bombardment of
chemical pollutants in the air, water, and even
our food. Before 1940, most of our food was
grown using organic, natural fertilizer. The soil
and natural fertilizer contained many trace
chemicals necessary to the human body which
supported its natural defense system.
Today, the soil itself is far less vital and the
fertilizers are synthetic, chemical versions
which have none of the trace elements found in
organic fertilizer. One of those elements which
has been disappearing from our food supply is
silver.
A cancer researcher named Dr. Gary Smith
stated, in an unpublished paper: “While
analyzing hair samples and questioning the
parties involved, I noticed the correlation
between low silver levels and sickness. People
who showed low silver levels in their hair
analyses were frequently sick. They seemed to
have innumerable colds, flu, fevers, and various
other sickness. I believe that a silver deficiency
may be the key to the improper function of the
immune system.”
[Editor’s note: If Dr. Smith’s paper on this
subject is STILL unpublished in the medical
research literature, one can assume there is an
interesting story behind its denial into print!
In the late 1970s, while an inmate at the
Stanford University asylum, I (E.Y.) had
submitted a scientific paper to the top science
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journal in the world for new phenomena,
NATURE, describing a device I had invented.
It was something like a Geiger Counter, which
actually was responsive as a detector of
MENTAL energies, especially those associated
with healing. It evolved from original work
with Kirlian Photography. The data was
overwhelmingly and astonishingly convincing,
else I would not have even submitted the paper.
It’s publication was denied, and the reason for
denying publication was—get this: “Clearly
what you state is not possible, therefore you
must have done something wrong.” And the
Earth is flat, don’t you know?!
I learned an important lesson at that time
about the “religion” of science—especially
when the TRUE agenda (of keeping important
discoveries suppressed) is controlled from
behind the scenes—just as in the case of all the
other “churches” both within and without the
arena of so-called “higher” education.]
So, over time, our immune systems have
been getting weaker. At the same time that our
bodies’ natural defense system has weakened,
the destructive, illness-causing microbes have
been getting stronger due to the overuse of
prescribed antibiotics.
An antibiotic kills the harmful bacteria.
However, some of the bacteria survive to breed
stronger cells, which then become resistant to
the antibiotic. There are now strains of supermicrobes that are unkillable by any known
prescribed antibiotic.
[Editor’s note: The above is true and fine
and scary enough—as far as it goes as an
explanation. But regular readers of this
newspaper will be quick to point out how much
the assault situation has been helped along by
“superbugs” purposely engineered to be
unleashed at this time upon a mostly
unsuspecting world populace.
After all, population control and a massive
depopulation of the planet have long been
agenda items of the so-called “elite” New
World Order gang. The trick is to accomplish
this goal without waking up too many of the
sleeping public to a state of actually taking
action against these crooks in high places.
Remember the frog in the pot of nice, warm
water who doesn’t know he is being boiled into
soup because the temperature is being turnedup ever so slowly!]
Obviously, there is a crisis brewing in the
condition of the human body. We no longer
have a strong enough internal immune system
to fight off disease, and the external support
we’ve relied upon for decades is now realized
to be doing more harm than good. The drugs
we’ve been treating ourselves with have
actually created stronger strains of bacteria that
are resistant to common antibiotic treatment.
There is a solution to both problems—
known as liquid colloidal silver. Silver is one
of the 92 natural, chemically-pure elements. It
was a medical remedy used in both Britain and
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the US until the late 1930s. In articles
published in the prestigious medical journals of
the time, silver was found to be effective
against many different infectious diseases. It
was toxic to all species of bacteria, fungi,
protozoa, parasites, and many viruses.
However, it was not found to be toxic to the
human body.
A letter from the University of California,
Los Angeles Medical Center, written in 1988,
outlined their findings on colloidal silver
research. Dr. Larry Ford stated:
“With regards to the silver solutions that
you sent me, I tested them without dilutions,
using standard antimicrobial tests for
disinfectants. The silver solutions were
antibacterial, for concentrations of ten to the
fifth; that’s one hundred thousand organisms
per milliliter of streptococcus, pyogenese,
staphylococcus
aureus,
neasorheae
gonorrhea, gardnerilla, vaginalis, salmonella,
and other enteric pathinogens and fungicidals
for Candida albicans and Candida globata.”
Because of its wide-spread effectiveness,
silver could be looked upon as a secondary
immune system.
SOME TIPS FOR USING
COLLOIDAL SILVER
1. Take a daily dose of colloidal silver in 8
oz. of water for prevention against all types of
infections. One half to one teaspoon a day is a
good long-term preventative dose.
2. When applying to a wart, cut, etc.,
moisten a bandage with colloidal silver and
apply to the desired surface. This will make
the effects of the silver longer lasting.
3. Take colloidal silver on camping trips to
treat drinking water. Allow several minutes
after adding the silver before drinking.
4. Put colloidal silver in emergency storage
water to prevent the growth of algae and
bacteria.
5. Use colloidal silver in home canning or
freezing as a food preservative. This will
vastly improve the shelf life and freshness of
the food.
THE “HEALING CRISIS”
VERY IMPORTANT!
After using colloidal silver, many people
experience what is called the “healing crisis”.
The healing crisis is from the result of your
body detoxifying. You may experience rashes
or similar things of this nature.
Your personal symptoms may seem like
they are getting worse, but this is not the case.
Your body is actually clearing up that problem
and it will usually only last for a short time.
Example: Eczema sufferers experience their
rash getting worse, but then clearing up for
good. Expect your body to cleanse from taking
this product.
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A Closer Look At
Colloidal Silver
by Peter A. Lindemann
[Editor’s note: Lindemann is the developer
of the CS-300C and CS-300D colloidal silver
generators—commercially available. Please
see near the end of this article for ordering
information.]

Parts needed to make this unit: Four 9-volt battery connection terminals, four 9-volt batteries (not
shown), 5 crimp-type connectors (note: wires can be soldered or simply twisted together and taped),
two alligator clips, approximately 1-2 feet of wire (18 guage or larger), 8-ounce (or larger) clear and
clean glass container, approximately one foot of 99.9% silver wire (makes one set of 6-inch electrodes),
and an optional piece of cardboard or plastic used for mechanical support and electrode spacing
(approximately 2 inches apart). Note: see near end of article for ordering information on silver wire
and commercially-produced colloidal-silver generator kits.
HERE’S A DRAMATIC EXAMPLE
OF WHAT SILVER CAN DO
In a demonstration that took place in
Nebraska in 1978, fifty gallons of raw sewage
was pumped into a swimming pool that
contained no disinfectant. A bacteria count
was taken, measuring 7000 E. Coli cells per
milliliter of water. Swallowing any amount of
this water would have resulted in severe illness
resembling food poisoning. The water was
then flushed through silver plates that carried a
small electrical charge. Within three hours, the
water was completely free of E. Coli bacteria!
[END QUOTING]
Needless to say, colloidal silver seems to
have a much more commendable track record
than any of the expensive so-called “wonder

drugs” we have been coerced into utilizing for
the last half century. Doesn’t this make you
wonder why the FDA is trying to make
colloidal silver (among other natural remedies)
hard to get?! And that leads into the next
matter—how to make your own colloidal silver.
The following article addresses the
manufacture of colloidal silver and the various
details which are essential to making a
consistently good product. By the end of this
article you will have enought information to be
able to make your own colloidal silver, costing
just a few pennies per ounce.
This following article is likewise from the
Internet (the http://www.elixa.com/silver/
lindmn.htm website). More scientific in nature
than the previous material, this article is
commendable for its depth of understanding and
explanation—for you really inquiring minds!
[QUOTING:]

During the last two years, a number of
books and articles have appeared in public on
the subject of colloidal silver. Some of these
include: the Bio-Tech News Special Report “HiYo Silver”; Colloidal Silver, The Natural
Antibiotic Alternative by Zane Baranowski;
Colloidal Silver by Tonita d’Raye; and
Banishing Disease With Three Nine-Volt
Batteries, Parts I & II, by Mark Metcalf.
Literally hundreds of other newsletters and
small publications have repeated the
information in these articles without checking
the content for accuracy.
The appearance of these materials two years
ago was the first wave of public education
concerning colloidal silver. Today, most health
food stores carry and sell several brands of
colloidal silver, scores of companies have
colloidal silver products in their lines, and
prices are starting to drop. While it is still
possible to spend as much as $10/oz for
colloidal silver in health food stores, prices can
be as low as $5/oz. Some mail order catalogs
sell it for as little as $2.50/oz, and I have seen
small classified ads selling it for under $1/oz.
The trend is definitely toward a lower price.
One of the phenomena driving the price
down is the appearance of the devices that
allow people to make their own colloidal silver.
At this time (spring of 1997) the cottage
industry of colloidal silver generators is starting
to penetrate the larger market. This is starting
to cause alarm in high places. One major
commercial manufacturer of colloidal silver has
recently issued a warning statement to its
customers, alerting them to the dangers of the
“inferior quality” of colloidal silver made by
these devices. CNN and other major media
have also tried to scare the public away from
colloidal silver by showing a blue-skinned
person who “suffers” from Argyria, a cosmetic
condition caused by the build-up of silver
compounds under the skin. Even JAMA (the
Journal Of The American Medical Association)
has run articles warning of Argyria and the
toxicities associated with “colloidal silver
proteins”.
On January 16, 1997, new labeling
guidelines concerning colloidal silver went into
effect, issued by the FDA. Other FDA rulings
on “safety and effectiveness” are still pending.
With all of these developments, it doesn’t take
a rocket scientist to see that the whole situation
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around colloidal silver is heating up!
The purpose of this article is to raise the
level of public knowledge to a higher degree of
accuracy. Knowledge is power, and the public
needs to know the truth about colloidal silver.
The first thing people need to know is that
there are at least FOUR different products on
the market being called “colloidal silver”.
The first type of product is the classic,
original kind, usually called “electro-colloidal
silver”. This product is made either by the
“electro-arc” method in deionized water, or by
the “low-voltage electrolysis” method in
distilled water. This product is usually found
in concentrations between 3-5 ppm (parts per
million), but sometimes as high as 100 ppm.
Properly made, this product consists of
microscopic particles of pure, elemental silver
suspended in water, with no other elements
present. Each particle of silver carries a
positive electrical charge. Colloidal silver made
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this way appears either transparent-clear or
transparent-light yellow.
[Editor’s note: Assuming you just have
silver in the water, and not also impurities of
one or several varieties, the color depends
upon the size and density or concentration of
the particles. The color goes from clear to
light yellow as the concentration increases.
Some people claim the yellow color is primarily
due to the silver oxidizing. This may be true as
it would be hard to imagine the silver
remaining inert in the presence of the dissolved
oxygen in the water.
Incidentally, for you more technical readers
inclined to pursue the matter out of curiosity,
the subject of how such suspended particles
produce colors is a fascinating—if scientifically
involved—story which includes the answer to
why the sky is blue. How’s that for a teaser?!]
The second is called “mild silver protein”.
This product chemically binds microscopic
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particles of silver to a protein molecule. It is
usually found in concentrations between 20-40
ppm. Its appearance may be transparent-clear
or amber.
The third are “silver salts”. These products
can be made either chemically or electrochemically and usually create a form of silver
that DISSOLVES in the water. Concentrations
range between 50-500 ppm. Its appearance is
transparent-clear. The silver particles do carry
a POSITIVE electrical charge, but almost
invariably these products contain elements or
compounds other than silver.
The fourth is sometimes referred to as
“powdered silver”.
This product was
developed by the Russians and is made when a
pure silver wire is rapidly disintegrated by a
high-voltage electrical discharge, similar to an
old photographic flash bulb. The microscopic
silver dust is collected, and either dissolved in
water or added to salves and creams for topical
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use. Concentrations range from 100-500 ppm.
All of these products work, to one degree
or another, as a broad-spectrum germicide,
because they all contain microscopic particles
of silver. That said, it is important to
understand a number of things:
1) all of these products are not “colloidal
suspensions” of silver,
2) these products DO NOT all behave the
same in the body or in laboratory tests,
3) effectiveness and dosage varies from
product to product,
4) quality varies from product to product
and from batch to batch with the same product,
and
5) they are NOT all uniformly safe and
non-toxic.
There are no industry standards that
manufacturers voluntarily follow to assure
quality control, and there is no governmental
regulation of the industry.
On the other hand, there are millions and
millions of satisfied colloidal silver users who
would like to have continued, free access to the
product, and a growing number of
manufacturers entering the market with a wide
variety of new products.
The critical factors that make a “good”
colloidal silver product are particle size, purity,
concentration, and cost. The only way to
authoritatively determine the first three is by
laboratory analysis. The best way to determine
particle size is by electron microscope
photograph. The best way to determine purity
is by mass spectroscopy or by x-ray diffraction
analysis.
The best way to determine
concentration is by chemical analysis of total
dissolved solids. The cost of the product
should be calculated in reference to the total
quantity of silver present, such as: $5.00/oz of
100 ppm is equal to 25¢/oz of 5 ppm (the first
has 20 times more silver by volume and costs
20 times more by volume).
MAKING YOUR OWN

connected to some silver electrodes and placed
in a glass of water. This process will cause
small particles of silver to be sintered off the
electrodes and enter the water.
This
deceptively simple method is very easy to do
WRONG, and most people who are making
colloidal silver at home are making an inferior
product.
IT’S IN THE WATER
When you do this yourself, it is very
important to control the purity of the water,
[emphasis added] because the purity of the
water is one of the factors that controls how
small the particles of silver will be. Only high
quality DISTILLED water should be used.
You cannot use purified or filtered water
because it still has too many dissolved minerals
in it. You cannot use deionized water because
it doesn’t conduct electricity well enough to
start the reaction. Distilled water is just perfect
to start the reaction, slowly, and let it proceed
properly.
Another variable that influences particle size
is the water temperature. The warmer the
water, the faster the reaction will take place,
and the smaller the particles will be.
PLEASE PASS THE SALT
Regardless of what anyone has said to the
contrary, silver chloride will ALWAYS form if
any amount of salt is present. Never add
anything to the water that will make the water
conduct electricity better. Never add salt, sea
salt, or Celtic sea salt to the distilled water
because the salt puts chloride ions in the water
that react with the silver to form silver chloride.
Another serious problem arises when
making colloidal silver with salt in the water.
The presence of salt increases the electrical
conductivity of the water and this dramatically
speeds up the reaction. As the reaction speeds
up under these circumstances, it produces larger
particles [not desirable—smaller is better]. The
product so produced is invariably cloudy-white
in appearance. Actual electron-microscope
photographs of this material show silver
particles in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 microns.
These particles are TOO LARGE to form a
colloidal suspension, and the proof is that the
material will settle to the bottom of the
container in a very short period of time.
Therefore, this home-brewed “colloidal silver”
product may be dangerous to consume
internally for two reasons: the presence of silver
chloride and the production of large particles.

The simplest way to control these factors is
to make the colloidal silver yourself. By doing
this, you will not know exactly what is there
unless you do laboratory testing, but you will
have a pretty good idea. (Even with laboratory
testing of commercial products, you don’t know
much more where they are concerned, either,
because the quality control from batch to batch
is loose with most brands.) Also, by making it
yourself, you will end up with genuine
“colloidal” silver, which is the product referred
to in most of the literature.
If you are already making your own
colloidal silver, please pay special attention to
THE BEST IS YET TO COME
this section because much of the information
you now have may be incorrect.
The very best voltage for the reaction is
The simplest way to make real colloidal about 30 volts, because the electrodes run the
silver at home is by the “low-voltage cleanest at this voltage. If you have a small
electrolysis” method. A few batteries may be power supply, set it for 30 volts. If you are
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running on batteries, it is best to start at 36
volts (three 12-volt batteries or four 9-volt
batteries) and let the batteries drain down from
there. Holding the silver electrodes at a
uniform distance away from each other yields a
better product. [Editor’s note: See the
diagram accompanying this article for a good
picture of how to put your own colloidal silver
generator together. Also see the photo of a
quickly assembled version of the diagram’s
apparatus which was used to make a batch of
about 12 oz. of product in less than an hour.]
When 30 volts is applied across silver
electrodes held uniformly apart in distilled
water, a totally different event happens. First,
the reaction proceeds very slowly. Often, for
the first 15 minutes, nothing seems to be
happening. [Emphasis added—be patient!]
Then, finally, a faint yellow mist will begin to
form. Within a few minutes, the reaction will
speed up, but the particles produced will be a
golden-yellow as viewed with a flashlight.
Using this method, 8 ounces of distilled water
at room temperature can be made into a 3-5
ppm colloidal silver preparation in 20-25
minutes.
Made this way, colloidal silver can cost
under 10¢/oz.
Electron microscope
photographs of this product show a silver
particle size in the range 0.001 to 0.004
microns. During manufacturing, the particle
cloud is a golden yellow. These particles will
hang in the water at the level they are
produced, and for the most part, will not fall to
the bottom of the glass. This is what a
“colloidal” preparation of silver looks like.
After the particles disperse, the water will
look clear again, but may turn a light yellow if
the concentration is high enough and after the
particles have become evenly dispersed.
THE YELLOW COLOR
There has been a fair amount of controversy
in the public literature concerning the
appearance of the “yellow” color. A lot of
well meaning people have told me that “yellow
is bad”, “silver isn’t yellow”, “yellow is sulfur
contamination”, “yellow is iron contamination”,
and lots of other things. I finally found what I
believe to be the answer to this question in a
book titled Practical Colloid Chemistry,
published in London in 1926. In the section on
the “Colours of Colloidal Metals”, subsection
on the “Polychromism Of Silver Solutions” on
page 69, I found the following statements: “The
continuous change in colour from yellow to
blue corresponds to a change in the absorption
maximum of the shorter to longer wavelengths
with a decreasing degree of dispersion. This is
a general phenomenon in colloid chemistry
illustrating the relation between colour and
degree of dispersion.”
[Editor’s note: The above statement is
correct and complete in describing the main
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phenomena involved in causing the colors that
are noted. However, as I (E.Y.) commented in
an earlier note about this matter (and what
makes the sky blue), the underlying subject is
quite complicated to deal with from a
theoretical point of derivation from first
principles and depends upon a number of
factors not easily measured.]
This section goes on to describe the colors
that show up in a wide variety of colloidal
metal solutions. Interestingly, they ALL have a
yellow phase. For true “electro-colloidal”
silver, the particle size range that can appear
yellow is 0.01 to 0.001 microns (10 to 100
angstroms) because that is the size of silver
particle that best absorbs the indigo light,
leaving only its inverse color, yellow, to be
observed. The final transparent-yellow
appearance only shows up after the particles
have become evenly dispersed.
[Editor’s note: Just to help you picture the
small units of measurement being utilized
above, visible light has a wavelength between
4000 angstroms (at the blue end) and 8000
angstroms (at the longer-wavelength red end of
the spectrum). And a water molecule has a
diameter of approximately 25 angstroms.
Thus the size of these silver particles suspended
among the water molecules is on the same
order as the water molucules themselves if the
colloidal product has been made properly.]
THE BROWN GLASS BOTTLE
Once you have gone to the trouble of
making colloidal silver particles as small as
0.001 microns, it is important to protect them.
The particles stay away from each other in
suspension because they each have a positive
electrical charge (+) and these “like charges”
repel each other. Anything that can strip this
charge off the particles will degrade the quality
of the colloidal silver by a process called recoagulation, where the particles clump together
again to form larger aggregates. Ultraviolet
light from the Sun, and many plastics can cause
this process to occur. Therefore, colloidal
silver is best stored in dark glass containers.
The two kinds of glass container that are
suitable for this are the dark amber and the
cobalt blue.
[Editor’s note: This is a little “far out”
from the subject under discussion here, but—if
you can find cobalt blue (dark blue) bottles,
they would be more desirable than amber
because of the higher-frequency vibration of
“etheric charge” imprinted upon the water due
to their color. This is not something you are
going to find in current physics books—but
then, neither are you going to find the actual
“tuning fork” frequency mechanism of
operation of the silver which causes it to be
germicidal!
Some people claim amber is better than
blue for the color of the dark bottles because
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the blue is supposed to make the silver “fall characteristics that make it such a good
out” of suspension. Looks like it’s time for germicide. It is also interesting to note that the
old chemistry books make no distinction
some experimentation!]
between the colloidal and ionic states of the
electro-colloidal metals.
THE SAME DIFFERENCE
The biggest “secret” about the manufacture
of high quality colloidal silver is that it is
nearly impossible to standardize the product.
Silver is apparently reactive to a number of
natural forces that have yet to be identified.
Even when the voltage, the water, and the
water temperature are identical, different
batches will proceed at different rates on
different days. The speed of the reaction can
vary by over 100% depending on the day. On
“normal” days, the reaction is proceeding well
after 15 minutes, with a visible cloud of
particles. On “slow days” it may take 30
minutes before any visible production of
yellow particles begins [emphasis added—
again, be patient]. Because of this variation, it
is always wise to observe the reaction with a
flashlight shining through the liquid so you can
see how quickly the reaction is happening.
Once the yellow cloud starts forming, time
the batch for 5 more minutes. This is the
best way to standardize your home-brewed
colloidal silver.
COLLOIDAL OR IONIC?
Another big controversy surrounds the
question of whether this method produces
“colloidal” silver or “ionic” silver. Most people
have been told that colloidal silver is “good”
and ionic silver is “bad”. Once again, the truth
might be unpopular.
The word “colloidal” refers to a condition
where, in this case, a solid particle is
SUSPENDED in a liquid (silver in water). The
solid particles are too large to be considered
DISSOLVED, but are too small to be filtered
out.
This colloidal condition is most easily
detected by what is called the “Tyndall effect”,
where a narrow beam of light is shined through
the liquid to produce a cone-shaped dispersion
of the light. The particles so illuminated also
exhibit a random, zig-zag activity called
“Brownian motion” when observed under a
microscope. When something is completely
dissolved, both the Brownian and Tyndall
effects disappear.
The word “ionic” refers to a condition
where a particle has an electric charge. In the
case of “electro-colloidal” silver, this electric
charge is ALWAYS positive. Silver will not
form a negatively charged ion. So, the truth is
that electro-colloidal silver is BOTH colloidal
and ionic. It is considered colloidal because of
the particle SIZE, and it is considered ionic
because of the particle CHARGE.
In fact, most of the biological studies
suggest it is colloidal silver’s ionic

PURITY OF SILVER
The quality of your finished product
depends entirely on the purity of the water you
start with, and the purity of the silver you start
with. Most of the current literature suggests
that only 99.9999% pure silver can be used.
Most home-brew systems use 99.9% pure
silver. So, what is the difference?
To find out, I contacted Academy Metals, a
company in Albuquerque, New Mexico, that
produces commercial silver. The total
allowable impurities in 99.9% (.999 fine) silver
is 1000 ppm or 1 part in 1000. These
impurities and their maximums are: (1) copper,
800 ppm; (2) lead, 250 ppm; (3) iron, 200 ppm;
and (4) bismuth, 10 ppm. This product is
readily available in wire form and costs about
$3.00 above the market (spot) price of silver.
[Editor’s note: See near end of article for
useful ordering information concerning silver
wire.]
When this product is used to make electrocolloidal silver at a concentration of 5 ppm, the
total impurities from the silver drop to 4 ppb
(parts per billion) copper, 1.25 ppb lead, 1 ppb
iron, 0.05 ppb bismuth. With all allowable
impurities at these low levels, there is a
reasonable argument for not being concerned.
Still, sometimes small things make a big
difference. 99.99% silver (.9999 fine) has total
allowable impurities of 100 ppm of the same
metals in the same ratios, and costs (in wire
form) between $50-$90 above the spot price of
silver. 99.999% silver (.99999 fine) has total
allowable impurities of 10 ppm, and in wire
form costs about $250 above the spot price.
99.9999% silver, in wire form, costs more than
gold, and is very difficult to find commercially.
In one sample of 10 ppm colloidal silver
which we sent out for total analysis (made with
99.9% silver electrodes), the primary impurities
found were: (1) sodium, 470 ppb; (2) calcium,
260 ppb; (3) manganese, 70 ppb; (4) potassium,
50 ppb; and (5) magnesium, 24 ppb. Since
none of these impurities could have come from
the silver, it suggests that the purity of the
water should be of greater concern to the
person making their own colloidal silver, than
spending extra money on purer silver.
CONCENTRATION
The concentration of silver in the water is
usually measured in parts per million, or ppm.
While this is the standard convention, ppm is a
“ratio” and not an indicator of quantity.
When a laboratory tests colloidal silver for
concentration, they report the findings in
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milligrams per liter (mg/L). Milligrams per liter
is an actual measurement of weight per volume,
and therefore is a real quantity measurement.
In the metric system, one liter of water weighs
1000 grams, and one milligram is one
thousandth (1/1000) of a gram, so 1 mg/L is
the same as 1 ppm, as long as we are talking
about water. Silver weighs a little more than
water, but the equivalence is very close, and
the terms are often used interchangeably. With
this in mind, we can calculate that one teaspoon
of 5 ppm colloidal silver has about 25 mcg
(micrograms) of silver in it.
DOSAGE
In 1940, R. A. Kehoe reported that, under
normal circumstances, the average daily intake
of fruits and vegetables would provide between
50-100 mcg of silver as a trace element. Since
that time, the commercial farm soils of this
country have become extremely deficient in
trace minerals. Although I do not have
authoritative figures for silver, according to the
Earth Summit Report, issued in 1992, the levels
of soil-based minerals in North America have
dropped over 85% in the last 100 years.
[Editors note: Rather alarming, isn’t it?!
A whole other article could be written
regarding these last couple of sentences. And
it would be extremely naive to come to the
superficial conclusion that the soil depletion
problem is merely a byproduct of modern,
intensive agribusiness. How convenient for the
power-and-control agenda of the so-called
“elite” that we-the-people are slowly starving
to death without realizing it. What does that do
to our bodies and minds? Who makes money
from our resulting illnesses? Consider, again,
the analogy of the frogs in water where the
temperature is being turned-up ever so slowly;
those frogs never notice they’re the prime
ingredient in the soup pot!]
Assuming that our ancestors’ diet used to
contain trace silver, and that our diet probably
has greatly reduced levels, there is a reasonable
argument for supplementing with colloidal
silver. Two teaspoons of 5 ppm colloidal silver
provides about 50 mcg of silver and could be
considered a “nutritional” amount, if taken on a
daily basis. Any amount above four teaspoons
a day (or 100 mcg) should be considered a
“therapeutic” amount.
That said, it should not be assumed that
electro-colloidal silver is equivalent to, or has
the same metabolic effect as, receiving trace
silver from dietary plant sources. But since
there are very few plant sources of trace silver
available today, colloidal silver is probably the
best substitute. If you want to experiment with
taking colloidal silver for an extended period of
time, stay within the amounts considered to be
nutritional. If you want to experiment with
larger doses, do so with caution, and only for a
day or two at a time.

SAFETY
AND TOXICITY
Silver can act as a heavy-metal poison in
the body. It can also act as a trace mineral
nutrient. The difference is in the particle size,
NOT the concentration. Colloidal silver with a
particle size of 0.001 microns has particles 100
times smaller than a preparation of silver with a
particle size of 0.1 microns.
The smaller the particle, the less likely it
will behave as a toxin. Typically, the worst
toxic reaction from metallic silver, cited in the
medical literature, is a condition called Argyria.
Argyria is primarily a cosmetic condition
characterized by a permanent, bluish
discoloration of the skin. Argyria causes no
physical discomfort, and does not have any
other known side effects. Your skin just looks
bluish-gray.
In fact, the term “blue bloods” in reference
to the royal families of Europe, probably refers
to a mild, argyrial condition caused by the
constant eating of food from silver place
settings. It is interesting to note, however, that
there has never been a case of Argyria reported
from the use of electro-colloidal silver, free of
salts or other impurities.
Argyria, while not being a deadly condition,
certainly is undesirable. It is usually caused by
the massive intake of silver salts, such as silver
nitrate, silver sulfate, and silver chloride.
To determine just how toxic these
substances are, I contacted the Agency for
Toxic Substances and Disease Registry through
their on-line information service (at http://
atsdr1.atsdr. cdc.gov:8080/ToxProfiles). All of
these silver salts are talked about as toxins, but
the only consequence of even high exposure in
humans that is listed is Argyria.
The EPA issues a “control code” for each
toxic substance it tracks that can cause human
illness. Silver nitrate and silver sulfate have
control codes, but silver chloride does not. I
received essentially the same information when
I spoke with Dr. Eidson at the Department of
Epidemiology in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Apparently, the government thinks silver and
silver compounds are toxins that essentially
have no significant toxic effects other than the
ability to discolor your skin.
EFFECTIVENESS
In a study done, in part, by the Institute of
Microbiology in Rome, Italy, and published in
Applied And Environmental Microbiology, in
December 1992, various forms of silver were
tested for their ability to kill micro-organisms.
Pure electro-colloidal silver out performed silver
nitrate, silver chloride, and silver sulfadiazine as
a broad-spectrum germicide. For all classes of
bacterial, fungus, and mold samples tested, pure
electro-colloidal silver worked better, and at
much lower concentrations. They concluded
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that any additives reduced the effectiveness of
the pure silver ion, the silver salts being as
much as 100 times less effective.
Electro-colloidal silver’s effectiveness as a
broad-spectrum germicide is directly related to
the number and size of the particles. The same
volume of space taken up by one silver particle
0.1 microns in size, will hold about 10,000
silver particles 0.001 microns in size. This
reduction in particle size not only allows for a
greater distribution of the silver, but it also
greatly increases the total surface area of silver
available for interacting with the environment.
These, plus the stability of the electrical charge,
are the most important factors when considering
the effectiveness of colloidal silver.
[Editor’s note: Moreover, if one were to
look upon each of the little silver particles as a
tiny “tuning fork” which emits frequencies
which irritate the life out of a vast array of
low-frequency critters such as are reported are
incapacitated by silver, then it becomes much
easier to picture (and understand) why a lot of
smaller silver particles are more effective than
one larger clump.]
THE REGULATORS
While silver has been shown to be a very
effective germicide—killing gram-negative
bacteria, gram-positive bacteria, yeasts, molds,
and viruses in laboratory experiments—this
does not mean that it will invariably cure
disease conditions in the body caused by these
organisms. Colloidal silver is a fantastic
adjunct to the home, but it is by no means a
“cure-all”.
The biggest obstacle to using colloidal silver
as a “home remedy” is the lack of information
in the public domain on how to use it
effectively in any given situation. The FDA
has tested colloidal silver extensively and found
that different micro-organisms succumb to its
action at a wide variety of concentrations and
exposure times. If any of this information
entered the public domain, the FDA would
consider their own research “unsubstantiated
medical claims” and reason enough to classify
colloidal silver as a “new drug”. The “new
drug” classification would be “required”
because “new use protocols” had been
developed that did not exist before 1938.
Here is an example of the problem. It is
now estimated that one in four women will
develop breast cancer in their lifetime. I have
spoken to two women who claim to have cured
themselves of breast cancer with colloidal
silver. They were both diagnosed by biopsy.
After the diagnosis, they took 2 teaspoons of
colloidal silver a day, until their surgery. One
took a home-made product, the other took a
silver protein product. In both cases, the
biopsy of the removed breast tissue and lymph
nodes was cancer free.
The question is, will colloidal silver work
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this well for all cases of breast cancer?
Probably not, but in the current legal and
political environment, we may never know. No
pharmaceutical company can control or
monopolize ownership of colloidal silver, so
none of them will ever fund the testing, which
currently costs over $10 million and takes 10
years.
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FDA says that if you claim colloidal silver
cures breast cancer, that would classify it as a
new drug, and the public cannot be given
access to new drugs without proper testing.
Using the FDA model, it could cost the public
$1 billion to “prove” to the FDA what the
FDA already knows about colloidal silver.
Politics has definitely entered this picture.

FDA does not want to be exposed as an
enforcer for the drug companies, or be seen as
an agency clearly not acting in the public’s best
interest. While these ideas are not new to some
of us, it would be a startling revelation if a
large portion of the population began thinking
this way. FDA would certainly like to avoid
this “public relations” embarrassment.

Ordering Information For A Commercial Colloidal Silver Generator
Elixa, Ltd.
1805 Kriss NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112

toll-free: 800.766.4544
voice: 505.293.4648
fax: 505.293.7569

E-mail: info@ elixa.com Website:
http://www.elixa.com/silver/index.html

3. Yellow Light—indicates colloidal silver is
being made.
4. Red Light—indicates a “Low Power”
condition. If running on 9-volt battery, the
red light means “time to change the battery”.
If running on the solar panel, the red light
means “more light is needed on the panel”.
CS-300D $149
5. DC power jack—for plugging in any of
Includes 9-volt battery, 1 electrode set, 2
the optional power supplies, including a solar
amber bottles, AC Adapter, and free Priority
panel, a wall transformer, or a cable plugged
Mail Shipping (US and Canada).
into an automobile cigarette lighter.
The new Model D, the upgrade to the
popular CS-300C colloidal silver generator used
by thousands of happy and healthy people
around the world for over 3 years, makes the
same super-small silver particles as the Model
C, but with several advantages: it uses a
standard or rechargeable 9-volt battery;
consistent results batch-to-batch due to constant
voltage internal regulator circuit (steady 30 volt
output); usable with any available power source
including sunlight or car cigarette lighter!

ELECTRODE LIFE:
CS-300C $99
The electrodes ($10 replacement cost)
Now with 2 extra battery sets, 1 set elecshould
make around 100 (20 minute) batches of
trodes, 2 amber bottles, and free Priority Mail
8 oz. of 3-5 ppm (particle size in the .005
Shipping (US and Canada).
micron range). These solutions will be yellow
in color if you use proper distilled water.

The CS-300C produces colloidal silver
solutions equal to or better than the finest
available on the market. We have improved
the design without increasing the cost. It
takes about 15 minutes to make premium,
ultra-fine yellow solutions, with particle size
in the range considered optimal (0.005 - 0.015
microns in diameter). The CS-300C comes
complete with 3 sets of batteries, 1 set of .999
silver electrodes, and instructions that tell you
everything you need to know to start making
colloidal silver at home. All you need to add
is water (distilled works best, available at
most markets for approx. $1/gal).
If you calculate the cost of batteries and
electrodes and water, you should arrive at a
cost per ounce of $0.08 for the finest solution
money can buy. And you can make it fresh,
on demand, wherever you are!
BATTERY LIFE:
The CS-300C can make up to 15 eightounce batches of 3-5 ppm (.005 micron
particle size range) before you will need to
change the batteries. Replacement 12-volt
batteries are available at Wal-Mart and Target
stores for about $1 each and you will need 3.
Radio Shack carries similar batteries for about
$2.50 each.

NEW Low Power Indicator Light
Survival Kit Special Offer:
Red light shows when to replace battery or
• 1 CS-300D (includes 9-volt battery and 1
when more light is needed on the solar panel.
electrode set)
NEW Sophisticated Electronic Circuitry
• 1 solar panel
Automatic controls hold proper conditions • 1 AC transformer for 110-volt operation
on the electrodes with any input voltage from • 1 Car lighter adapter for 12-volt operation
• 5 extra electrode sets
6-14 volts DC.
• 2 amber bottles (for product storage)
NEW Updated Instruction Booklet
The most advanced methods for making and Regular Retail: $279, plus $10 S&H to US
and Canada = $289.
using colloidal silver.
Special Price = $259, including Priority
• Same pocket size as the Model C (2 3/8" x 3 Insured Mail in US, Air Mail to Canada.
¾” x 1")
• Same plug-in electrodes as the Model C.
Replacement electrode set: $10. (.999 silver)
• Same ease of use.
• Same unconditional customer satisfaction and
1 year warranty.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: During the
NEW Control Panel has the following features:
1. On/Off Switch
2. Green Light—indicates that the “Power is
On.”

first 30 days of owning the CS-300C or D, if
you do not feel that it meets your
expectations, simply return it to Elixa, Ltd.
for a full refund of the purchase price.
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The fact is, FDA has never spent our tax
dollars discovering something important, and
then published their findings for the benefit of
the public-at-large, especially when it involved
something that was powerful, safe, and
inexpensive for the public to make for
themselves. Obviously, empowering the
population to be self-reliant and frugal in
relation to their own healthcare is not the
FDA’s responsibility.
Colloidal silver clearly has some
extraordinary capabilities and hundreds of
legitimate uses. But without standardization,
quality control, and extensive medical testing,
the public will never know how best to use
colloidal silver in a given situation.
FDA may yet try to restrict public access to
colloidal silver, claiming it is unsafe, even
though they know how “safe and effective” it
CAN BE when used properly.
[Editor’s note: This article was obviously
written prior to the actions taken by the FDA
on August 17, 1999 to attempt to restrict the
sale and use of collodial silver. Go back and
re-read the important News Desk item on page
9 of the September 1999 issue of The
SPECTRUM for the details on the sleazy
maneuver pulled by the FDA. Now is certainly
a good time to have a private means to
maintain a stock of this very useful item!]
In the absence of the release of this
authoritative testing data, the public is left just
experimenting and groping for the answers. A
big fight over the public’s access to colloidal
silver may be looming because the cost of
healthcare in this country is out of control, and
the public is looking for inexpensive solutions
that work. In that sense, colloidal silver could
be “just what the doctor ordered”.
DIGESTIVE INTERACTIONS
Colloidal silver is apparently able to kill
nearly all micro-organisms, including the
“friendly flora” your digestive system needs for
proper function. I have spoken with hundreds
of people who have taken colloidal silver on a
daily basis and have noticed no digestive upset,
even after prolonged use. I have also spoken
to two individuals who reported digestive upset
after taking colloidal silver one time. So, in my
experience, the die-off of friendly flora is
possible, but rare.
There are a number of strategies that can
reduce the probability of digestive interactions.
The simplest one is to swish the colloidal silver
around in your mouth for 30 seconds before
swallowing. This promotes an absorption of the
colloidal silver into the body, away from the
intestinal tract. Another strategy is to take smaller
doses, multiple times per day, or with meals.
Either way, if you do experience a die-off of
friendly flora, they can be re-populated by taking
any of the acidophilus products on the market.
[Editor’s note: A little bit of well-made
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yogurt product will also accomplish the same
goal of re-populating your intestinal tract with
the good critters it needs, if you find yourself
experiencing some digestive disorders—usually
from an overdose of poorly made colloidal
silver. Just look at the ingredients label on the
yogurt culture packages in the dairy section of
your grocery store.
For example, the
Continental brand of yogurt products has long
been an excellent choice due to the wide range
of “good stuff” in their culturing medium.]
SEPTIC TANKS
Septic tanks are like your home’s intestinal
tract. They only work when populated with
friendly flora. If you live in a rural area with
your house on a septic system, and you are
making your own colloidal silver, make sure
you don’t throw a lot of it down the sink, or
your septic system may stop working properly.
This problem can be handled by using a
product like RID-X periodically, which is a
good idea anyway.
CONCLUSIONS
Colloidal silver is an extraordinary product.
It can enhance your health and the health of
your family in hundreds of ways.
EVERYONE SHOULD LEARN HOW
TO MAKE HIGH-QUALITY COLLOIDAL
SILVER,
AND
HAVE
THAT
CAPABILITY IN THEIR HOME, IN CASE
THE REGULATORS RESTRICT ITS
AVAILABILITY AT SOME POINT IN
THE FUTURE. THIS COULD BE THE
BEST “HEALTH INSURANCE” POLICY
YOU EVER IMPLEMENTED!
[Editor’s note: The SPECTRUM couldn’t
agree more—and that is the reason both for the
emphasis added above, and for the sharing of
this important information article with you at
this time.]
If you buy one of the colloidal silver makers
on the market, make sure it can make the
“yellow” particles. When you make it yourself,
make sure you are making the “yellow”
particles. If you have any doubts about the
quality of the product you are making or
buying, you can send samples to any of the
following laboratories for definitive testing.
For particle-size testing with an electron
microscope, contact:
EMS Laboratories, 117 West Bellevue
Drive, Pasadena, CA 91105; (818) 568-4065.
Price will be under $200 per sample.
For a concentration test (mg/L) of total
dissolved solids, contact: Associated
Laboratories, 806 North Batavia Avenue,
Orange, CA 92668; (714) 771-6900. Call for
prices.
For elemental analysis, including “Tyndall
effect” and “precipitation” test, contact: Kimball
Laboratories, 600 East 11800 South, Draper,
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UT 84020; (801) 571-3695. Call for prices.
These companies are busy professionals
who have no idea I am listing them in this
article. Please don’t waste their time unless
you plan to submit samples for testing with
payment.
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[END QUOTING]
The above is one of several very well done
general documents regarding colloidal silver
that can be found on the Internet by ones
wishing more information of this type. Note
how often the research materials cited in the
references are from early in the 1900s, before
the pharmaceutical companies “redirected” our
attention in the direction of their expensive
antibiotic products.
Since a picture is worth a thousand words, I
have included herein both a diagram based on
the description in this last article and a photo of
a system I quickly put together from the
diagram in order to illustrate the simplicity of a
typical colloidal generator. All parts (except
the silver electrodes) are readily available at
your local Radio Shack or other electronics
supply store for under $30, including the four
9-volt batteries. If you are not sure exactly
what these basic parts are, then take the
diagram with you to your nearest Radio Shack
or electronics supply store and ask them to help
you. Even the larger hardware stores usually
carry these basic parts.
(There is an additional cost for the pure
silver wire electrode material. Please see the
box near the end of this article for suggestions
of sources for 99.9% pure silver wire, as well
as for already-built colloidal silver generator
units available from commercial vendors.)
The diagram depicts a simple, inexpensive,
and very useful method of building a colloidal
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generator. A large drinking glass, clear glass
Pyrex measuring cup, or even a glass coffee
pot make very convienient containers. The
latter two have a handle and pour spout, so that
you can easily transfer the finished liquid
product into storage bottles after it is made.
Glass is a must since you will need to see the
reaction. Plastic and metal containers are to be
avoided as they may cause undesirable silver
compounds to be formed. Wash the container
prior to each use as you would any food
preparation utensils. Rinse it with a little
distilled water just prior to use.

a nominal voltage that keeps the electrodes
running clean. However, both lower voltages
and higher voltages can be used. If you run at
lower voltages, it will take longer to get the
reaction started and the batch completed.
Higher voltages will likely result in larger
particle size (not good) along with reduced
process times. Many articles recommend three
9-volt batteries in series (27 volts), rather than
four (36 volts), and this too is acceptable and
will work.
A caution to be aware of—for you
experimentalists who are inclined to try the
route of “more power!”—is that if you want to
A NOTE ABOUT VOLTAGES
scale-up the reaction container size or push the
reaction too fast with high-amperage DC
The preceeding article states that 30 volts is current (generated, say, by automobile batteries

or a DC arc welder’s power supply) you will
likely cause the formation of larger, less useful
(and more wasteful) silver particles, and also
run the risk of dissociating water molecules into
their primary elements—oxygen and hydrogen.
This is NOT good, and can be very
dangerous! In a confined area the released
hydrogen could cause fire or explosion. It is
safer to just use 3 or 4 of the small transistor
radio batteries, in the voltage range or 27-36
volts, as the diagram illustrates. And for the
sake of the batteries, try to keep the silver wire
electrodes from touching each other and
shorting-out the battery power. Small 9-volt
transistor radio batteries can take some of this
kind of abuse, but it only runs them down
prematurely.

ORDERING INFORMATION FOR SILVER WIRE,
GOLD WIRE, AND OTHER PRECIOUS METALS
Silver Wire:
Two 3” lengths #10 gauge (very thick) .999 fine
(99.999% pure) Silver Wire
$15.00 + $3.00 Shipping
Mail orders:

Phone orders:
Fax orders:
E-Mail orders:
Website:

Wayne Green
PO Box 416
Hancock, NH 03449
603-525-4747
603-588-3205 -MC/Visa
W2NSD@aol.com
www.waynegreen.com

Bulk Silver Wire (5 Feet Minimum
Order—Deduct 10% for 10+ Feet)
CS PRO Systems
Rt. 7, Box 510GG
San Antonio, TX 78264-9419
Business Hours: 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM, CST
To ORDER, call toll-free: 888-710-2773
For Information, call: (210) 626-2546
18 Ga.Round, Fine .999 Silver Wire - Priced Per Foot: $3.40
16 Ga.Round, Fine .999 Silver Wire - Priced Per Foot: $5.40
14 Ga.Round, Fine .999 Silver Wire - Priced Per Foot: $8.65
12 Ga.Round, Fine .999 Silver Wire - Priced Per Foot: $13.70
1/8" x 0.22" Flat, Fine .999 Silver Bezel - Priced Per Foot: $12.20

PURE GOLD WIRE

E-mail: info@csprosystems.com
Web site: www.csprosystems.com

Scientific Instrument Services
1027 Old York Rd., Ringoes, NJ 08551
Phone:
Fax:
E-Mail:
Website:

(908) 788-5550
(908) 806-6631
sis@sisweb.com
http://www.sisweb.com

Precious Metals Dealer

Pure gold wire (32K, 99.99% pure) for use in gold gasket
fabrication, sputter coasters, or other scientific applications.
Part No.

Gold Wire Diameter

W351
0.020 in. diameter
W352
0.025 in. diameter
W353
0.031 in. diameter
W354
0.040 in. diameter
Indicate Quantity in Feet

Price Ea./ft.
$49.00
$63.80
$99.00
$151.80

Kitco Inc.
USA:

CANADA:

178 West Service Rd.
Champlain, New York 12919
Toll Free 1-877-775-4826
Fax (518) 298-3457

620 Cathcart #900
Montreal, Canada H3B 1M1
Toll Free 1-800-363-7053
Fax (514) 875-6484

Web site: http://www.kitco.com
Note: prices for Gold, Silver & Platinum vary from day-to-day.
Only consider .999 fine (99.9%) or purer metals for colloidal use.
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ANOTHER NOTE ABOUT WATER
Find a good brand of distilled water, as all
are not equivalent. The lower the conductivity,
the cleaner the water is, though many of you
are not in a position to measure this parameter.
The ARROWHEAD brand of distilled water is
the best among the various brands readily
available in our particular local area grocery
stores. Or, if you have a good water distiller at
home, use that water.
Let me emphasize again: Never use regular
“drinking” or “spring” water to make your
colloidal silver, as there are generally dissolved
minerals and mineral compounds in drinking
water that will cause silver salt compounds to
be formed which will reduce the effectiveness
of your colloidal silver liquid.
Deionized water should NOT be considered
either, as this water is the least conductive due
to the removal of ionic charges; it will be very
difficult to start the colloidal reaction in this
water.
The bottom line: Use only a good quality of
DISTILLED water to make your colloidal
silver.
EXPANDING YOUR
COLLOID CHOICES
You can expand your supply beyond just
colloidal silver. Colloidal gold, copper,
titanium, and platinum can be generated just as
easily with the appropriate electrode
substitutions.
[Editor’s note: While it is beyond the scope
of this article to outlay reasons WHY these
other metallic colloids may be useful, it can be
suggested that the “tuning fork” frequency of
some of these—say titanium and platinum—may
well be effective in combating superbugs which
have been purposely engineered to withstand
silver’s frequency. In the case of gold and
copper, there is already some research
literature available describing their observed
benefits.
The overall problem here is that so-called
“modern” medicine does not yet recognize the
“tuning fork” frequency picture of subtle
energy interactions, and thus, to use an
analogy, we are stuck with attempting to
explain how walkie-talkie radios work when
“modern science” only knows about tin cans &
string communication devices. Of course there
have been those, like Rife many years ago, who
have discovered The Truth—but one way or
another they have found that they must proceed
very quietly with their work or incur the wrath
of the FDA and AMA watchdogs.]
The purest source of gold readily available
to the general public (gold wire is hard to find)
has been the Canadian Gold Maple Leaf coin,
which can be purchased at any reputable coin
dealer. Since gold is expensive, you could buy
one coin and cut it in half. But keep in mind

that the larger the surface area of the electrodes,
the quicker will be the reaction rate of the
colloidalizing process. Moreover, gold coins
are a relatively sound investment so, if you
have the necessary financial resources, buy two
(or more) Canadian Gold Maple Leaf coins.
They are one ounce each and can always be
sold back to a coin dealer at a later time (if
they have not been cut or damaged).
As far as PURE titanium and platinum, the
sources are quite limited. Scientific equipment
suppliers are a good direction in which to look.
(If anyone knows any better sources for these
metals than I have listed, please write to me in
care of The SPECTRUM or send e-mail to me
in care of: thespectrum@tminet.com and we
will share the information in a future issue.)
Now, to make things even more interesting,
I am aware of a “finishing” technique where,
after a batch of colloidal silver is made and the
silver electrodes are removed, two gold
electrodes (such as gold coin halves) are
momentarily inserted into the solution with
current applied to the electrodes for about 10-15
seconds for a 16-ounce batch. It is believed by
some that the addition of the small amount of
gold to the silver increases the frequency of the
entire solution and thus enhances its
effectiveness.
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differing opinions, ideas, and theories as to how
to make the “best” colloidal products. You will
quickly observe this if you shop the
marketplace.
The method offered here for making your
own colloidals is simple and economical for the
average person. You may find that your own
creations of colloidal silver vary in quality from
batch to batch. There will always be some
variability in the product due to variations in
battery voltage, electrode material, water
quality, and a lot of other variables.
There are devices being sold that cost
several hundred dollars, employing various
exotic techniques which the manufacturers
promote with great gusto. Some may be good,
others are no better than the simple process
discussed here. The choice is yours as to the
route you wish to pursue in order to insure
having colloidal silver (and other colloidals)
available for your use.
Again, this information is offered as
EDUCATIONAL material ONLY. What you
do with this information is entirely up to you.
Neither I nor this publication assume any
liability or responsibility concerning your own
choice to make or use your own colloidals.
While there is no way to predict if the FDA
will get away with this latest gestapo maneuver,
without the public rising up in protest (like has
FINAL
happened with some past shenanigans of theirs), it
THOUGHTS
may be a source of comfort to you and your
family to know how easily you can produce all
If you do not feel comfortable building your that you want of a product the FDA is trying so
own apparatus, then I recommend you find a hard to “protect” you from having!
friend or relative to
assist you, or that
you purchase a
commercially-built
unit. Some units
are well made and
offered for a fair
price, while others
are underbuilt and
overpriced.
And you can
always
simply
purchase
your
colloidal products
from
the
marketplace. One
source
of
reasonably-priced
good-quality
colloidal products
is a company
called HomeCure,
Inc. (P.O. Box
13927, Scottsdale,
AZ 85267; 1-800559-2873; or see
t
h
e
i
r
www.homecure.com
website).
There are many
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BIG BROTHER INTERNET:
Nameless & Faceless In Cyberspace
Editor’s note: On Tuesday evening,
January 18, 2000, Dr. Nick Begich was the
featured guest on Art Bell’s late-night talkradio program.
Many readers of this
newspaper will recognize Nick as the author of
the superb book Angels Don’t Play This
HAARP which warns about the very large
antenna system quietly built and “hidden” in
Alaska that is pumping out huge megawatt
signals of a very dubious nature. (See Nick’s
great www.earthpulse.com website.)
Art’s program was getting rather
“dangerous” as to the kinds of information and
accusations Nick was discussing—not what
you’d hear on the evening news through the
controlled media prostitutes. And then the
program just went dead.
For over a half hour the signal feed from
Art’s home studio to the broadcasting
destination was interrupted. Art implied, when
commenting on the subject the next evening,
that he did not believe the lame excuses offered
by the technical people in response to his
probing technical inquiries. (Remember Art is
a longtime ham-radio operator and also
knowledgeable about network linkages via
satellites and related equipment.)
Was that incident an accident, as we are
told? Or was it a matter of “editing”—since
we don’t use the politically incorrect
“censorship by Big Brother” wording, else we
are accused of irrational paranoia.
A more subtle form of the same kind of
“editing” has been noted and reported for
some time concerning the Internet. Few realize
how vulnerable the Internet is to all kinds of
tamperings and monitorings. Moreover, as the
Internet continues to become more completely
integrated into modern life, it is no big leap of
the imagination (excuse me, paranoia) to
speculate upon how sophisticated and complete
may be the covert monitoring and “editing” of
this communication medium.
Sherman Skolnick has recently written on
this subject from personal experience and, it
seems, from noting what happened to Art Bell
recently—though Sherman does not name any
names specifically.
The following provides some sobering food
for thought for all of us, as well as some
investigative directions to those who may feel
inclined to pursue answers to some of the
questions he has posed.

1/21/00

SHERMAN H. SKOLNICK

Many feel the Internet is a great blessing.
Outspoken activists can set up their own
homepage or website and mouth off, while
muttering to themselves: “To hell with the news
networks!” Electronic mail goes out and back
like in a flash. (Or does it? Read on.)
Politically incorrect commentators, once
kept in the shadows, can now be read
worldwide. With “video streaming” on the
Internet soon to blossom, they may be heard
and SEEN worldwide.
Feel-good types chirp: “The genie is out of
the bottle!” (Or is it?)
Cynics darkly sneer: “Don’t you
understand? America’s bulb is getting brighter,
just as it is about to blow out, Hitler-style!”
Are old-timers the only ones who remember
the bad old days? During the civil rights and
peace movements of the 1960s and 1970s, the
FBI was in active opposition to them.
Supposedly forbidden by statute to do domestic
operations, the American CIA nevertheless had
their domestic units doing dirty tricks on U.S.
citizens.
The CIA’s excuse? They did it upon the
default or neglect of the incompetent FBI.
Maybe the FBI, as America’s secret political
police, was just too busy framing labor activists
and union organizers on charges of plotting
bombings and other violence against corporate
dictators.
In the 1970s, an official of the CIA
admitted to a Congressional committee that the
spy agency had, for many years, been screening
U.S. mail and telegraph transmissions to
overseas locations. Somehow, they never
brought themselves to admit, even to Congress,
that they had been spying as well on mail and
other communications WITHIN THE U.S.
Now, if you post something really too hot
about the secret police on your homepage or
website, the FBI, WITHOUT A COURT
ORDER, reserves the right to shut off your
transmissions.
First Class mail, domestically, was
supposedly, by regulation, sacrosanct. A toplevel U.S. postal inspector once bent my ear
with his off-the-record, candid complaint: “We
believe dope is being sent into Chicago in First
Class packages. By regulation, we cannot open
First Class packages unless we have definite

prior proof of illicit shipment.”
He was talking to ME, not George Orwell,
author of 1984, the epic book on the total
police state. I could have countered the postal
inspector by mentioning that major dope enters
the U.S. with the blessings of the highly
corrupt DEA, and for espionage purposes of
the American CIA.
(On our cable TV show, we talked about
the dope warehouse in Chicago where it is
piled up like so many bags of produce. Every
six weeks, we said, the dope comes in on a
sizeable truck, escorted by corrupt local police.
We decided not to give the exact address, for
fear the place would be bombed and innocent
people injured. A week after our cablecast, a
similar warehouse, much smaller, was identified
in the monopoly press.)
Who bothers to tell you that the one for
years having the monopoly on domain
registration for websites, Network Solutions,
Inc., is a sinister creature of the intelligence
agencies. I am probably not the only one who
can finger them from personal experience.
All during the U.S. War against Serbia and
their province of Kosovo, in the spring of
1999, Network Solutions blocked my website.
Network Solutions’ phone was constantly on
busy signal. They failed to respond to my
many complaints by e-mail (electronic mail, email for short). They even failed to respond to
my complaints sent to their headquarters by
Registered Mail, Return Receipt Requested, via
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the U.S. Postal Service.
Did someone give Network Solutions a list
of loudmouths to be censored? Were YOU on
their list?
Some say the Internet is like fire-ants.
Texans know, you can pour lighted fuel on
fire-ants, yet they continue to march on. (At
least that is what some Texans have told me.)
Most people have become so accustomed to
e-mail that they even use it from their office for
personal notes, on their company’s machinery.
Some have been fired for cause, based on
company secrets and other inappropriate
communications sent, accidentally or otherwise,
as personal notes to pals. Retrieved from the
system by an employer, the e-mail becomes a
document of accusation. Many employees have
long known the company phones are bugged
by the boss. So why would anyone expect the
e-mail was exempt?
Something seems to happen when you send
e-mail about something REALLY HOT,
politically or spy-wise. In July, 1999,
following the death of John F. Kennedy, Jr., I
sought to post what we understood was the
FBI’s secret preliminary report on the aircrash,
showing an explosive device blew off the tail
of the plane, making it a death warrant. (The
how, when, and why is in our four-part series
called What Happened To America’s Golden
Boy at the www.skolnicksreport.com website.)
My e-mail transmissions took four days on
our REALLY HOT, four-part story. To be
certain, I sent some twice. Friends told me
both e-mails arrived at the same time—four
days after the date I sent them!
I sent the same e-mails to myself. Same
result. Sending the information via the U.S.
Postal Service (called “snail mail” in current
lingo) would most likely have arrived sooner,
and supposedly not been screened or spytampered.
I once got on the phone with the Technical
Support of my Internet Service Provider. The
one answering was quite polite and seemed
well-informed. They might give their first
name, but rarely, if ever,
their last name.
So,
whatever is said, they remain
NAMELESS
AND
FACELESS, typical of the
government bureaucracy,
many large corporate offices,
public utilities, and such. I
outlined the problem of
politically REALLY HOT emails of mine delayed for
several days.
“As your server, we
don’t screen e-mail” she
tried to assure me. But then
she added: “On the other
hand, OUR server, I believe,
does screen.” She outlined
to me how her company, as

my server, had THEIR own server.
She was not sure if THEY had a phone
number where you could call them.
Just to perform my sarcastic test, I asked
Directory Assistance for the 800-number of
“Big Brother Internet”. “One moment, sir.”
And then came the answer: “I show no listing”.
I then asked Directory Assistance about the
same name in Virginia. “Where in Virginia?”
she asked. “McLean, Virginia” I answered:
“You know, operator, under the listing (if any)
for the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.”
The office of Network Solutions, Inc., I
smiled to myself, was not far away. (Do they
want Directory Assistance operators to have a
sense of humor or recognize sarcasm?)
America On Line (AOL) has plenty I think
they do not tell you. They are NOT an Internet
Service Provider (ISP), but an online service,
sort of a middleman TO AN ISP. That
technical or lawful difference reportedly
justifies them having a screening or censorship
committee—in other words, a NAMELESS,
FACELESS CENSORSHIP BOARD.
Who are THEY?
Under WHAT
circumstances do THEY reserve the right or
“authority” to block your postings and
transmissions? What, if any, is your remedy or
recourse? Are they—what is known in public
utility and other law as—a Common Carrier, or
are they a different animal?
Suppose the U.S. has a very serious decline,
even a collapse, in the stock and other markets.
And suppose, as well, that at such a time there
is a run on the banks. Would the various
Internet Service Providers and the Online
Services function as before?
Or would they obey a secret government
directive to silence loudmouths by blocking
their e-mail and other transmissions? On the
one hand, the Internet and the World Wide
Web and e-mail seem to be a great blessing,
countering censorship. On the other hand,
great numbers of folks have become overly
dependent on such electronic communication.
Thus created is a dilemma.
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With the phone company, you have a
choice to be listed or unlisted. With the
Internet, there are services that purport to be
directory listings. Whether your website and
such is listed there, is a matter of political
consideration and quite arbitrary.
Under state regulations, you would have a
remedy, of sorts, against the phone company
for refusing to list your phone in their regular
directory. What remedy or recourse do you
have NOW against these other “directories”
that somehow fail to list you? Can you
actually reach a real PERSON at these
electronic directories, to express your complaint
at not being listed?
Some radio talk-shows [like Art Bell’s
show] are also available, by “audio streaming”,
on the Internet, either live or can be retrieved at
any time later. AND, some radio talk shows,
on the Internet, if they get on a REALLY HOT
topic, suddenly are blanked out. By whom?
Under what lawful regulations are they
censored?
So, on the one hand, the Internet has been a
blessing. On the other hand, it is also part of a
NAMELESS, FACELESS BIG-BROTHER IN
CYBERSPACE.
If this takes four days to get to you, or
never arrives at all—well, it is just Big Brother
Internet doing his thing. Stay tuned.
*
*
*
Since 1958, Mr. Skolnick has been a court
reformer. Since 1963, founder/chairman,
Citizen’s Committee To Clean Up The Courts,
disclosing certain instances of judicial and other
bribery and political murders. Since 1991, a
regular panelist, and since 1995, moderator/
producer of Broadsides, a one-hour weekly
public-access cable TV show, cablecast within
Chicago to some 400,000 viewers. We
regularly condemn the monopoly press, and on
occasion, have identified media fakers as assets
of the secret political police, the FBI, CIA,
NSA, and such. For a heavy packet of our
printed stories, send $5.00 (U.S. funds) and a
stamped,
self-addressed
business-size envelope (#10
envelope, 4-1/4 x 9-1/2)
WITH THREE STAMPS ON
IT, to: Citizen’s Committee To
Clean Up The Courts,
Sherman
H.
Skolnick,
Chairman, 9800 So. Oglesby
Ave., Chicago IL 60617-4870.
Office: 8 a.m. to midnight, 7
days:
773-375-5741.
(PLEASE, no “just routine”
telephone calls). Our website
is www.skolnicksreport.com
(note “s” after name in
website)
and
skolnick@ameritech.net is our
e-mail address. Call before
sending a fax.

He who
has no fire in
himself cannot
warm others.
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thing ever, and that you have no business
taking it for granted. Care so deeply about its
goodness that you want to spread it around.
All of you want to do well. But if you do
not do good, too, then doing well will never be
enough. It is so easy to waste our lives—to
take for granted the color of the azaleas, the
sheen of the limestone on Fifth Avenue, the
color of our kids’ eyes, the way the melody in
a symphony rises and falls and disappears and
rises again. It is so easy to exist instead of live.
Well, you can learn all those things, out
You walk out of here this afternoon with there, if you get a real life, a full life, a
only one thing that no one else has. There will professional life, yes—but another life, too, a
be hundreds of people out there with your same life of love and laughs and a connection to
degree; there will be thousands of people doing other human beings.
Just keep your eyes and ears open. Here
what you want to do for a living.
you
could learn in the classroom. There the
But you will be the only person alive who
has sole custody of your life. Your particular classroom is everywhere. The exam comes at
the very end.
life. Your entire life.
I found one of my best teachers on the
Not just your life at a desk, or your life on
a bus, or in a car, or at the computer. Not just boardwalk at Coney Island. It was December,
the life of your mind, but the life of your heart. and I was doing a story about how the
homeless survive in the winter months.
Not just your bank account, but your soul.
He and I sat on the edge of the wooden
So here’s what I wanted to tell you today:
s u p p o r t s ,
get a life! A
dangling our feet
real life, not a
the side,
manic pursuit
Get a life in which you are over
and he told me
of the next
generous. Look around at the about
his
promotion, the
schedule—
b i g g e r
azaleas
in
the
suburban
panhandling the
paycheck, the
neighborhood where you grew boulevard when
larger house.
summer
Do
you
up; look at a full Moon hanging the
crowds
were
think you’d
silver in a black, black sky on a gone, sleeping in
care so very
when
much about
cold night. And realize that athechurch
temperature
those things if
LIFE
is
the
best
thing
ever,
and
went
below
you blew an
hiding
aneurysm one
that you have no business freezing,
from the police
afternoon, or
taking it for granted. Care so amidst the Tilt-afound a lump
and the
in
your
deeply about its goodness that Whirl
Cyclone
and
breast? Get a
you
want
to
spread
it
around.
some of the
life in which
other seasonal
you notice the
rides.
smell
of
But he told me that most of the time he
saltwater pushing itself on a breeze over
Seaside Heights, a life in which you stop and stayed on the boardwalk, facing the water, just
watch the way a baby scowls with the way we were sitting now, even when it got
concentration when she tries to pick up a cold and he had to wear his newspapers after
he read them.
Cheerio with her thumb and first finger.
And I asked him why. Why didn’t he go to
Get a life in which you are not alone. Find
people you love, and who love you. And one of the shelters? Why didn’t he check
himself into the hospital for detox? And he just
remember that love is not leisure, it is work.
Each time you look at your diploma, stared out at the ocean and said: “Look at the
remember that you are still a student, still view, young lady. Look at the view.”
And every day, in some little way, I try to
learning how to best treasure your connection
to others. Pick up the phone. Send an e-mail. do what he said. I try to look at the view.
And that’s the last thing I have to tell you
Write a letter. Kiss your Mom. Hug your Dad.
Get a life in which you are generous. Look today—words of wisdom from a man with not
around at the azaleas in the suburban a dime in his pocket, no place to go, nowhere
neighborhood where you grew up; look at a full to be.
Look at the view. You’ll never be
Moon hanging silver in a black, black sky on a
cold night. And realize that LIFE is the best disappointed.

Remember To
Look At The View
Editor’s note: We are not sure if we’re
starting some kind of a trend here.
In the January issue of The SPECTRUM
we presented a Harvard Law School speech by
renowned actor and activist Charlton Heston.
His words created as much of a stir to action
as it generated warm praise—for its uninhibited
honesty and call for imparting values in our
lives.
The following heartfelt words come from
novelist Anna Quindlen’s address given at
Commencement (graduation) ceremonies at
Villanova University last year. From a
different point of view, Anna provokes a similar
pause, as Heston did, to consider what is truly
important in our lives. She also hints at the
same thought about the inescapable lessons of
“schoolroom Earth” that so many of the
Master Teachers have expressed in these pages
and collected in the two WISDOM OF THE
RAYS books of spiritual messages.
We’ll see, next month, if the trend continues
with another such address. Enjoy!
6/19/99

ANNA QUINDLEN

It’s a great honor for me to be the third
member of my family to receive an honorary
doctorate from this great university. It’s an
honor to follow my great-Uncle Jim, who was
a gifted physician, and my Uncle Jack, who is
a remarkable businessman. Both of them could
have told you something important about their
professions, about medicine or commerce.
I have no specialized field of interest or
expertise, which puts me at a disadvantage,
talking to you today. I’m a novelist. My work
is human nature. Real life is all I know. Don’t
ever confuse the two—your life and your work.
The second is only part of the first.
Don’t ever forget what a friend once wrote
Senator Paul Tsongas when the senator decided
not to run for reelection because he’d been
diagnosed with cancer: “No man ever said on
his deathbed ‘I wish I had spent more time in
the office.’ ”
Don’t ever forget the words my father sent
me on a postcard last year: “If you win the rat
race, you’re still a rat.”
Or what John Lennon wrote before he was
gunned down in the driveway of the Dakota:
“Life is what happens while you are busy
making other plans.”
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Native American Perspectives:

Facing Our Destiny
1/23/00

RAY BILGER

Speaking Wind, a Pueblo Indian author,
lecturer, and publisher, and friend of Robert
Ghost Wolf, died suddenly of a “heart attack” on
December 22, 1998. At the time, he was a
healthy, middle-aged man who showed no signs
of being susceptible to a heart attack.
He was, however, very outspoken about what
is really happening in the world and who is
orchestrating events, and he had just recently
made an appearance on Art Bell’s late-night talkradio program on December 9, 1998. Knowing
the penchant of the dark, so-called “elite” World
Controllers for silencing effective public speakers
who share too much Truth, it doesn’t take a great
deal of imagination to figure out what happened
to Speaking Wind. (For more information, see
his excellent http://www.energymedicineassn.com/
speakingwind/ Internet website.)
Speaking Wind and his two brothers,
Cheeway and Nahe, were raised in the mountains
of northern New Mexico. For almost twenty
years, they were taught the ways of the spirit by
Grandfather, Two Bears, and White Eagle.
These teachings were to be put asleep for a time
and were not to be remembered until the time was
right. The time became right in 1993, and since
then Speaking Wind has imparted a vast body of
information that can help to provide insight and
guidance for all of us.
Among his works, Speaking Wind wrote
several manuscripts. These manuscripts “are
based on events that have taken place. However,
because character portrayals, site locations, and
names have been changed, these manuscripts
must be presented as fiction.”
The manuscripts are written in story form that
makes very interesting reading, and they contain
information that the One World Controllers, often
known as the Illuminati, surely would rather we
were not told. Let us take a look at some of this
fascinating and compelling work. Here are some
excerpts from Lumen.
[QUOTING]
Cheeway, and his party, were successful in
activating the second ancient sacred site under
Los Alamos Labs, New Mexico. They also
found a way of keeping anyone from ever drilling
into the sacred cave again, which if violated
would cause a sleeping giant to rise into the

world and bring destruction. However, the
Illuminati developed another plan—one that
would make the sleeping giant rise and spread his
lava over most of the southwest lands.
Cheeway was told to activate twelve ancient
sites in order for mankind to consciously leave the
two-dimensional way of thinking and seeing—a
two-dimensional process that had led so many to
follow leaders telling them what to do, how to
live, and how to die.... Unless all twelve stones
were returned to these ancient sites that were built
40,000 years age, there would be no hope for
mankind to leave its world of illusion—the world
of illusion that had been kept over them by the
teachings from the Illuminati.
The very moment the twelfth stone was put in
place, a worldwide grid would be activated and
allow all humanity to see past the illusion that had
been forced over them throughout history. But
Father Sanchez and his brotherhood, the
Illuminati, did not want this to happen. Their
plans did not include the human race ever
knowing there could be more to their life than
what they presently have.
Because of what my brother Cheeway was
attempting to do from ancient prophecy, the
Illuminati, through their menacing representative,
Father Sanchez, continued to peruse Cheeway
and his party. Cheeway not only had to find the
locations for all twelve ancient sites, but he had to
stay one step ahead of Father Sanchez, who
believed his brotherhood could only be saved by
killing my brother.
Cheeway discovered the third ancient site. It
was just to the southeast of Mexico City.
However, he also discovered that the Illuminati
were spreading rumors that vast amounts of oil
were located a few miles below the surface in
northern New Mexico. And many drilling
companies were investigating the possibility of
drilling in those lands the sleeping giant was
placed to guard. If the sleeping giant was
disturbed before his time, he would raise out of
the Earth and spread his blood over the lands.
His blood is the lava, and his reign is from Los
Alamos in the north to White Sands Missile
Range in the south of New Mexico.
Cheeway had discovered the location of the
third ancient site, but in order to get to it, he had
to find an entrance to the ancient passage. The
ancient passage was a great underground river
that connected North America, Central America,
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South America, Asia, Africa, Europe, Australia,
and Antarctica. However, the last passage had
been blocked by a late 1800s earthquake, but
parts of it were still usable.
When Cheeway and his party neared Mexico
City, they met up with Xumal, one of Father
Sanchez’s bodyguards who had befriended them,
and the purpose of their mission. He told them
the Illuminati were designing a drilling system
that was supposed to tap into the heat from
underground lava near Mexico City. He said
they wanted to tap into the geothermal activity,
then use it as an alternative energy source. But
that was only what they were saying on the
surface of things. Their real purpose was to
destroy the second ancient site by causing the
sleeping lava giant to cover the lands with fire,
then wake the two twin volcanoes near Mexico
City, Popocatepetl (Popo), and Iztaccihuatl (Izta),
which would destroy the third ancient sacred site
as well.
The Illuminati knew the prophecy of what
would happen when the twin volcanoes would
erupt simultaneously. They would wake the
Grandmother volcano, which is directly under
Mexico City. She would erupt and literally blow
Mexico City into the air, and her trembling would
cause the tail of the turtle, Central America [the
Native American name for North America is
Turtle Island], to fall into the ocean. Her
eruptions would cause the Grandfather, Mt.
Rainier, to erupt and release the western [tectonic]
plates, which will create the anticipated
earthquakes that cause the majority of California
to fall into the ocean.
Once Mt. Rainier erupts, the great Fire Bird
comes to life and ignites the Ring of Fire in the
Pacific Ocean. The heat within the water kills all
life, melts the ice cap at the North Pole, and the
rotation imbalance causes the Earth to tilt 14
degrees [ further than it is now, which is then
more than enough to precipitate a major axis
instability flip].
Xumal told Cheeway the Illuminati had
already begun the design phase of the project and
plan it to be operational by the 5th of May, 2000.
[Note that this date is also significant as marking
a major planetary alignment.] If they were
successful in their plan, that date would mark the
beginning of the end for life as we presently
know it.
Cheeway and company begin their next
adventure with three missions. To stop people
from drilling for oil in northern New Mexico, to
cause the Illuminati to stop drilling between the
two twin volcanoes near Mexico City, and to
locate the third ancient prophecy site and set the
activation stone in place.
[END QUOTING]
The complete manuscripts are available
through the website mentioned earlier, or contact
The Energy Medicine Association, P.O. Box
5287, Kingwood, TX 77325; phone: 281-5103972.
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The above story, along with some apparent
symbolism, brings into focus activities and events
not normally seen or heard about by the average
person. For example, the activation stone could
be put in place, and humanity could begin to truly
awaken, and it could all be done by the diligent
work of people who must remain behind the
scenes and live without public recognition.
Such is the nature of the multi-faceted, manyleveled play we call life on planet Earth. How
many times in the past do you suppose that great
things may have been accomplished in this
manner?
When Speaking Wind appeared on Art Bell’s
program on December 9, 1998, he said that in
September of 1998, five planets lined up with the
Earth and the Sun, and “they opened up a big
bunch of energy” that “set in motion a worldwide
purge of all living things”. He then said:

which is December 22, 2012, everything will
undergo a purge. And if we’re not willing to let
go of the illusion and the lies, they’re going to be
stripped away....
Neither the Earth, nor the life on it is going to
end, but it’s going to change. And it will be a
change of such tremendous proportions [that] it’s
going to seem as if we’re about to become
extinct.
[END QUOTING]

Whether or not the changes begin in earnest
on May 5, 2000, we’ll have to wait and see. It
would seem unwise to think that there will not be
danger to watch out for, but we must remember
that it is by being alive to danger that one may be
able to avoid danger. If you can go within and
listen to your heart, you may well get through
these times and also be a guide to others who will
be totally confused about what is happening all
[QUOTING]
around them.
The nine brothers, or the planets, align
Our Mother Earth is centered within an
themselves on the 5th of May, 2000, and from electromagnetic energy field that is a part of this
that date until the last day of the fourth world, living, breathing, conscious planet. On the

The Untold History
Of America
by Ray Bilger
This book shatters the image that has traditionally been portrayed
as American History, by exposing the high-level corruption that passes
for business as usual in the Halls of Congress, the White House and
throughout our entire Judicial system.
The Untold History Of America was written for the specific purpose
of providing a high school textbook for all American schools that would
educate students about the real nature of our national situation. With a
clear understanding of things as they exist in reality, students will then
be in a much better position to go on in life and do something to correct
our current downhill course.
This book is for those who want to know why America is the way it is
today, where we went wrong, who are the responsible parties, and what
we can do to bring back the American Dream our forefathers and mothers
fought so hard to establish and gave their very lives to defend.
Special emphasis is placed throughout the book on the original
inhabitants of America, the Native Americans. They lived for thousands
of years on this continent in complete harmony and balance with the
Earth. With their help we may yet be able to turn things around so that
our tomorrows will be something we will all be honored to pass on to the
children who are our future generations.
The first 16 parts of Ray Bilger’s ongoing research are
compiled into the book:
The Untold History Of America, Vol. I.
Available from Wisdom Books & Press
Please see order form on Back Page
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surface of Mother Earth this energy field
crisscrosses the planet in grid lines creating
energy vortices at the intersections of these energy
lines. A vortex may be defined as a spinning
energy wheel, but looking more like a funnel or
tornado in three dimensions—such as the way
water looks when you pull out a stopper and the
water exits down your sink drain.
We are surrounded by these vortices, and our
Milky Way galaxy is but one big example.
Sedona, Arizona is one of the places with vortices
that many people are aware of, but Mother Earth
has many, many such locations, like Stonehenge
in England, the Great Pyramid in Egypt, and Big
Horn Medicine Wheel in north-central Wyoming,
to name just a few.
The Illuminati would-be World Controllers
know well many of these locations and, through a
wide array of disguised projects, attempt to utilize
them to influence Mother Earth toward their own
selfish goals. They do much harm in these
undertakings, partly from ignorance, but Mother
Nature is teaching them a great lesson in
strength—that, as the old margarine commercial
used to say, “It’s not nice to fool with Mother
Nature!”
These natural vortices have long been
recognized by Native peoples as “power
points” and always regarded as sacred sites.
The San Francisco Peaks, just north of
Flagstaff, Arizona, compose a major vortex.
The Hopi and the Navajo have always
considered the Peaks as sacred. These
mountains generate very powerful energy. In
his book, American Genesis, published by
Summit Books, Jeffrey Goodman comments
upon the San Francisco Peaks.
[QUOTING]
The Hopi refer to these mountains as their
traditional home. They have a number of
shrines in these peaks. It is there that the
Kachina people live, the spiritual beings who
the Hopi say have helped them over the ages.
In their ceremonies, the Hopi dress up in the
costumes of the various Kachinas.
Interestingly, these peaks contain geologic
evidence for the destruction of three previous
worlds as described in myth. The destruction
of the past, or third, world by water could
correspond to the flooding that occurred in the
San Francisco range approximately 25,000
years ago. The destruction of the second world
by ice could represent the glacial activity that
took place in the peaks approximately 100,000
years ago. And the destruction of the first
world by fire could represent the violent
volcanic activity that erupted in the mountains
approximately 250,000 years ago.
[END QUOTING]
This information may be helpful in
verifying the Hopi’s legends of past Earth
changes, and thus provide some measure of
confirmation that the current Earth-changes
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prophecies are indeed accurate. It is also
interesting to note that just about every
comprehensive source of myth and legend
contains an account of an ancient flood.
The Four Corners area is another powerful
energy vortex location. This is where the states
of Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado
meet. It is home to the Hopi and the Navajo, and
it is the area where the Hopi have been
continuously living for the past 4,000 years. This
area is known as the “Heart Center” of Mother
Earth, where the pulse of our Earth Mother is
centered. There is a power generated there that
helps Mother Earth regenerate herself. It is sadly
ironic that this is also the area that the White man
has chosen to exploit for its resources of oil, coal,
uranium, etc.
As we look around us, it is not difficult to see
that many (if not most) people have fallen into a
false sense of security during their lives on this
planet. In our modern world, where so many
amenities are provided, the attitude of most
Americans seems to be to take things for
granted—to assume, for example, that the grocery
stores will always have food in them, the water
taps will always flow, and utilities will always
provide gas, electricity, telephone service, etc.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Although we constantly see on the TV news
where others are the victims of various natural or
man-made disasters, if it does not affect us
directly, then we generally tend to think it won’t
happen to us. “Civilized” humanity, by and large
as a whole, simply cannot comprehend the sheer
magnitude of what appears will soon come down
all around us.
The Native prophecies tell us that we will
return to the ancient ways and teachings and enter
a time of great spiritual awareness and
understanding, where all the four races of
mankind will be guided by the Great Spirit to live
and work together as brothers and sisters. But
that time must first be preceded by the Great
Purification—the time, it appears, we are about to
enter in the very near future.
This is not doom and gloom; it is change, and
change that leads to a better world for all of us.
These events are going to happen (according to
Speaking Wind), but it is our perception of, and
reaction to, them that will either see them as
healthy change, or as something bad.
Let us look at another of the manuscripts of
Speaking Wind, written before Lumen. The
following is from The Brotherhood.
[QUOTING]
Cheeway made a second expedition to the
Yucatan Peninsula.... He had to find the map
room in order to locate a second ancient site—a
site where not only the last three commandments
were recorded, but the final warning for what the
ancient prophecies called mankind’s approaching
disaster. The warnings had been left so humanity
would know what could be done to avert certain
disaster to the planet they had been given to live
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on....
Father Sanchez, and his Brotherhood, have
been called the Illuminati throughout history.
They have been responsible for keeping truth
hidden from humanity for just one reason—to
keep everyone under their control by promoting
fear-based governments around the world.
However, what is contained in the original eleven
commandments posed a threat to their control, and
their way of life.
They had been searching for the undiscovered
second version of the Bible for thousands of
years. But now that we discovered the second
ancient site where the last three commandments
and final warning were recorded, the Brotherhood
stepped up their efforts to kill everyone involved,
before the information could be made public. But
in the wake of the Illuminati’s search, millions of
people lay dead along their historical path. And
to them, a few more would not be significant.
[Was Speaking Wind—either unconsciously or
knowingly—also writing about his own demise?]
Just before Cheeway discovered the location
of the second ancient site, he heard it was about
to be violated. If that happened, a great disaster
would occur—one that would affect the entire
planet. The Brotherhood directed Father Sanchez
to stop Cheeway from reaching it, for they had
other plans for its use. They wanted to create a
contained global disaster that would obliterate
thousands [or millions] of people. For them, this
would be the first step in getting all world
governments to unite under one authority—
theirs....
Cheeway was not aware of their plan until he
was about to enter The Ancient City Of Prophecy
[in the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico] for the
second time. He was met by a man he knew
earlier in Peru named Nauti, who informed
Cheeway of the Brotherhood’s plan.
But Nauti revealed a forgotten chapter in
mankind’s history and legacy. He spoke of
speaking stones that came from what used to be a
great wall. They were used, by the old ones, to
access information. The wall would speak of
things like the beginning of our creation, healing,
how to change stone into metal, and water into
food, and much more, but Nauti did not go
further into it. He said there would be time for
that later.
The stones were located in The Cave Of The
Winds, and Nauti insisted Cheeway and his party
accompany him to its secret location in Peru.
Cheeway made the connection from what Nauti
told him about the speaking stones, and what he
had seen them do. When he shared this
information with his party, Roberts disclosed a
more conventional name for them—one that has
been used by many cultures throughout history.
He said this had to be the once great
Philosopher’s Stone—a great stone, perhaps as
large as the wailing wall in Jerusalem, that held
all the secrets of time. It was said to have broken
into hundreds of separate pieces, thousands of
years ago, when the last of its creators was killed
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by the greedy ones of this Earth.
The creators of the great Philosopher’s Stone
were called The Watchers From The Light, and
the greedy ones who controlled others through
fear and ignorance were called The Watchers
From The Shadows. But when the ancient
prophecy was fulfilled, and The Watchers From
The Light returned, the separate pieces of the
Philosopher’s Stone would reunite into what they
once were. And when they did, not only would
all of the secrets of time be known, but a white
powder would rise out of the Earth and assist
mankind in remembering what needed to be done.
The white powder Nauti spoke of has been
used, and recorded, by many ancient cultures
throughout history. It was called White Gold
Powder. They used it to transform themselves,
then ascend, to leave this Earth with their body
and no longer need to go through the birth or
death process again.
Nauti informed us he achieved this over four
thousand years ago. And now he, and many like
him, return to assist others in need. But they only
return when, as he said, events of biblical
proportions are about to unfold. And when the
White Gold Powder is seen coming up through
the Earth, it will mark the beginning of events he
spoke about. And it would mark mankind’s last
chance to save itself from a self-imposed disaster
by understanding what they were doing to
themselves and the world....
The White Gold Powder that Nauti spoke of
was discovered coming out of the Earth in 1996,
and has been commercially marketed for the past
eighteen months. And there are accounts of
individuals using it and raising their spiritual
consciousness to levels unknown of before.
Nauti said, by using the White Gold Powder
and reading the information we discovered,
humanity will remember its destiny—one they
may freely choose to follow, or ignore. But a
destiny, nonetheless, that will show them what is
needed so they may put their lives in balance, not
only with the Earth, but with the One who gave
them life.
[END QUOTING]
The phenomenon of living for thousands of
years is well documented in a series of books
titled Life And Teachings Of The Masters Of The
Far East, by Baird T. Spalding, DeVorss
Publications, P.O. Box 550, Marina del Rey, CA
90294.
It appears that at least a part of our destiny—
those who have chosen to be here at this time—is
to experience the Great Purification on a personal
level, as well as experiencing it as a collective
consciousness. Overnight we shall see around us,
and experience within ourselves, profound
changes that most of us have hitherto never
dreamed of. It will be an experience that will be
difficult to describe in words, and will actually
have to be lived to fully appreciate and
understand its infinite and eternal significance.
As you may have already realized, this is
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exactly why we have been lied to for so long
about all of this—and we all had to be tested until
our faith was strong enough for us to be able to
get to this point without first giving up. The
future we will all share together, beyond the Earth
changes, will more than make up for what we are
about to go through. But actually getting there is
the real test.
We have not yet seen the worst of what is to
come, so we must all be strong as the events of
the immediate future unfold. We all made the
conscious free-will choice to be here on Mother
Earth at this time, because we know, somewhere
inside ourselves, that we are about to learn the
biggest lessons of our lives.
The future we have collectively created will
be regarded as a terrifying experience by many
people. However, we must remain confident in
the ways of the Great Spirit and not give in to
fear. Remember, the seeds of fear are the fastest
growing seeds, taking but an instant to germinate
in the consciousness. Once the fear begins inside
of you, it can expand quickly and becomes
difficult to shake off. Such fear cuts off our
ability to go within for Guidance.
The Dark Brotherhood knows this and thus
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continually precipitates events which generate
fear—and that is enough to confuse us as to what
is real and what is not. We must face our destiny
with a firm confidence in and reliance upon The
Spirit That Moves All Things.
Let us conclude this segment with the wise
and encouraging words of Rolling Thunder, who
has been heard elsewhere in this series:
[QUOTING]
We know what we’re doing, and we know
what we’re looking for. We know the trail we
travel, and we hope that someday there will be
many of you ready to travel with us. We travel
many places nowadays and we move like the
whirlwind when we travel to spread the message
of the Great Spirit, and how it was in the
beginning all around the world. We travel to find
our brothers. We never overlook our people, who
are all Great Spirit’s people, whatever race they
come from....
When we traveled across the Great Waters,
we were welcomed wherever we went, and far
more than some places in America even today.
These people were hungry for the knowledge of
their past, and it was like a breath of fresh air to
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bring it back to them. Discovering their original
way of life and culture was taken seriously—such
as getting back to more respect for the Mother
Earth; learning about their native plants and
animals; learning the meaning of the waters and
the wind, and of the many things that are lost and
not taught at all in modern civilization....
When you are among the Indians, you go by
our customs. We respect non-Indian religions and
customs whenever we travel among you.
Everyone is tested when they go into an Indian
camp, nowadays especially. One of the tests
might be that a person is taken to where some
feathers are hanging on the wall to see if the
person will touch them before being invited.
Most of the time people do not know when they
are tested.
[END QUOTING]
Most people today do not realize we are all
being tested by the Great Spirit, and by our own
Higher Self, all the time. Just how well we do
with our testing will determine what we do and
where we go when we proceed along the path
of our destiny beyond here. We’ll continue with
this thought in the next segment.
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with. These include ideas like the fact that
there are Greater Forces at work, that exist
outside the physical senses, but which can be
sensed consciously on a feeling (emotional
wavelength) level. The heart is the gateway to
opening the higher energy centers which will
evolve more fully in the next level of learning
and growth.
Those who have learned to balance the
emotional (heart) energies will naturally begin
to work on the higher levels of consciousness
and will often be the ones who become the
clairvoyants, seers, prophets and such. Many
of those who have demonstrated their
1/28/00 HILARION
phenomenon taking place on your planet.
understanding through their actions are not in
The challenges associated with using the the physical so as to make room for those who
Good evening, old friend. It is I, Master FINER energies is not in the least an “easy” have been reluctant students—so that as many
Hilarion, come as a representative of the task, nor is it a particularly difficult one. The as is possible will “graduate” with the rest of
Emerald-Green Ray of The Creation. I come biggest problem that we see ones encountering the class.
in, and I am of, The One Light of Creator God. is related to the perception of time. By this I
As we have spoken many times in past
Be still and find peace within your heart, for mean that for the most part ones want to see an lessons, BALANCE is the key to mastering the
you know me well!
“instant return” for their efforts, or they will challenges of the heart. Many of you ones
Your planet, along with all of its quickly lose interest.
“suffer” from a “broken heart”. The perception
inhabitants, are in the Great Transformation
When operating in the more primal modes of suffering is merely an indicator that you
process as we speak. The time is at hand for of animalistic experience, when you are hungry, have not yet learned to take responsibility for
those who have earned same, through past and you go and hunt food, and within a short time your thoughts, actions, and choices. The
current practice, to graduate
perception of emotional pain
into the next level of
(“heartache”) is the magnificent bioThose who have learned to balance the emotional electric feedback mechanism of your
learning.
This past Awakening
(heart) energies will naturally begin to work on the internal guidance system doing its
Cycle has been to awaken
higher levels of consciousness and will often be the job to let you know that, when you
the heart energy center
ones who become the clairvoyants, seers, prophets and dwell upon the subjects that result in
within those experiencing
the feeling of “heartache”, you are
such. Many of those who have demonstrated their moving
on your planet. Many have
in
a
direction
understanding
through
their
actions
are
not
in
the
successfully completed this
counterproductive to understanding
physical so as to make room for those who have been and growth. In reality, this most
work and are merely
awaiting
their
next
reluctant students—so that as many as is possible will painful experience is due to
placement. Those who
STAGNATION.
“graduate” with the rest of the class.
have not yet done so are,
Your primary objective is the
for the most part, the ones
same as for all of Creator’s
who are currently incarnate
creations—go forth and experience newness
on your planet. This is so that those who have you are eating. When you are tired, you lay and growth. Stagnation is in direct opposition
not yet done so may have the opportunity to down and sleep, and so forth. It is a simple, to this primary, innate directive.
awaken and understand the importance of “straight-line” path of desire and reactive
When ones incessantly dwell upon the past
balancing the energies associated with the heart behavior.
“mistakes” that resulted in pain, and insist upon
energy center.
The higher, more intellectual evolutions of living in the past where no real change can be
There is a great desire at this time by we of the third-density experience require the use of effected, they are disconnecting from (ignoring)
the Higher Realms to offer our support for reason for survival, rather than reaction. This the yearnings of the heart to move forward.
those who continue to struggle with this “final shift, for some, is a difficult one to make, as This stagnation is indeed painful and quite
exam” of sorts, wherein ones must demonstrate there is a struggle that naturally takes place as a counterproductive to the soul’s desire for
their understanding through ACTIONS taken, species becomes self aware. The struggle is for experiencing newness and growth.
and not just through empty words and glibness freedom from the reactionary “mentality” and
How many times have we, of the Lighted
of thought. In other words, the actions, along movement into one of reason. The struggle is a Realms of Creation, suggested to you ones to
with the emotional energy content of same, are battle to tame the reactionary, ego-based “Let go of the past!”? We say these basic
what will determine the future placement of energies that were at one time essential for the statements in an effort to help you to discover
many ones experiencing at this time.
survival of the species, and balance those for yourselves the importance of doing so. It is
Many are aware of the concepts stated energies with reason, compassion, and for your personal well-being and happiness that
above in terms of knowing what is the “right” understanding that comes with true awareness we suggest these things, for we know that you,
thing to do, and yet still we see these very of self and the connection with others.
as a unique aspect of Creator, have a very real
ones, who state that they “know” better, still
In your current environment this is indeed a and purposeful contribution to make that will
acting according to the lower energies of the difficult task. When the heart center is fully inevitably unfold and profoundly contribute to
more primal, ego-centered, animalistic, survival- balanced and operating in optimal condition, ALL aspects of The Creation!
oriented focus.
there will naturally come the answers to the
[Editor’s note: Many past messages by
This is not to be taken as an insult in any perplexing and seemingly contradictory events these Master Teachers from the Higher Realms
way.
This is merely an observable that you ones must eventually come to grips are collected together in the two WISDOM OF

Letting Grow
By Letting Go
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THE RAYS volumes, with a third volume in counter-productive to what you are trying to
production for publication later this year.]
accomplish there in the physical.
We also know that within you lies part of
The key is to find understanding as to why
us, and some of our eventual experiences of these things are so difficult to let go of in the
newness and growth are directly connected to first place. For many, it is shame. Shame that
yours. To assist you
you have hurt
ones is truly to assist
The greatest risk you ones take another. Shame
ourselves, and therein lies
that you weren’t
by
coming
into
the
physical
as
great value to all ones
a better person.
Ground Crew is that you may once Shame that you
everywhere.
It is with great
again become part of the karmic could have been
passion and compassion
so ignorant as to
condition (of the experiencing not see what you
that we offer ideas that
group of souls) that may need to were doing.
will help you to find
answers
that
will
For those of
be worked out in future
eventually allow you to
you who believe
incarnation cycles.
heal yourselves from past
you were the
pains. The compassion
victim and did
comes from Knowing and Understanding, for nothing wrong, and yet you were still “hurt” by
we too have walked the path you are now on.
another, I say to you that you need to look
We know the healing power of closely at what is truly “hurting”. Most often
Understanding—that it will help to realign the IDEA of having been judged (by another)
energies in such a way as to allow your as being somehow inadequate causes the
energies to flow uninhibited. The pain comes greatest pain. Denial of your responsibility as a
from unnatural energy pathways or severe co-creator of any given experience will also add
constriction of the energy flows through you.
complications to an already unpleasant situation.
Many ones will rightfully explain how
Please understand that the seeming
much more emotional pain hurts than does bluntness of my statements is deemed
physical pain. If you can identify with this last appropriate at this time, as we see that many
statement, then know that there is truly no need are simply choosing to ignore our offerings and
to hold onto this sort of pain. It is, quite denying that such have any relative importance
bluntly, a form of self-punishment and is quite to their situation. For a very few this may
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indeed be the case. However, this message is
as much for the one who scribes it as it is for
many of you ones who have come forth as
Ground Crew. In general you ones are deeply
caring beings who are very sensitive to the
misuse of energy. Learn to forgive yourselves
as you would naturally forgive others.
The greatest risk you ones take by coming
into the physical as Ground Crew is that you
may once again become part of the karmic
condition (of the experiencing group of souls)
that may need to be worked out in future
incarnation cycles.
Embrace, if you will, the idea and knowing
that you accepted this risk, knowing that it is
well worth it. Please do not dwell upon past
mistakes. Learn from them and move forward.
The worst that can happen is that you will
become part of a group karmic condition and
have need to reincarnate with them at a future
time—something that most of you would likely
do anyway out of compassion and a desire to
be of service to those in need. Let go of the
past and learn to live in the now!
I am Master Hilarion. I represent the heart
energy, the Emerald-Green Ray of Creator’s
Spectral Expression of Love. I come in
Service to The One Light, Creator God, and as
a member of the Brotherhood of Light, to assist
those who desire such assistance.
In Love and Appreciation for ALL of
God’s unique creations—Salu.

Wisdom Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
The expansive yet compassionate nature of the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE RAYS: The
Masters Teach not only challenges those already firmly committed upon the spiritual path, but also provides
a serious first step to help ones who are just awakening to (and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in progress upon this planet.

Volume I & Volume II
“Our Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of Creation are
attempting to communicate with ALL of us at this time. Why? Take a look
around you. The old ways of doing things aren’t working. Our planet is
entering a time of massive, turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And that’s where this book comes into the
picture. Yes, eventually ‘the Phoenix will arise from the ashes’ after this
Great Cleansing process, but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what is to happen.
“Just how we choose to deal with such change is THE question each of
us must confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon Earth at this time.
And restless searchers cry out for that which may help them cope with these
truly challenging times ahead. Thus these messages courtesy of our most
loving Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of Creation who are but
further along the same spiritual path we all must eventually walk.”
(From the Back Cover of Wisdom of The Rays: The Masters Teach; Volume 1)
Preface & Introduction by
Dr. Edwin M. Young
(400 pages + 4 color photos)

(See Back Page for ordering information)

Lengthy Preface by
Dr. Edwin M. Young
(500 pages )
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When Disclosure
Serves Secrecy
Editor’s note: The following is a powerful
open letter from emergency room physician,
and the Founder and International Director of
CSETI (the Center for the Study of
ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence), Dr. Steven M.
Greer. Dr. Greer’s longtime persistence and
dedication to this subject has opened a number
of otherwise closed and confidential doors to
him, but not without incurring the hazards of
recent “unusual” bad health—both for him and
for several other courageous ones around him.
Some of you may have heard him speak on
several occasions on Art Bell’s late-night talkradio program over the past several years.
Within the bounds of good taste, he is
refreshingly blunt and to-the-point.
Regular readers of this newspaper will find
much in Dr. Greer’s position that resonates
with their feelings on this subject. He makes
many excellent points in a very brief fashion
and is not afraid to relate important aspects of
this subject, entrusted to him confidentially,
which the controlled so-called “UFO
community” of researchers do not dare put
forth—for both economic and “health”
reasons.
Dr. Greer has amassed a large number of
scientific colleagues who, under the right
conditions of protection, stand ready to “spill
the beans” on what they personally know about
the longstanding UFO coverup. Much of Dr.
Greer’s work is focused upon reaching this
goal.
The apparent access he has earned to
“confidential” information is not to
automatically imply that all of it is necessarily
correct. After all, how better to disseminate
disinformation than through credible sources
all along the bucket-brigade path. However,
when drawing upon your own Inner Guidance
for discernment, it is likely that much of what
Dr. Greer states herein will resonate as true.
Remember that he is reporting a number of
ongoing plans revealed to him, and often one
immersed in such a sea of details is so close to
all of the “trees” that the contours of the much
larger, entire “forest”—the Big Picture—are
harder to see, especially if other factors of that
Big Picture are either not known by him or not
recognized as being connected to the ongoing
UFO coverup agenda which is his focus.

In other words, the fundamental, overall
premise of utilizing all manner of fear tactics to
lower people’s frequency and thus disconnect
them from Higher Guidance, from clear
thinking and insight, and make them ripe for all
manner of mind control, is central to the
struggle going on in the world at this time.
Only ONE facet of that fear agenda employs
the UFO phenomena, but it is still an important
mechanism nonetheless—yet potentially
dangerous because, if the dark ones’ negative
spin on UFOs can be caused to backfire, then
many people could quickly awaken to our true
position in a universe teeming with life.
In slightly different words, Dr. Greer’s final
point is that God wins in the end. No
argument there! The important call put out
herein is for more good people who know The
Truth to stand together in The Light and
override what the dark so-called “elite” have
planned in this UFO arena. And that, of
course, is the testing now in progress on this
schoolroom Earth: will good people do nothing
out of fear, and allow evil to prevail, or will
there come forth a renewed, concerted
dedication to The Truth? We’ll find out soon
enough.
10/21/99

DR. STEVEN M. GREER

Ending the secrecy surrounding the UFO/
ET subject is a laudable goal. It is long
overdue. It would transform the world in ways
both simple and profound.
And yet it is fraught with danger.
The covert projects which have been
running UFO-related programs for nearly 60
years are not interested in a disclosure which
upsets their apple cart. They want such a
disclosure to transform their apple cart into a
freight train. And they potentially have the
power and connections to do it.
There are multiple scenarios attending the
disclosure of the UFO subject—and not all of
them have the best interests of humanity at
heart.
Elsewhere, in the new book
Extraterrestrial Contact: The Evidence And
Implications, I write about the kind of
disclosure the world needs. An honest one.
An open one. One which replaces secrecy with
democracy. A disclosure which is peaceful,
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scientific and hopeful.
[Editor’s note: Dr. Greer’s excellent and
comprehensive book is available on the
Internet, at his website, or from: Granite
Publishing, P.O. Box 1429, Columbus NC
28722; phone: 828-894-3088.]
But then there is the disclosure the Powers
That Be would like to see:
Manipulated. Calculated to consolidate
power and engender fear. Configured in such a
way that chaos and a deepening need for Big
Brother is carefully inculcated into the masses.
We have seen the plans and it is not a
pretty picture.
I write this as a warning. A warning that
the wolves in sheep clothes are very cunning
indeed. And have almost limitless resources.
Most who work with them do not even know
they are wolves. Indeed, it is likely that many
of the wolves have been convinced that they
are sheep.
The UFO matter is not so much a mystery
as a matter deliberately obfuscated and
mystified. Confusion and a lack of clarity
serves the larger covert goal of keeping it off
the long-range radar of society while power
and plans are consolidated quietly. And the
one thing more dangerous to society than all
this secrecy is a planned, contrived disclosure
run by the keepers of the secrets.
For years such plans have been made—to
be unfurled at just the right time. During a
time of great expectation. Of social confusion.
Perhaps of millennial madness?
I have personally met with a number of
people who are very involved with such plans.
I do not speculate here. Be aware: The
disclosure of UFO reality is being planned very
carefully. It will assiduously follow a scheme
to spin the subject in just the right way—the
only way which will further contribute to the
glory and power of the secret-keepers. It will
be a false disclosure—one born out of the ageold bane of human existence: selfishness and
greed. Greed for power. Greed for control.
Greed for domination.
We must be mature and informed on such
matters. Only a vigilant and informed public
can see through such deceit—and correct it
should such a plan be unfurled. Every citizen
needs to know that great good can come from
the truth being known. But the mature citizen
must also recognize how the “truth” can be
spun and spun again—until the goals of those
who crave secret and overt power are met.
Consider: One scenario for disclosure is
that the UFO and Extraterrestrial subject is
acknowledged in a way which is scientific and
hopeful. Excessive secrecy which lacks
executive branch and congressional oversight is
ended. Humanity begins to entertain open
contact with other civilizations, with peaceful
engagement as the goal. Technologies which
are currently suppressed are allowed to be
disseminated: Pollution ends. An economy of
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abundance and social justice is firmly
established. Global environmental destruction
and mind-numbing world poverty become a
faint memory. Zero-point-based energy devices
transform the world. Electro-gravitic devices
permit above-ground travel without paving over
the world’s precious fertile farm land. As an
ET once told Colonel Philip Corso, “It’s a new
world, if you can take it...”. This is the
disclosure which we are working for.
[Editor’s note: Dr. Greer is above referring
to the very thought provoking book by Col.
Philip J. Corso titled The Day After Roswell.
Col. Corso met with an unexpected end to his
life shortly after this book of astonishing
revelations came out and very shortly after he
was a guest on Art Bell’s late-night talk-radio
program. This book describes how a number
of our modern “inventions”, like the laser and
transistor, came from elsewhere, from alien
technology. In other words, a number of our
modern inventions came into existence through
routes other than the way we have been led to
believe—as straightforward scientific and
engineering progress.
I (E.Y.) can personally vouch for the
curious, “there’s more here than meets the
eye” history behind the evolution of the
transistor. Not only was one of the Nobel
Prize-winners for “inventing” the transistor a
personal friend, but so too are/were others who
have long and deep roots in the technologies
which started Silicon Valley. There are just
some very curious and unusual patterns in the
transistor’s evolutionary progress which I’ve
noticed are all conventiently absent from both
the general history books and the scientific
literature. So, while there are plenty of
planted, so-called “experts” around, mouthingoff about the lunacy of Corso’s book, THE
TRUTH of the matter is much more supportive
of his astonishing assertions! There is likely
some very interesting “truth behind the
shadows” of this subject.]
But the disclosure envisioned above could
have happened in 1950. It did not. Why?
Such a disclosure would lead to the total
transformation of the status quo. Centralized
energy systems would be obsolete. Oil would
be useful only for lubricants and synthetics.
The geo-political order of today would be a
thing forgotten: Every country and people on
Earth would have such a high degree of
progress and advancement that all nations
would have a seat at the global table. Power
would need to be shared.
Peaceful
acknowledgment of life from elsewhere would
make the Earth seem like the very small,
organic homeland which it is. The vast trilliondollar global military-industrial sector would be
reigned in. And a universal spirituality might
dawn.
But remember, there are hugely powerful
interests who dread this scenario. For them, it
is the end of the world as they know it. The
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end of centralized, elite power. The end of a
controlled geo-political order which today
leaves nearly 90% of the people of Earth barely
one step out of the stone age. And they do not
wish to share the power they wield.
Now, let me describe the “disclosure” which
would make these covert control programs
happy. This is the false or contrived
“disclosure” which has only one clear goal: The
further consolidation of their power and their
paradigm. It has to do with fear, not love.
With war, not peace. With division and
conflict, not unity. It is the dominant
paradigm—but it is slipping away slowly. And
a carefully orchestrated disclosure of the
“facts” of the UFO and ET subject could secure
their power. This is the disclosure which is to
be dreaded. This is the disclosure to watch out
for. This is the disclosure which is already
occurring.
My meetings over the past 9 years with
covert operatives who have worked on UFOrelated programs have introduced me to some
characters right out of a spy novel—and then
some. Whether in private high-tech industry, at
the Pentagon, or at a midnight meeting in a
private mansion, a theme has emerged. It is
one of immense, though currently hidden,
power. It transcends government as we know
it. (At this point, the government of “we the
people” has been made irrelevant on this issue.)
And the theme has two main strands: the
eventual covert militarization of the ET subject,
and a weird covert religious strain which can
only be viewed as bizarre.
Here we find some very strange bed-fellows
indeed. War mongers and militarists in cahoots
with industrialists who share a certain bizarre
eschatological bent: A dark view of the future,
featuring an extraterrestrial “Armageddon”—or
at least the threat of it. Such a theme supports
retrograde and fanatical religious causes, as
well as deeply covert military-industrial plans to
expand the arms race into space.
In fact, the big players in the so-called
“civilian UFO community” are tied into such
beliefs and agendas. It strains credulity, I
admit, but here is what we have found by
penetrating these operations.
From a military-industrial perspective, the
disclosure of choice is one which frames the
UFO/ET issue in a threatening manner. If a
threat from space can be established (as
President Reagan liked to say), then the entire
world can be united around the need to fight
such a threat. This would ensure trillion-dollarplus military-industrial spending, well into the
next century, and beyond. If you think the cold
war was costly, wait until you see the price tag
for this “protection” from the “threats” in space:
The trillions spent on the cold war will look
like a blue-light special [at K-mart].
Retrograde and fanatical religious groups,
similarly, have great vested interests in fulfilling
the promise of “Armageddon”.
An
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eschatological paradigm, well enshrined in the
belief systems of those running covert UFO
projects, is supported by the portrayal of a
cosmic conflict in the heavens. Voila! We
have the necessity of spinning the UFO/ET
issue in the evil invading aliens (translates in
religious terms as demons) direction. Indeed,
this has already been accomplished, courtesy of
the “civilian UFO community” and the tabloid
media (which at this point is virtually all
media).
Additionally, there is a subtext which can
only be viewed as thinly veiled racism. You
will note that part of the “new myth” regarding
UFOs involves the “good ETs”, which
invariably are described as “Pleiadians” who
are “handsome”, White, blue-eyed Aryanappearing types. Naturally, those “evil, bad
ETs” are darker, shorter, look funny, and smell
funny. Please. Such clap-trap would have us
trade age-old human racism for an
extraterrestrial variety. This nonsense and
propaganda could only make Hitler proud.
[Editor’s note: As many of you longtime
readers of this publication will quickly notice,
Dr. Greer’s above point jumbles together many
different matters into a much too simplistic
vegetable soup. One can surely appreciate the
frustration which pushed him into this overly
simplified conclusion—and almost caused us to
not share this otherwise excellent message with
you.
But—that same oversimplification will, as
he suggests, likely be exploited as one feature
of many (like Project Blue Beam holographic
projections in the sky) in creating an overall
orchestrated fake-alien-invasion “pageant” to
help drive the general, uninformed public into
a state of frequency-lowering fear and thereby
make it easier for a vast array of mind-control
techniques to keep the public under the socalled “elite’s” control. After all, far too many
ones are beginning to wake up, and something
has to be done about this growing, dangerous
uppity population which could act, in turn, as a
catalyst for awakening a much larger
percentage of the sleeping sheep.]
In one lengthy meeting with a multibillionaire, I was told that he gave great support
to UFO activities which propel the so-called
“alien abduction” subject into public awareness
because he wanted humanity to unite around
fighting this “alien threat”. Later, this very
influential figure informed me that he believed
these demonic ETs were the cause of every
setback in human history since Adam and Eve.
Sound familiar?
Military interests, which are heavily
involved in covert projects which hoax ET
events, such as human military-related
abductions, have a shared goal of demonizing
the UFO/ET phenomenon. Doing so lays the
foundations for the fear and dread necessary for
an organized opposition to all things ET. And
this also serves the long-term need to provide a
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rationale for an expanding global military, even
should world peace emerge. In fact, under this
scenario, “world peace”—or strictly speaking,
peace on Earth—could be secured by the world
uniting, eventually, against the “threat from
space” referred to by President Reagan. (By
the way, personally I believe Reagan was the
victim of disinformation specialists who
surrounded him and who manipulated him into
the statements he made on this subject.)
Under this scenario—currently being gamed
and “disclosed” courtesy of the trial-balloon
UFO “community”—we would get peace on
Earth in exchange for inter-planetary conflict.
One step forward, ten steps back. Wonderful.
Such a false and contrived “disclosure of
the truth” regarding UFOs and ETs would,
then, subserve agendas held by powerful covert
interests in both the military-industrial sector,
and those of a strange collection of religious
fanatics, who pine for Armageddon—and the
sooner the better.
[Editor’s note: For you readers who may
not be aware of this, it is ALWAYS instructive
to look carefully at the roots of these so-called
fanatical religious cults. More often than not,
following the hidden money trail will lead to
covert, government-orchestrated mind-control
creations put in place so as to be later utilized
for just such “excuses” as Dr. Greer suggests
above. Thus, usually this “strange collection
of religious fanatics”, as Dr. Greer puts them,
are not so really strange at all; they are as
contrived and purposeful as are the rest of the
players in such an engineered, large-scale
pageant.]
Lest the reader think such a strange
amalgam of militarists and cult-like religious
interests are unlikely, remember the weird
views of the Third Reich. Or more recently,
the views of one US Department of the
Interior cabinet secretary during the Reagan
years named James Watt. It was he who, not
knowing a microphone was still on and
recording his comments, stated in the 1980s
that we did not need to worry about all these
environmental problems, since Armageddon
was coming soon and the world would be
destroyed anyway. This bizarre view, held by
a man who shaped and applied policy for the
Interior Department of the US Government,
was later reported in the general media. At
the time a comical footnote perhaps. But what
does it say about the degree to which such
beliefs may be shaping covert UFO policy—
and specifically, disclosure plans? We have
found that such views—bizarre as they may
seem to most—are heavily represented in
covert policy development on the UFO
subject.
And most disconcerting of all: This
strange mixture of military cosmic saberrattling and bizarre religious beliefs are the
dominant forces shaping both the “civilian
UFO community” and the planned eventual
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“spin” on UFO disclosure. Let the buyer
beware.
[Editor’s note: Remember that the actual,
highest-level controllers need a lot of arms and
legs to carry out their TRUE plans of complete
world control. In that practical context, such a
“strange” policy as Dr. Greer relates above no
longer is so strange; it acts as a galvanizing
cover to motivate without question many nonthinking, fanatical types—the ideal ones you
would want to recruit as your arms and legs!
Of course, money from a bottomless supply
helps oil the machinery too.]
To the rational and intellectual, such views
seem ridiculous. Why, you might ask, would
anyone want a cosmic war in space, an
Armageddon, and the destruction of the Earth?
To comprehend this, you have to get inside the
head of people who hold such beliefs—people
like James Watt. In his case, why worry about
a little bit of deforestation, air pollution, and
areas of dead oceans, if the entire world is
going to be destroyed in a couple of years
anyway?
But the thinking goes further than this.
Such fanatical thinking has within it the concept
that, as a result of the Armageddon, we will see
the return of Christ—and with it the good
people’s salvation. Now, people are free to
believe what they want. But what we have
found is a deliberate influencing of covert
policy on UFOs by such beliefs. Some of these
people want Armageddon—and they want it
ASAP.
Strictly speaking, the militarists and warmongers, itching to “kick some alien butt” as it
was said in the movie Independence Day, may
actually only want a pretext to justify their
existence and get the world to eventually spend
huge sums of money on a perceived (if
contrived) threat from space.
But in some cases—high up on the food
chain of the covert entity running UFO
secrecy—the two views meet. A place where
militarism and eschatology merge. Where Star
Wars and Armageddon join.
In tracing the history of both the UFO
civilian community and the covert policymaking group concerned with UFOs, we have
found a growing penetration of the latter into
the former. So much so that, at this point, there
are projects which ostensibly are innocent
civilian initiatives, but which in reality are
totally controlled and financed by “cut-outs”
from ultra-secret projects.
Moreover, our careful penetration of such
projects yielded the disturbing finding that
deep-cover black-project operatives are working
closely with alleged civilian researchers,
journalists, and UFO glitterati. CIA and
military intelligence operatives are working with
civilian “think tank” heads, alongside very
wealthy business people who are eschatologists,
and being advised by “civilian” technologists
and scientists—who are themselves proponents
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of bizarre religious belief systems involving the
end of the world and ETs.
Thus, the new “chosen ones” have been
assembled. They are planning your disclosure
on the UFO/ET subject. They are owned by
the money whores and power brokers doing the
bidding of the secret entity which runs UFO
projects to begin with. And it all looks like a
civilian initiative. So innocent. So wellintended. So “scientific”. And by the way,
the sky is falling, courtesy of ETs, and we need
your money and your souls to defend against it.
Do not be deceived. You need to be awake
to the darker scenarios which some would like
to thrust upon the world. And you need to
know that there are alternatives. If a
“disclosure” is unleashed on the world which is
xenophobic, militaristic, and terrifying, know
that it comes from the spinmeisters of secrecy—
regardless of how respectable the person or
group may appear to be.
And remember: Part of this disclosure plan
involves the use of UFO look-alike devices
made by humans in an attack on Earth or
military assets of Earth. This would be a wellorchestrated use of advanced human
technologies to hoax an ET attack—all for the
purpose of disclosing “the truth” with the
desired military-oriented spin. In such a
scenario, most of humanity will be deceived
into believing the threat from space has
arrived—and that we must fight it at all costs.
This is nothing more than long-term social
security for the military-industrial complex.
There must be people who can expose this
fraud.
But why should we wait for these darker
scenarios to be unleashed on an unsuspecting
world?
Here is another idea: Why don’t we-thepeople unite and launch a disclosure which
resembles the first one described above? An
honest one. One which leads to peace, not
war. To a sustainable and beautiful world,
free of pollution, and brimming with
abundance of all types. One which reaches
out into the unknown, instead of firing
particle beam weapons into the darkness of
space.
Additionally, we welcome those who can
come forward with first-hand knowledge of
the machinations referred to in this paper, and
who wish to expose such madness, to contact
us at the www.cseti.org website address. The
one thing the darkness of secrecy cannot
tolerate is a spotlight shining right on it. And
the more of us holding The Light, the better.
Evil steps in when good people do
nothing. This is a lesson taught through
thousands of years of human history. We
stand at the beginning of a new time, and a
new world awaits us. But we must embrace
it, and help create it. For if we are passive,
others will have their way—at least in the
short run.
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The News Desk
Clinton is aware of the fact that his
predecessor, President George Bush, will long
be remembered for his leadership during his
CLINTON ORDERS HUGE
lightning-quick victory over the forces of
ANTI-IRAQ BUILDUP
Saddam, even though the Iraqi leader survived
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 1/24/00: [quoting] the war and emerged a popular enemy of the
United States.
“Clinton could be envisioning himself and
Is Clinton building up the military in
Kuwait to start another war in the Middle his place in history if he could do what Bush
East? Is he trying to overcome a legacy failed to do—complete the task of pushing Iraq
farther back into the Stone Age and getting rid
plagued by “Monica syndrome”?
of Saddam” a source told The SPOTLIGHT.
Kuwait was invaded and occupied by Iraq,
by Mike Blair
triggering the 1991 Persian Gulf War against
President Bill Clinton may be preparing Iraq.
Other possibilities are major strikes at
U.S. military forces for another Middle East
war, perhaps an all-out effort to topple Iraqi Algeria and Afghanistan. That may be
strongman Saddam Hussein, intelligence triggered by any purported “Middle East
terrorist attack” against American targets abroad
sources tell The SPOTLIGHT.
According to sources, the Air Force is or within the United States.
Clinton alerted the Pentagon just before
dispatching men and equipment to Kuwait,
Christmas
that any terrorist act directed from
where airfields and other military installations
are being improved. In addition, a permanent the Middle East would be answered with
brigade headquarters is being established in prompt strikes against Algeria and Afghanistan,
Kuwait to provide command and control for where anti-American terrorists are claimed to be
taking refuge, a reliable source told The
units sent there, the sources said.
SPOTLIGHT.
Many observers believe that Clinton, whose
KEY ROLE
legacy as president will likely be his
According to sources, if any major war impeachment and sexual misadventures, may be
against Iraq is undertaken, Kuwait would play a seeking something spectacular during his
key role in the action, particularly as a jumping- remaining days in office to bolster his standing
in the history books.
off point in an invasion of Iraq.
“With Democrat Party members
distancing themselves from him,
critics writing of his failed policy in
the Balkans and the recent defeat of
his nuclear test ban treaty by the
Senate, Bill Clinton is acting strange”
Military magazine reported in its
ORDER
January issue.
The magazine has close ties,
THE PAPER THAT
through an “ole boy network”, with
U.S. military intelligence.
GIVES YOU
“European writers are questioning
his
actions, like a recent lone session
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE NEWS
on a golf course, in the rain, slashing
at the ball, as a man in deep
REPORTS ON EVENTS WHICH
depression who sees his legacy
becoming one he never imagined,”
ARE VITAL TO YOUR WELFARE
the magazine noted. “They fear he
may start a war in the Middle East or
MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND WHO IS
some place in order to preside over a
BEING HONEST WITH YOU—
quick victory.” [End quoting]
Don’t forget the overheard quote
THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA OR THE SPOTLIGHT
that he made at a White House
(YOUR WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FROM WASHINGTON SINCE 1975)
function when the comment was
made that he could win reelection by
TO SUBSCRIBE:
getting World War III started even if
! call 1 (800) 522-6292 toll free. !
it is now unconstitutional to be
1/29/00 DR. AL OVERHOLT
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reelected for a third term—either that or more
likely declare himself in control (becoming the
dictator). Do you think he can be stopped
under the recent conditions in this country???
LATEST Y2K
OIL & GAS NEWS
From
the
INTERNET,
“CJM”
<CJM@dreamsoft.com>, 1/21/00: [quoting]
It’s been awhile since I’ve checked the
news and stuff. After about 2 weeks of not
looking, I check-in to find that the Oil & Gas
biz has been Very Active! Whatever the real
“Reasons” for what is happening, there seems
to be an undeniable shortage of world oil
supply as indicated by the following report(s)
from the International Energy Association
(IEA) and others as repeated from
<Yahoo.com/news>.
The last time prices of crude were this high
was during the Gulf War, the time before that
was during the ’70s oil embargo. Why now, in
the year 2000? Is there a war? An oil
embargo? What? Could it be that there is a
significant drop in world-wide oil capacity due
to unreported Y2K disruptions in the oil and
gas infrastructures? Who knows. But there is
a drop nevertheless!
Check out these headlines of interest (all
within the last couple of days or so):
IEA: Oil Shortage Looming—LONDON
(AP)—Global demand for oil increased much
faster than supplies at the end of last year,
pinching inventories and driving up prices as
buyers hoarded crude ahead of feared Y2Krelated disruptions, a respected industry study
said Thursday[1/20/00].
“The numbers show markets that are tight
and getting tighter,” said the monthly report by
the International Energy Agency.
Signs that OPEC will extend its production
cuts in output beyond March have added to
upward pressure on oil prices. Prices for the
benchmark oils of Europe and the United States
rose by more than 4 percent in December and
surged further this week. West Texas
Intermediate crude in the U.S. was flirting with
$30 a barrel, a level not seen since the January
1991 outbreak of the Gulf War. LINK: <http://
dailynews.yahoo.com/h/ap/20000120/bs/
world_oil_2.html>.
Oil Strengthens As Fears of Shortage
Revive—LONDON (Reuters)—Buoyant oil
prices pushed higher Monday amid expectations
of supply shortages after OPEC signaled it
would prolong curbs on exports beyond March.
LINK: <http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/
20000117/bs/markets_oil_18.html>.
Oil Prices Touch Post-Gulf War High—
LONDON (AP)—Petroleum prices surged
Wednesday to the highest levels seen since the
Gulf War, raising concerns about worsening
inflation and a possible threat to the economies
of poor, oil-importing nations. LINK: <http://
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biz.yahoo.com/apf/000119/world_cost_2.html>.
Get ready to pay more at pump. OPEC
squeezes crude oil prices to 9-year high.
USA TODAY—Oil prices jumped to a nine-year
high Tuesday on reports that major producers
will not expand supplies and as a cold snap in
the Northeast increased demand. LINK: <http:/
/www.usatoday.com/usatonline/20000119/
1856339s.htm>.
Oil at Nine-Year Highs in Asia—
SINGAPORE (Reuters)—Crude prices in Asia
traded at nine-year highs on Wednesday on
expectations of tight supplies as producers
looked set to extend their output curbs. LINK:
<http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/nm/20000119/bs/
markets_oil_22.html>. [End quoting]
This doesn’t bode well for us and especially
when you tie this into how Clinton is reported
to be building up troop capacity in the Middle
East in preparation for something big but not
yet announced.
SKYROCKETING FUEL PRICES—
WILL IT BE PETROGATE 2000?
by Stuart H. Rodman
<www.stuarthrodman.com>
From
the
INTERNET,
<http://
sightings.com/politics6/petro.htm>, 1-25-2000:
[quoting]
Remember that old expression? If it looks
like a duck and it quacks like a duck, it’s--well, you know.
Recent revelations about the oil and gas
industry may be making that old expression
especially meaningful for many. Since January
1, 2000 accidents or glitches in the industry
may have suddenly nearly tripled in number
when compared to the entire year of 1998!
Based on a new analysis, unplanned plant
shutdowns, fires, and explosions may be
occurring now on an exponential curve.
No formal explanations have been offered
yet for this sudden epidemic of mishaps, but
many observers had expected to see such
problems in an industry widely believed to
have been unprepared to face the Y2K
computer bug that has been officially declared
“squished”.
And, hey, brace for impact! What’s
suddenly happened to the price of crude oil?
Since January 1, 2000 it has skyrocketed
to a near ten-year high, recently threatening
the $30-a-barrel levels last seen during the
Gulf War.
So far there has been no panic at the gas
pumps, but then again, most retailers are still
selling the relatively cheap gas they bought just
a few weeks ago. Wait until they have to
price-factor-in the latest news.
The refinery in Venezuela, which is the
largest supplier of refined crude to the U.S.,
has broken down unexpectedly and may remain
off-line until March. How come? They call it

an “act of God”!
It might all just be a big, ugly coincidence,
but trend-line projections for accident
occurrences might be shattering on the desktops
of statisticians all around the world as you read
this.
Consider these numbers, though still
perhaps tentative, as reported from other
sources by Marcia L. Peters. The data reflect
known incidents within the petroleum industry
for factory, generating plant, pipeline
explosions, and fires as displayed on her
website
<http://nckodokan.com/charts/
crude.html>:
Summary:
1990 - 3 reports
1991 - 1 report
1992 - 1 report
1993 - 1 report
1994 - 1 report
1995 - 2 reports
1996 - 6 reports
1997 - 5 reports
1998 - 29 reports
1999 - 90 reports
2000 - As of TODAY there have been 64
reports since 1/1/2000!!!!!! [That would
calculate out to an average of well over 800
reports for the entire year at the current rate!]
Did you think they are planning to call a
news conference to tell us that they have been
having problems with the automated systems
that control these processes because they really
are not, in fact, Y2K compliant?
Fat chance.
The sudden outbreak of unexplained
equipment failures in the oil and gas industry
might have nothing to do with Y2K. But even
if it does, special Year-2000 laws enacted by
Congress, like Public Law 105-271, all but
assure that Y2K-related disclosures from huge
corporations will never see the light of day.
Going public to admit a deficiency may
defeat that same shield of liability protection
that the special interests have lobbied so long
and hard to obtain for themselves. With the
Year 2000 finally upon us, we might instead
expect to be hearing a lot more about “swamp
gas”.
Getting to the truth will not be an easy
task. The newly enacted federal Year-2000
statutes make information about corporate
Y2K disclosures to government agencies
“non disclosable”, even under the Freedom
of Information Act!
Does it really matter?
Some think we may find ourselves with
plenty of time to ponder that question while
we wait in long lines to fill our gas tanks
later this winter.
In the meantime, NY Governor Pataki
has called for a federal investigation into
rising fuel prices, and several Senators,
including the co-chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on the Year-2000
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Technology Problem, Christopher Dodd, have
called for a preemptive sale of oil from the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
Rising demand for heating oil, brought on
by the severe cold in the Northeast, is further
complicating the problem, and spot shortages of
refined products may not be far off.
Fire up that freeze dried food, and plan to
set a spell.
Oh yeah! Don’t forget that down-filled
comforter though. Whatever the truth, it’s
going to come in handy. [End quoting]
This subject and related data is more tricky
to analyze than it appears on the surface. Sure,
there may be some true Y2K-related problems
adding to the total number of accident reports.
But if that were the only answer, then why
such an increase in 1998 and especially in
1999?
What if “we” have been planning another
serious war in the Middle East (or anywhere),
and “they” did not want such to occur, and had
the available technology (such as space-based
charged-particle beam-weapons) to cripple fuel
production facilities worldwide if need be?
Advanced, secret technologies are utilized all
the time for geopolitical reasons usually hidden
from the public eye.
And the next item is likely another example
of such “warfare”. Wonder what chess game is
going on that involves France?
300 MILLION TREES DOWNED
IN FRENCH STORMS
“A CATASTROPHE”
From
the
INTERNET,
<http://
www.sightings.com>, 1/4/00: [quoting]
The two storms which devastated France
last week destroyed about 300 million trees, the
National Forestry Office (ONF) said Tuesday.
“It is a catastrophe without precedent” said the
ONF’s technical director Jacques Trouvilliez.
Across the country, vast swathes of
woodland have been smashed or uprooted—
from the orchards of Normandy to the great
parks of Paris, to the vast plantations in the
northeast.
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In the Vosges mountains, 35 percent of
public forestry has been destroyed, and aerial
pictures show huge areas of pine trees laid out
like corn, a few bare trunks bearing witness to
the vanished landscape.
In the grounds of the palace of Versailles,
10,000 trees have been uprooted, including two
200-year-old cedars, totally transforming the
vista created by Louis XIV’s gardener Le
Notre.
And at the arboretum of the Natural History
Museum outside Paris, the winds felled ten
percent of the trees, which have been collected
there over generations from all corners of the
world. “It’s back to square one; 40 years have
been lost. Some of these trees we will never
be able to replace” said Yves-Marie Allain,
director of cultivation.
The impact for many is a highly emotional
one, with the disappearance of a well-loved old
oak or a line of poplars down a country road.
But for the half-a-million people in France
whose jobs depend on the forestry business, the
storms present a direct threat to their livelihood.
The immediate concern is a sudden fall in
the price of wood, as the estimated 10 million
cubic metres are sawed up. “If a tree has been
uprooted, it is not so serious” explained Sylvie
Benda Alvarez, of the ONF economy
department. “The wood is undamaged and it
can be stored for maybe a year in water.
“The real problem is where trees have been
smashed, because the wood is unusable for
building, and goes for pulp or wood fibre.
“A good oak will nominally get you 800
francs (120 euros, dollars) per square metre. If
it is damaged, it will get perhaps 35 francs (5.5
euros, dollars).”
Agriculture Minister Jean Glavany visited
the worst hit area, Lorraine in the northeast, on
Monday and said an aid package would be
announced.
The government will also co-ordinate with
producers to make sure as much of possible of
the wood is kept off the market, and released
gradually to ensure price stability.
Forestry experts have said it will take up to
100 years to re-establish the destroyed
woodland, and the emphasis will be where
possible on letting forests regenerate naturally.
“We know that, the more diverse a forest, the
better it can withstand violent storms like last
week’s” said Benda Alvarez. “So unless a
forest has been totally massacred, we won’t
replant—just let the various seeds germinate
themselves.”
The importance of diversity of forestry is
one lesson being drawn. Another is that
younger trees appear to be weaker than older
ones.
Experts say trees are growing much more
rapidly today than 100 years ago, thanks to
greater quantities of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, with the result that they are
ganglier and weaker.
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One side-benefit is that younger trees
replacing the destroyed parts of the forest will
consume more greenhouse gases, thus helping
the fight against pollution.
The sheer scale of the disaster to France’s
woodland was spelt out by historian Emmanuel
Le Roy Ladurie.
Looking back in the Figaro newspaper over
official forestry records going back to the early
17th century, he said no similar catastrophe has
ever been mentioned. “The forests were
extremely closely inspected because of their
importance for the navy, but...since 1660 there
is no mention of a macro-phenomenon on this
immense scale” he said. [End quoting]
We also saw what happened in France just
a few days later, when they had the massive
snow and cold.
In Venezuela, a few days before this, they
had massive floods, and all around the world
there are unprecedented types of disasters. No
matter where you’re located, it would be wise
to be prepared to “weather” some kind of
disaster.
SCIENTISTS GROW FROG EYES
AND EARS, TECHNOLOGY THAT
COULD BE USED TO GROW
HUMAN ORGANS
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, 1/4/00: [quoting]
Japanese researchers have grown frog eyes
and ears in a lab using the animal’s own
embryo cells, technology a scientist said
Monday could eventually help doctors replace
lost or damaged human sensory organs using
cells from the patients’ bodies.
Makoto Asashima, a biologist at prestigious
Tokyo University, said the process is an
alternative to donor transplants.
The team cultivated thousands of embryo
cells in a retinoic acid solution for five days to
produce the organs, he said.
Varying the concentration of the retinoic
acid somehow brings forth different genetic
instructions in the cells, Asashima said. A
lower concentration activates a set of genes
producing eyes, while a higher concentration
activates genes producing ears.
The researchers used embryonic stem cells,
the ancestral cells that develop into the tissues
and organs in the body.
The procedure is different from cloning, in
which a single cell from an organism grows
into a copy of the original, he said.
Asashima said his team is the first to
produce the eyes or ears of an animal in a test
tube.
In a similar, simpler procedure, the
researcher said he previously grew frog kidneys
and transplanted them into other frogs.
The recipient animals lived for more than a
month, he said. The team did not test the
survival rate of frogs with transplanted natural
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kidneys, he said.
Hideyuki Okano, a professor of neural
development at Osaka University’s Graduate
School of Medicine, said Asashima’s work was
“extremely striking”.
Okano, who has been following the
research, said it could eventually help scientists
reduce reliance on donors for rare organs.
Scientists are already able to grow human
skin from patients’ own cells, and such
transplants are carried out in the United States,
Europe, and Japan, Asashima said.
Asashima said he plans to submit his
findings, which were first reported in Monday’s
Mainichi newspaper, to one of two Japanese
scientific journals, Zoological Science or
Developmental Growth And Differentiation.
[End quoting]
The fact that these kinds of announcements
are now being routinely made in the publicly
visible media should be a big clue as to the
TRUE, much more advanced state of such
research “behind closed doors”. What kinds of
moral or ethical checks and balances do you
suppose are governing such advanced, secret
research? There’s a thought to help you sleep
peacefully at night!
FLU SHOTS
DO THEY REALLY WORK?
From THE IDAHO OBSERVER, Oct.
2000: [quoting]
The answer to that question depends upon
whom you rely upon for your information. If
you believe public health professionals who
rather blindly accept the assurances of flu
vaccine manufacturers and who depend upon
the flushot flow of money for a living, then, yes,
flu shots work. If, on the other hand, you
believe that field experience, peer reviewed
studies, and actual statistics published by the
Morbidity And Mortality Weekly Report, as
reported by entities such as the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, then the
answer is no—flu shots don’t work.
By Kristine A. Severyn, R.Ph., Ph.D.
Every autumn the elderly and other highrisk groups are encouraged to receive influenza
vaccine (flu shots). Congress authorized
Medicare funding for flu shots in 1993,
believing that vaccination costs are less than
hospitalization costs related to influenza
complications. Was Congress misled when it
authorized this $80 million per year Medicare
flu shot entitlement? Have vaccine recipients
been misled?
Although influenza is associated with more
disease, hospitalization, and death in “at risk”
populations, no adequate controlled studies
exist which prove that influenza vaccine
reduces the incidence of influenza in these
groups.
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CDC CRYSTAL BALL
Influenza virus strains mutate, necessitating
a new vaccine each year. Technicians affiliated
with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) collect influenza viruses
from pigs and people in foreign lands, e.g.,
China. CDC personnel then attempt to predict
which viruses will infect people in the U.S. the
following year—the CDC crystal ball. These
CDC-selected viruses are distributed to vaccine
manufacturers early in the year for influenza
vaccine production, for administration that
autumn. [End quoting]
The controversy over flu shots seems to get
more stirred-up each year, rather than being
resolved. Many people report personal
experiences which would suggest staying as far
away from these shots as possible. Do you
really know what is in them? Our Front Page
story this issue ought to awaken many from the
slumber of blind trust in the pronouncements of
the medical community.
It is most important to call to mind the
classic, well-researched 1988 book by Eustace
Mullins called MURDER BY INJECTION: The
Story Of The Medical Conspiracy Against
America. (If you’re interested in this gem, as
well as other eye-opening research by Eustace
Mullins, write to: Ezra Pound Institute Of
Civilization, 126 Madison Place, Staunton, VA
24401 for a list of his currently available books
and their prices.) Many antics of the medical
arena come into a sharper (if harsher) focus in
light of the documented foundation which
Eustace provides.
PROBLEMS CONTINUE TO PLAGUE
ANTHRAX VACCINATION
PROGRAM FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL
From THE SPOTLIGHT, by William
Carmichael, 1/3/00: [quoting]
Cost Overruns, Safety Concerns Plague
Vaccination Program.
Good news for GIs: The government hasn’t
been able to force a controversial, unproven
vaccination on all the nation’s troops.
The government thinks it’s bad news, but
many people disagree.
Defense Secretary William Cohen’s goal of
inoculating all 2.4 million active-duty service
members and reservists against anthrax remains
a distant one. The Pentagon says 383,000
service members have now received anthrax,
vaccinations—far from the 100 percent goal
announced by the Department of Defense a
year ago.
David Oliver, deputy undersecretary of
defense for acquisition, technology, and
logistics said: “We underestimated how difficult
this was going to be.”
A number of servicemen have refused the
injection, resulting in courts martial. The total
number of “refuseniks” remains a Pentagon

secret, however.
According to a report released Dec. 13, the
Pentagon said that obtaining a reliable supply of
the vaccine remains a problem. The lack of
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval
is one of the complaints of those service
personnel refusing the inoculations.
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Treasury Department, and that investigation,
furthermore, may have to do with matters
concerning the Native Americans. It would be
easier to probe the dark secrets at the Vatican!
To understand more about this subject, read
another classic gem of a book by Eustace
Mullins, called Secrets Of The Federal Reserve.
(Write to: Ezra Pound Institute Of Civilization,
MORE MONEY
126 Madison Place, Staunton, VA 24401 for a
list of currently available books by Eustace
Only one company is manufacturing the Mullins and their prices.)
vaccine, BioPort Corp. of Lansing, Michigan.
And it has been plagued with production
QUESTIONS AND SPECULATIONS
problems and cost overruns.
CONCERNING HARRISON STABBING
Even though it has built a new plant in
Lansing to produce the vaccine for the military,
From
the
INTERNET,
©2000
it has not yet obtained FDA approval to begin NewsHawk® Inc. <hawkeye@saber.net>,
production there.
dated 1/4/00: [quoting]
According to published reports, the
On December 30, less than two days before
Pentagon agreed in August to pay more per the beginning of the year 2000, former Beatles’
dose and to make an $18.7 million advance member George Harrison was attacked and
payment to BioPort to enable the company to stabbed in his home outside London. Harrison
pay off creditors. Now, an additional $7 would very likely have been killed if his wife
million to $10 million from the federal Olivia hadn’t smashed a lamp on the attacker’s
government may be needed, Oliver said. [End head.
quoting]
Considering what happened to Harrison’s
Not just a “problem” in the United States, former band-mate, John Lennon, on the streets
military personnel in at least Canada, Britain, of New York almost exactly 19 years before,
and Europe are likewise suspicious of the and considering the Beatles’ key, pivotal role in
anthrax vaccine and refusing to be inoculated. the mass social experimentation carried out by
If we have no way of really knowing what’s Britain’s Tavistock Institute in conjunction with
been put in a flu shot, imagine the latitude that covert intelligence agencies like the CIA, NSA
the military has in “customizing” their and Britain’s MI-5/MI-6, we’d say there is a
inoculations. One wonders just what the need strong likelihood that Harrison, like Lennon,
is for these shots, all of a sudden, and many was NOT the victim of some random act of
military personnel question what else may be senseless violence.
the true motive for the injections—such as the
In fact, Lennon was murdered shortly after
possible inclusion of the latest versions of small he gave an interview to Playboy magazine in
electronic chips to “help” them be “better” which he blew the lid off the fact that the
soldiers.
Beatles were part of massive experimentation in
social control/engineering unleashed by
UNCONTROLLABLE TREASURY
Tavistock and intelligence agencies, as was the
deliberate introduction of drugs like LSD into
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 1/17/00: [quoting] the burgeoning “counterculture” scene during
The Treasury Department is “clearly out of the 1960s and 1970s. The Playboy interview
control” concluded a report by Alan Balaran, was published not long after Lennon’s death.
an investigator appointed by U.S. District Court
We’d say it’s a good possibility Harrison
Judge Royce Lamberth in Washington, D.C. was targeted to be bumped off by some of the
Last January, Treasury lawyers failed to keep same forces responsible for rubbing out
the agency from shredding 162 boxes of Lennon,
using
MK-Ultra/Manchurian
documents related to a lawsuit by American Candidate-type mind-controlled assassin Mark
Indians, according to Balaran. He noted that David Chapman.
the lawyers covered up the shredding for more
Perhaps Harrison had likewise done
than 14 weeks and misled Lamberth about it. something to incur the wrath of his former
A month later, then Treasury Sec. Robert Rubin “programmers” or perhaps it’s just “company”
and Interior Sec. Bruce Babbitt were cited by procedure to terminate operatives of whatever
Lamberth for contempt of court. [End quoting] designation at some point in time, lest they
Considering the international banking somehow become an unnecessary security risk.
interests who have been in control of our U.S.
Perhaps George Harrison had been
Treasury ever since the late-night, sneaky designated as some sort of “sacrificial victim”
passage of the Federal Reserve Act in 1913, by the demented, obsessed, criminally insane,
one might look to the Italian Mafia for a more ritualistically-oriented Illuminati power-brokers
honestly run organization. So, just imagine the operating behind the scenes of so many events
resistance to be met when there is being in the world. Perhaps there was some
conducted a sincere investigation of the connection between this attempted “sacrifice”
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and the end of the 20th century/beginning of
the new millennium (even though that
REALLY begins next year).
The Beatles’ movie HELP! kept coming to
mind.
Right off the bat, we wondered if perhaps
the near-fatal assault on Harrison was linked to
elements of the covert government, and there
were some indications this may have been the
case.
Few pop bands had as much impact on the
latter half of the 20th century as did the
Beatles. How ironic, then, that less than 48
hours before what was generally considered the
end of this century, Harrison was nearly killed
in a rather ritualistic fashion—by a knife.
The number “33”, a very significant number
in Masonic symbology, seems to pop up with
more than random frequency as having been a
factor—somehow or other—in many events or
incidents which have ritualistic, cult-like
aspects. To name but one such recent event,
there was a WEALTH of 33s which figured in
the crash of Egyptair Flight 990 (33x3x10).
Sure enough, we find some 33s showing up
in the Harrison stabbing incident.
The attacker, Michael Abram, is 33 years
old.
And even more freaky, the attack was said
to have occurred at THREE-THIRTY in the
morning (London time).
The DATE of the attack was 12.30.99. In
numerology, the numbers of this date tally up
to SIX, which is THREE plus THREE.
Some similarities have emerged between the
knife attack upon Harrison and the New York
City street-shooting of Harrison’s ex-bandmate
John Lennon in December 1980.
As with Chapman (the mind-controlled
assassin who killed John Lennon), the person
who wielded a 7-inch knife against Harrison
and his wife Olivia on Wednesday night in
their home near London, a Michael Abram, is
shaping up as some kind of fanatical lunatic
who had only fairly recently become
“obsessed” with the Beatles, according to
Abram’s mother, Lynda. She also said that her
son “hates” the Beatles and believes them to be
“witches.”
What she describes about her son’s
“beliefs” regarding the Beatles sounds to us like
Michael Abram was subjected to Manchurian
Candidate/ MK-Ultra/Monarch/Montauk-style
belief-system conditioning, inculcated in the
target subject by such means as drug- or EM/
RF-assisted hypnotic trance induction or the
like, as part of an overall mind-control program.
There are other anomalous and peculiar
aspects to the entire incident—some of which
George Harrison has already commented upon
publicly. Harrison said the man “was certainly
not intent on burglary”.
The attacker, in fact, seemed quite proficient
at wielding a knife, stabbing Harrison four
times—the most serious wound was only an
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inch from Harrison’s heart.
For another example, one of the more
inexplicable aspects is how the attacker, now
charged with two counts of attempted murder,
was able to penetrate what Harrison’s neighbors
describe as “Fort Knox”-like security at the
Harrison residence. Police have repeatedly
noted their amazement that Abram was able to
penetrate the extensive, elaborate security in
place around Harrison’s house.
Obviously this was, in some way or other,
an “inside” job.
And furthermore, we’d really like to know
whether slasher Abram was carrying a copy of
J. D. Salinger’s Catcher In The Rye, as were
both Lennon’s murderer Chapman and wouldbe Reagan assassin John Hinckley—NOT to
mention the MK-Ultra mind-controlled assassin
“Jerry” played by Mel Gibson in the
surprisingly revealing movie Conspiracy
Theory.
Salinger, a quite accomplished and wellrespected author whose book Catcher In The
Rye is required reading for a great many high
school students in the U.S., had extensive ties
to the CIA throughout most of his adult and
professional life, including his stint as a
university professor.
We’re very relieved to hear that neither of
the Harrisons were seriously injured in the
stabbing assault. [End quoting]
In order to truly appreciate the above
information and speculation, it is helpful to
have the important background information
provided in, say, David Icke’s books (see later
in this News Desk) and Dr. John Coleman’s
outstanding CONSPIRATORS’ HIERARCHY:
The Story Of The Committee Of 300 (available
from: Joseph Publishing, 2533 N. Carson
Street, Carson City, NV 89706; 1-800-9420821).
POKÉMON—SNATCHING
A PEEK AT YOU
From
the
INTERNET,
<paradiscuss@tje.net>, David W. Hodges, <http://
www.txdirect.net/~dwhodges/pokemon.html>,
1/21/00: [quoting]
What could be sinister about a cute
animation which once sent hundreds of
Japanese children into seizures with flashing
lights, strobing from a character’s eyes? It has
been suggested that Pokémon may be a part of
the quiet new frontier of electronic influence,
the science of adjusting, or retuning,
consciousness using light pulses and/or specific
sound frequencies. If this is, in fact, a hidden
truth of Pokémon, it only worsens the impact of
the dirty little secret which rests within plain
sight, a secret which anyone with a VCR can
confirm. There is a pedophiliac undercurrent
within the animated Pokémon series, and it all
begins in each episode with a sneaky little
Pikachu.
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WHERE TO LOOK & STILL-FRAME
WITH YOUR VCR
Within the middle of every episode’s startup
introduction, there is a sequence of character
presentations which are not episode clippings.
This particular sequence of the introduction
begins with the main character, Ash Catchem,
joined a second later by his companions, Misty
and Brock. Next comes the image of the
antagonistic team Rocket (Jessie & James),
displaced immediately by their 3 Pokémons,
centered upon the cat “Meowth”. Then comes
the image of Ash Catchem’s arch-rival, Gary,
followed by receding views of 3 different
Pokémon in succession as the camera seems to
pull backwards very rapidly.
Next, you see Ash standing in a road,
bouncing a Pokéball in his hand, while in the
background Pikachu is running towards the
camera very fast.
Ash quickly fades back and out of view.
He is replaced by a young girl standing, feet
spread, wearing leg warmers, an extremely
short green skirt, an orange blouse, and a really
huge red bow at her collar. (This girl has no
role in the show.) Suddenly Pikachu comes
charging forward, running between her legs
with its tail held high. Pikachu’s tail lifts the
little girl’s skirt and displays her uncovered
vaginal cleft for 3 brief frames. The remaining
frames of the little girl show her looking
downward, with her knees suddenly brought
together and both hands holding down her
skirt, all this while Pikachu completes a center
screen leap into a light.
This pubic “peek-at-you” portion is
immediately followed by a brief scene showing
the 4 main authority figures, standing together,
giving a single, synchronized nod to the
viewer, as if they are condoning what the
subconscious just saw. The introduction then
proceeds into more clippings from various
episodes. Gotta catch’em all! Gotta catch’em
all! Who is really “them”—fictional Pokémon,
or the children watching?
Once you clearly glimpse the intentional
illustration of the little girl’s vagina, Pikachu
suddenly makes much more sense when you
listen to the way the name sounds, which is
“Peek-at-you”.
As soon as I am able to purchase the
necessary hardware or gain someone’s
assistance, I will post the “peek-at-you” video
frames on this website, but until then, you will
have to rely upon a VCR and frame-by-frame
advance, if it has that feature. If it does not, I
suggest you record the introductory segment in
SP (Standard Play) mode to maximize both
image quality and frame count. You will then
have to catch one of the frames I have
described to you by using the “pause” button
and a sense of timing.
“Pocket Monsters” began as a video game,
and when it expanded into an animated series,
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the name was shortened to “Pokémon”.
Knowing this, set aside the Pokémon
connection for a moment, and consider the
impression made by someone saying that they
have a monster in their pocket. There is
culturally inherent sexual innuendo involved in
the idea of having, or showing, a “pocket
monster”. It seems the sort of ploy that
depravity would use trying to seduce a child.
One could try to argue that there is no
connection, but the very fact that there is
connection enough to argue about should be
connection enough to concern any parent or
guardian of a young, impressionable mind. It is
a curious thing that, within the world of
Pokémon, one is either battling to become a
“master” or aspiring to be a “breeder”. To be a
breeder is the noblest goal, according to the
show. Gotta catch’em all! Gotta catch’em all!
In Japan, Japanese animation is primarily
adult-oriented. It often contains violence,
eroticism, and sexuality. Even so, why have
such things been woven into what is
unquestionably a children’s animated series?
Although I cannot provide an answer to this, I
can provide more evidence of it.
The mons veneris (Latin for “hill of
Venus”, Roman goddess of love) is the pad of
fatty tissue that covers the pubic bone below
the abdomen but above the labia. The mons is
sexually sensitive in some women and protects
the pubic bone from the impact of sexual
intercourse.
Knowing this, consider what is implied by
“pokie mons”. Though “Pokémon” is minus
the s, I would argue that the monster is still
there, subtly woven sexual innuendo within the
show’s infrastructure. Is this just another
coincidental connection children will probably
miss consciously, or another intended furrow in
seed-rows of the subconscious?
The
subconscious mind doesn’t miss a beat, but
consciousness grabs maybe 1 beat out of 15 on
a good day, where beats are bits of information.
“Got-ta catch ’em, gotta catch ’em all!
Gotta catch ’em all, Pokémon!” These are a
few words from Pokémon’s theme song, and as
often as they are repeated, one is apt to
remember or react to them. Gotta “catch ’em”.
Gotta “catchem”. Catchem seems the verb, the
action; or, perhaps, an order to act.
Gotta catch ’em all! Gotta catch ’em all!
You hear this over and over and over, in the
opening, in the closing, and in the ads. Once
in awhile “Catchem” gets stuck behind “Ash”,
and I cannot help wondering what, exactly, I
am supposed to catch. It is a name with
contextual bias; it seems slightly out of place. I
have tried replacing “h” with “s” in “Ash” for
insight into the murky motivations of this
profitable, socially invasive programming, but I
failed to reach a conclusion.
Where pokéballs fit into the analysis is not a
topic I have invested energy into deciphering.
Pokéballs are home to captive pocket monsters.
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“THE KANGASKHAN KID”
One of the more disturbing episodes in the
Pokémon series is called “The Kangaskhan
Kid”. The story is set in a Pokémon reserve,
and it involves a young, boomerang wielding
wild boy, Tomo, who has been adopted by a
herd of Kangaskhan. As the show progresses,
a man and his wife are introduced; the man,
called “papa”, is short, and wears a mustache
which gives him an Adolph Hitler look. This
couple explains that they have come searching
for their son, Tommy. In a flashback sequence,
we watch papa suspended a very young boy
outside of his moving helicopter, to give the
child a better view. We then watch papa drop
Tommy, to his wife’s dismay; then he blames
her for not holding the child.
After some pleading, the main characters
volunteer to help the couple search for Tommy,
and in the next scene, the protagonists struggle
and complain as they carry the couple upon a
pole-suspended platform. Mama said, “I
apologize for this. Papa doesn’t get outdoors
much, and he’s not in the best of shape.”
Never does she offer to walk and lighten their
load. Papa then pipes in with “I admit it!”
Tomo, or Tommy, soon finds the group as
they try to help a young, injured Kangaskhan.
Mistaking their intentions as being hurtful,
Tomo throws his boomerang and strikes Ash in
the head, only to be screamed at and berated by
Misty for doing so. Mama begins trying to get
Tomo to remember them, but without success.
Papa suddenly bashes the boy on his head with
a club, knocking him unconscious. Soon after
Tomo regains consciousness, Mama again
prompts him to remember them. Papa then
begins undressing himself as he speaks to the
boy saying “Tommy, remember Papa”? Misty
quickly strikes Papa on the head with a club,
and as she drags his body away, she says “One
memory at a time!”
As the episode progresses, confrontations
with the evil Team Rocket occur as the result
of their latest plan to thieve and create mayhem
with a huge, armed, metal replica of a
Kangaskhan. Papa eventually saves the day by
crashing his helicopter into the monster; then
Tommy remembers them as he views the
wreckage, believing they are dead. His parents
were not killed, however, and Tommy then
faces a dilemma of not wanting to leave his
Kangaskhan family. The show ends with the
entire family, dressed in animal skins like
Tomo’s, tucked within the pouch of a very
large Kangaskhan.
M Y S T Y ’S

FIST

I have read nationally syndicated articles
praising Pokémon as being a wholesome,
nonviolent, value-filled animation, but I can
only imagine that such opinions came from the
Poképroduction propaganda press-release
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package.
Pokémons do not battle with the level of
violence which the human characters exhibit,
specifically the two lead, redheaded females,
Misty & Jessie.
While you would expect the antagonist
(Jessie) to be hot-tempered, she is only
occasionally violent. Misty’s temper, however,
explodes regularly.
Sometimes her head enlarges to 5 times its
normal size as she SCREAMS with an
enormous mouth of fanged teeth. More often,
Misty’s temper results in physical violence
when someone aggravates her, creating a huge,
raised knot on the head or face of her victim,
usually her friends, Ash Catchem or Brock.
(Brock’s character just left the show, and
someone new should be joining the little team.)
Consider the message that is being
transferred by scenes of lashing out in anger,
the message of a female striking a male friend,
especially since the relationships and violence
are closer to realism than any of the super-hero
battlings or ray-gun-blasting-type cartoons.
There is certainly realistic personality
development and interaction between the
protagonists. Apologies are never offered, but
the huge knots Misty inflicts on her friends do
disappear quickly.
Perhaps exposing that there is underlying
sexuality and occasional, unjustifiable violence
will encourage more adults to watch this show.
David W. Hodges [End quoting]
It is only wise, especially these days, to be
vigilant about monitoring what our children are
watching on television—or do we, by neglect,
want to see them programmed to be good New
World Order robots, as the so-called “elite”
desire and are accomplishing with their many
methods of mind control?
SPECIAL REPORT REVEALS
“THE SECRETS OF POKÉMON”
From
the
INTERNET,
<http://
www.sightings.com>, 1/4/00: [quoting]
By Jon Kelly <jon@retropics.com>
Are hidden messages in the soundtrack for
the Pokémon TV show, teaching violent
behavior to children? Analysis shows clearly
audible references to guns and dysfunction in
the speech of the show’s characters. Are these
messages appropriate for a young viewing
audience? What values are being taught
through children’s television programming?
Do you ever wonder what your children are
watching on television? If they are like
millions of other children in North America,
they are probably watching the hit cartoon
series Pokémon.
The primary goal in Pokémon is to find,
capture, and train various monsters, all in an
effort to become the world’s greatest Pokémon
trainer. “You teach me and I’ll teach you” as
the show’s theme song tells us. But children
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are learning other lessons as well.
In December 1999 Britain’s Telegraph
reported: “The latest craze to hit toyshops in
Britain has been denounced by US police as
‘America’s most dangerous hobby’ after
causing a surge in child crime. Children across
the US are stabbing, beating and robbing each
other to steal Pokémon trading cards.... [In
Philadelphia] six children have been arrested
for separate attacks on classmates to steal
cards.... Prosecutors in Orange County,
California, have filed charges against a 13-yearold boy who is accused of stealing a
classmate’s Pokémon cards and then running
him over with his bicycle.”
Why are children responding with such
violent behavior? We’ve applied Retropics
speech analysis to an episode of the Pokémon
television series called “The School of Hard
Knocks”. This approach has revealed startling
new information hidden within the spoken
dialogue.
The Retropics approach to speech analysis
utilizes audio recording and editing technology
to reverse and slow down recordings of speech.
Concentrated listening to the modified
recording reveals intelligible words and phrases
hidden
backwards
within
spoken
communications.
These expressions communicate the beliefs,
memories, and feelings of the speaker in
mundane and archetypal language that can be
accurately interpreted through rational and
intuitive analysis.
Expressions are documented in audio
format, presenting the forward context within
which the expression appears, followed by the
hidden expression played back at 100%, 60%
and 40% of the original speed.
Subjective listening procedures, such as
those utilized by the American National
Standards Institute, are still considered by audio
engineers as the best measure of speech
intelligibility. Retropics expressions are
documented as authentic, intelligible speech by
a computer-audio systems expert with two years
of practical daily experience in the recording
and application of these specific speech
phenomena.
Recent Caltech research shows that our
minds can hear and interpret backwards
recordings as intelligible speech. The
expressions presented in our report are therefore
unconsciously identified, interpreted, and
memorized by the viewers.
Do these hidden messages form a part of
what Pokémon teaches children about how to
get along with others? Consider the following
examples posted to <www.retropics.com>:
THEY’RE PLAY FAMILY.
This
expression is found in the theme song. Does
Pokémon provide a quality family experience?
GET A GUN. Two children are involved in
a dispute. Has this girl been taught to resolve
conflicts through the escalation of force?
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as outside schools, during traffic jams,
following accidents, or in dangerous weather
conditions like fog.
Dr. Oliver Carsten, head of the Leeds team,
predicted the system would soon be standard
across the EU. “The idea that people should
have freedom to flout the law is an odd concept
when it is a legal requirement that you comply
with the speed limit. When you drive the car,
you hardly notice the speed limiter unless you
are deliberately trying to push things too fast.”
The Department of Transport said: “There
are considerable benefits that could be had in
accident reduction and fuel savings, but it might
also mean that people find other ways of
speeding.”
The Deputy Prime Minister will be told that
extensive trials have been such a success that a
phased introduction of speed restricters would
also dramatically reduce road congestion and
cut pollution. [End quoting]
Do you think “Big Brother” is going to use
SATELLITES TO STOP
such a system only for the nice reasons being
CARS FROM SPEEDING
talked about in this hype? Every one of these
kinds of announcements suggests the rope
From
the
INTERNET,
<http:// tightening ever so slightly yet smoothly around
www.sightings.com>, 1/4/00: [quoting]
our necks.
Drivers might be automatically stopped from
FDA ATTACKS THE INTERNET
speeding by an electronic device that could be
fitted to all cars within 10 years.
From the INTERNET, 1/9/00: [quoting]
The system uses satellite navigation to
Please forward far and wide.
pinpoint the location of each vehicle, an in-car
FDA is a rogue agency like BATF—a
computer loaded with a road map and the speed
limits for each street in the country, and a semi-autonomous little branch of gestapo
device to cut-off the fuel supply if the speed government. Time to ABOLISH the FDA.
They are rife with criminal conspiracies,
limits are exceeded.
Any attempt to introduce such a many of which involve Monsanto/Searle, the
sophisticated device for controlling speed falsification of data, and other federal crimes.
automatically would see the biggest row over This is the agency charged with “safeguarding”
state interference in road freedom since seatbelt the public against dangerous food additives/
legislation. It is also likely to be resisted by drugs. The murderous fraudsters have struck
auto manufacturers who rely heavily on images again with killer Viagra. They are furiously
stonewalling and covering up the deadly
of fast cars to sell new models.
However, researchers predict that the aspartame/nutrasweet fraud which is of
equipment, which would cost only a few MAJOR proportions. rBGH is another
hundred pounds per car, will come to be widely CLEAR example of fraud and alienation of the
accepted as a life-saver, just as seat-belts were public trust.
Contact your Congressmen regarding this
despite initial fierce resistance.
The trials were commissioned by the issue, please.
FDA is an unconstitutional rogue agency
Department for Environment, Transport, and
the Regions, and were carried out by a team at which has illegally formed it own “swat
Leeds University, together with the Motor police”, and it should be abolished. Get them
before they get YOU or your freedom to
Industry Research Association.
Their final report is expected to recommend choose healthcare alternatives.
Dave Hartley <http://www.Ashevillea 10-year phasing-in period with the system
initially voluntary for older models, compulsory Computer.com/dave> from The Life Extension
for all new cars by 2005, and mandatory by the Foundation. You can access the Foundation’s
end of the decade. The report will claim that Website at <http://www.lef.org>.
the benefits will become evident once 60 per
Date: 6 Jan 2000 01:03:20
cent of vehicles have been fitted with the
Subject: FDA Attacks The Internet; FDA
device, which will slow the overall speed of
Seeks To Destroy Alternative Health Websites
traffic.
By William Faloon
The system offers the possibility of slowing
The FDA’s history is one of incompetence,
down traffic not just to observe speed limits,
but to cope with particular circumstances such fraud, deceit, and the continuous striving for
WE SCREW YOU.
Two characters
express their affection towards one of the
Pokémon creatures. The male character gives
this expression, but is it appropriate?
To hear the audio files, visit
<www.retropics.com>. Listen to these
expressions and decide for yourself: are these
the lessons we want to teach young children?
[End quoting]
The above is, unfortunately, just one of
many possible examples of the kinds of
sophisticated subliminal programming
techniques being employed today for a wide
variety of no-good reasons. One wonders, for
example, what may be injected into the socalled background music being played in
grocery and other stores. Refer back to the
unsettling and somewhat overwhelming report
covering various mind-control techniques just
presented in the January issue of The
SPECTRUM.
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more power. Over the past 25 years, the Food
and Drug Administration has sought to gain
authoritarian control that Congress never
intended it to have. In every attempt to seize
this kind of power, the FDA has been beaten
back by a swell of public protest.
The FDA has just launched a disinformation
campaign to deceive Congress into believing
that the agency needs to “protect” the public
from health information on the Internet. The
FDA is seeking ten million tax dollars a year to
attack alternative health and pharmacy websites.
If the FDA convinces Congress to give it
the power and money to do this, American
consumers will be denied access to innovative
therapies, and will be forced to pay a good deal
more for the nutrient and drug therapies the
FDA allows them to buy over the Internet.
One of the FDA’s proposals is to be able to
fine Internet pharmacies $500,000 every time
they dispense a drug without a prescription
authorized by the agency. With this kind of
excessive fining power, the FDA will be able
to bankrupt any online pharmacy it targets.
To make it easy for them to shut down
large numbers of websites, the FDA wants the
power to issue subpoenas without first
obtaining a court order, a totalitarian tactic the
American public revolted against when the
agency proposed it in 1990.
Finally, the FDA says it wants to set up “a
rapid response team” to identify, investigate,
and prosecute websites. In other words, the
FDA is seeking to establish an army of
cyberspace storm-troopers to enable it to shut
down large numbers of websites quickly.
The alleged purpose of these new powers is
to “target and punish those who engage in
illegal drug sales over the Internet”. This may
sound reasonable to the average person, but as
members of The Life Extension Foundation
well know, the FDA’s history is one of
ineptitude and corruption that has caused
millions of Americans to suffer and die
needlessly.
In 1994, the FDA Museum was established
to document FDA malfeasance, and show that
the agency hasn’t the scientific legitimacy to be
allowed to police the healthcare of the
American people. A flagrant example of FDA
deception can be found in their current attempt
to control the Internet.
The FDA has identified one person who
died after obtaining Viagra from a web
pharmacy without a prescription. The FDA is
using this one death as an example of why the
FDA needs to impose dictatorial power over all
health websites.
One problem with this position is that, as of
November 1998, at least 130 Americans died
from taking Viagra legally prescribed by their
doctors. (The total number of Viagra-related
deaths for 1999 has not yet been calculated.)
The FDA approved Viagra as being safe, even
though many Americans have died when the
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drug has been legally prescribed.
The FDA failed to detect this lethal sideeffect of Viagra, yet it is now seeking gestapolike power to attack any Internet health
company it wishes to, without due process. It’s
time for the public to speak up again to let
Congress know that this kind of FDA tyranny
will not be tolerated by taxpayers.
WHY INTERNET REGULATION
IS DOOMED TO FAIL
The powers the FDA is seeking are
unconstitutional, and the agency has neither the
competence nor the integrity to police the
Internet. But even if it did, it would be
impractical for the agency to do so.
There are currently an estimated 8,000
health sites on the Internet. If Congress gives
the FDA $10 million a year, the best the
agency could do is shut down a couple of
hundred sites a year. Within a few years, the
FDA would create a litigation monster whose
appetite would far exceed their $10 million
annual budget. The FDA would be bogged
down in a quagmire of judicial proceedings,
while thousands of new health websites would
be springing up that the agency would be at an
utter loss to control.
The end result of the FDA’s war against the
free flow of information on the Internet would
be tens of millions of tax dollars wasted, with
less so-called consumer “protection” than exists
today.
THE FDA ALREADY HAS
THE LEGAL POWER IT NEEDS
The charade the FDA is parading before
Congress is that they need more money and
stricter laws to regulate e-commerce. The facts
are that the FDA already has the regulatory
structure to “protect” the consumer on the
Internet. Much of what the FDA wants is
already covered by existing Federal and State
law, but the agency is seeking to add another
bureaucratic layer of law and money to
suppress the dissemination of health
information.
AN ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL
The FDA has its own website <http://
www.fda.gov>. For a fraction of the cost of
becoming the health police of the Internet
police, the agency could post its own evaluation
of alternative health websites that it thought
were promoting fraudulent or dangerous
products. Americans would then be free to
make their own decisions about whether to
believe what the FDA says about health
websites.
However, the FDA has no interest in trying
to persuade Americans with evidence. It wants
(and has always wanted) authoritarian powers
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and as much money as possible from Congress
because it is a political organization rather than
a scientific one.
As a result, FDA
suppression of information has been,
historically, the leading cause of death in the
United States, while adverse reactions to
FDA-approved drugs is currently the 4th-to6th leading cause of death. Clearly, the FDA
lacks the constitutional authority, the
competence, the integrity, or the scientific
credibility to be given additional power and
money to police the Internet.
A HISTORY OF VICTORIES
OVER THE FDA
The Federal Courts, Congress and the
public have dealt the FDA severe losses over
the past 25 years. The first citizens’ victory
occurred in the 1970s when the FDA tried to
turn vitamin supplements into prescription
drugs. An uproar from the public resulted in
Congress unanimously rejecting FDA’s brazen
arguments that vitamins are so “dangerous” that
they should only be prescribed by doctors.
This blatant power grab came at a time when
the vast majority of doctors had little or no
knowledge of the health benefits of vitamins.
In 1990, the FDA tried to have a law
passed that would have enabled the agency to
make summary seizures of products from
companies, and institute wire taps without a
court warrant. The public again defended the
Bill of Rights by inundating Congress with so
much mail that the FDA’s proposed law was
abandoned.
In 1993, the FDA stated that it wanted to
classify all amino acids and many minerals as
prescription drugs. The public expressed such
a high degree of outrage over the FDA’s
draconian proposition that Congress passed the
Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act
(in 1994) that significantly limited the FDA’s
authority to regulate dietary supplements.
Since 1994, the FDA has circumvented the
will of the people and Congress by seeking to
censor what the public is allowed to hear about
supplements and drugs. The FDA has been
defeated repeatedly in the courts, and has been
forced to retreat because of an onslaught of
public opposition to all forms of censorship the
agency has proposed.
ORWELLIAN COMPUTER ROBOTS
A nightmare scenario sometimes portrayed
in science fiction novels involves a totalitarian
government using advanced computers to
monitor the activities of citizens. In these
novels, people who don’t behave according to
government standards are targeted for
persecution or summary elimination. The
Orwellian prophesy is becoming reality as the
FDA is proposing to spend a million dollars a
year on artificial intelligence computer robots
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that would scan the Internet for phrases such as
“prevents cancer” and “prescription drug” so
the FDA could “swiftly gather the information
needed to prosecute”.
The new law the FDA is proposing would
mandate that on-line pharmacies first receive
FDA approval to operate. Pharmacies are
currently regulated by the States, but the FDA
is seeking to impose a new Federal bureaucratic
layer that will greatly increase the cost of
purchasing products on the Internet.
The FDA needs to convince Congress that
American citizens should be subjected to
Orwellian investigative tactics, and that
taxpayer dollars should be appropriated to pay
for these web robots to assist the FDA in
detecting words it does not want Americans to
read.
American citizens who cherish their
constitutional rights against undue government
intrusion should contact their members of
Congress and demand that the FDA not be
given the money, nor the legal authority to
control the Internet. This is more than just a
health freedom issue. The FDA’s orwellian
proposals are unprecedented and would lead to
a serious breakdown of our civil liberties if
enacted into law.
JUST TELL CONGRESS TO
SAY “NO” TO THE FDA
The FDA is using the free-flowing
popularity of the Internet in a ploy to deceive
Congress into appropriating ten million tax
dollars a year to fund an unconstitutional witch

hunt against free speech. The new powers the
FDA is seeking are blatantly un-American and
resemble the kinds of police-state tactics
employed by totalitarian regimes such as
communist China.
The FDA’s latest fabrication will fail if
Americans
tell
their
Congressional
representatives to say NO to any new proposal
or law that would give the FDA more power or
money.
Included in this message is a letter that can
be sent to Congress. To obtain the name, email address, voice phone number, and fax
number of your member of Congress, check
<http://www.house.gov> or phone the
Congressional switchboard at 1-202-224-3121.
Note:
the
House
Directory
at
<www.house.gov> was not working despite
repeated attempts between 7:30 and 8:00 PM
EST 1/5/00, but you can find both e-mail and
mailing information for your Representative by
selecting EC Member Offices.
We suggest that you also send a copy of
this letter to:
The President
The White House
Washington, DC 20500
You can e-mail the President at this White
House page: <http://www.whitehouse.gov/WH/
Mail/html/Mail-President.html>.
You can access the Foundation’s website at
<http://www.lef.org> to obtain additional
information about the FDA’s track record of
unlawfully suppressing life-saving information.
We encourage Foundation members to
defend the Constitution against the FDA’s latest
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attempt to gain repressive power over the
individual’s right to choose. Please send the
following letter (or your own letter) to your
Congressional representative:
To the Honorable_______________.
Date:_____________.
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
The Fiscal Year 2001 budget to be
submitted by the Executive Branch of the
government contains a provision whereby the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is to be
appropriated ten million dollars a year to police
the Internet.
I AM VEHEMENTLY
OPPOSED TO MY TAX DOLLARS BEING
USED TO FUND THE FDA FOR THIS
PURPOSE! I believe that additional FDA
power and funding would be used to deprive
the American people of valuable health
information and health products.
In the FY-2001 budget proposal, the FDA
is asking Congress to pass new laws that would
give the agency repressive powers that would
restrict the free flow of information on the
Internet.
I ASK THAT YOU VOTE
AGAINST ANY PROPOSED LAW THAT
GIVES THE FDA MORE CONTROL OVER
WHAT I AM ALLOWED TO READ AND
PUT INTO MY BODY!
Some of the
unconstitutional authority the FDA is seeking
includes:
(1) Issuing subpoenas without a court order.
Giving the FDA this new power is
unconstitutional, and would create a litigation
monster whose annual appetite would rapidly
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exceed the ten million dollars a year the agency
is seeking.
(2) Fining Internet pharmacies $500,000
every time they sell a drug that does not meet
the FDA’s definition of a legal prescription.
This type of excessive fine would enable the
FDA to bankrupt any online pharmacy it
decides to target in a capricious and arbitrary
manner.
(3) Setting up a “rapid response team” to
identify, investigate, and prosecute websites,
i.e., the FDA is seeking to establish an army of
storm-troopers to summarily shut down any
website it chooses.
Please do not be misled by the FDA’s
attempts to convince you that they are trying to
protect the health of the American people by
regulating the Internet. According to the April
15, 1998 issue of the Journal Of The American
Medical Association, adverse reactions to
legally-prescribed FDA-approved drugs are the
fourth-to-sixth leading cause of death in the
United States! Since this article was published
almost two years ago, the FDA has done
nothing to reduce the number of Americans
dying from dangerous drugs, yet the FDA now
seeks ten million tax dollars a year to attack
health and pharmacy websites.
Respectfully,
/s/________________.
[End quoting]
Don’t overlook the article on colloidal silver
elsewhere in this issue of The SPECTRUM for
more reasons to keep a close and vigilant watch
on the FDA.
SUPREME COURT GIVES US ANOTHER
“YES TO PRIVACY” VICTORY
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, by
William Safire, LOS Angeles, 1/18/00:
[quoting]
[He’s writing about the misuse of driver’s
license information by the government.]
....The state of South Carolina challenged
Congress’ right to pass such a law, saying it
infringed on states’ rights to regulate driving.
A federal appeals court agreed, ridiculing a
right to privacy in personal information such as
a birth date on a license “often needed to cash
a check, board an airplane, or purchase
alcohol”.
Because the Rehnquist court has been
powerful in stopping Congress’ threegeneration habit of snatching power from the
states, the betting was that this case would
continue that anti-centralist trend.
But to the relief of those who think personal
freedom worth preserving, the anti-centralist
majority on the court, despite its states’ rights
predilections, stretched its reasoning to find that
“Congress did not run afoul of the federalism
principles”. The liberal minority joined in,
resulting in a stunning 9-0 decision upholding
privacy. That means that the strengthening of
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the act by Sen. Richard Shelby, supported by
Frank Wolf in the House, will also pass muster.
They changed the weak “opt out” clause to a
tough “opt in”—meaning that motor vehicle
bureaus everywhere must soon seek drivers’
written consent before selling marketers photos
and information about age, domicile, or
disability. Shelby said the decision “will help
protect women from stalkers, keep telemarketers
from interrupting dinner, and give people peace
of mind that private information collected by
the government is secure”.
Presidential candidates (Steve Forbes
excepted) fail to see privacy as a gut principle
to defend, but the Supreme Court does. As
hope glimmers, pay cash and don’t give out
your Social Security number.
William Safire writes a column for The New
York Times. [End quoting]
Don’t give up. We still are able to win
some victories, even if minor. The constant
attempts by “big business” to intrude upon our
privacy for their commercial gain are only one
reason for the need for vigilance. The business
intrusion is used, at another level, as a
diversionary smoke screen by more covert
operations—Big Brother—to snoop for the
purpose of controlling more completely we-thepeople’s lives.
TRANSFORMERS ADD LIFE
TO APPLIANCES
From UNKNOWN source: [quoting]
New transformers that smooth out the
uneven voltages that plague the nation’s electric
power grid would prolong the lives of light
bulbs and appliance motors, says the
consortium that is developing the technology.
The new transformers would replace the
copper coils and iron cores, found in
conventional transformers, with solid state
technology.
Once commercialized, they’d make obsolete
the pole-mounted canisters, ground-level metal
boxes, and underground units that electric
utilities currently use to “step down” higher
distribution voltages to 120 volts.
Several homes typically feed off the same
transformer. Asea Brown Boveri Ltd., the
German utility industry supplier that owns the
patent, may begin selling the transformers to
utilities within a few years.
[End quoting]
The old fashioned type of transformer has
been quite durable and forgiving of a wide
range of abusive conditions. One wonders if
this new design will turn out to really be an
improvement or, like so many other
disappointments marketed as better, be a source
of even more annoying power outages!
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2000: [quoting]
Don’t assume that your shirt protects you
from the harmful rays of the Sun just because it
covers your skin. As much as 50 percent of
ultraviolet rays penetrate clothing—enough to
cause, over time, wrinkles, age spots, and skin
cancer. That’s especially true for white or
pastel colored clothes, as well as for loosely
woven or stretchable fabrics, including silks
and nylons. And white bleached cotton and
crepe are practically transparent to UV rays;
they have a Skin Protection Factor equivalent
to only 6 or 7, which is much less than the SPF
15 recommended by the Skin Cancer
Foundation.
To combat this deficiency, CIBA Specialty
Chemicals has developed a sunblock for fabrics
that you launder into clothing in your own
washing machine. The sunblock increases
levels of UV protection with each washing,
starting with an SPF of about 8, after one
washing, and leveling off at an SPF of about
25, after 10 washings.
The laundry additive works in hot or cold
water, is harmless to fabrics, and doesn’t wash
out or lose its effectiveness over time.
Perspiration has no effect on the chemical,
unless the clothing becomes so soaked that it
becomes almost see-through. CIBA also says
the additive is nonallergenic, nontoxic, and
biodegradable.
The company hopes laundry detergent and
fabric softener makers will begin including the
additive in their products this year. According
to CIBA, it would cost consumers only pennies
per washload. A version of the additive can be
manufactured into clothing as well, which
would provide the Sun protection equivalent of
100 or more for garments made from the treated
fabric. — Noda Mongioletti [End quoting]
Hopefully it will be as good as they say,
but the salesman’s hype today is usually a good
distance from the truth. And one wonders what
effect these chemicals in the washing machine’s
discharge water may have on other systems like
septic tanks.
THE MORMONS AND THE JEHOVAH’S
WITNESSES ARE THE SAME
ORGANISATION

From the INTERNET, by David Icke, dated
1/15/00: [quoting]
It’s amazing how everything fits together in
the world of the Illuminati if you are prepared
to dig deep enough.
The people and organisations who attack
and abuse each other in public, or appear to be
in competition, turn out, over and over, to be
different masks on the same face. Take the
Mormons and the Jehovah’s Witnesses (if we
must).
SUNSCREEN FOR YOUR CLOTHES
We are told they are different organisations
which stand for different “beliefs” and the
From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, Feb. followers of both would be aghast at the
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thought that they could be connected in any
way. But then the mass of unthinking
followers in any religion are merely the fodder
and the screen behind which the real business
goes on.
The founders of both “faiths”, the Mormons
and JWs, were of the Illuminati bloodline.
Charles Taze Russell, who founded the
Watchtower Society (JWs), was of the
Illuminati Russell bloodline, which also
founded the infamous Skull and Bones Society
at Yale University.
Charles Taze Russell was a Satanist, a
pedophile according to his wife, and a friend of
the Rothschilds. Indeed it was the Rothschilds
who funded the Jehovah’s Witness operation
into being, along with other Illuminati bankers,
through “contributions” by organisations like
the Rothschild-controlled B’nai B’rith. This
was proven in a court of law in 1922.
One of the key people involved in this was
Frank Goldman, who later became President of
B’nai B’rith. Why would an organisation set
up (in theory) to help Jewish people and
promote the Jewish faith, be funding into
existence the Jehovah’s Witnesses?? I think the
name Rothschild answers the question.
Russell was also a high degree Freemason
and Knights Templar. He promoted Zionism,
another Rothschild creation, on behalf of his
friends and backers. [See the next article in
this News Desk: Was Hitler A Rothschild?]
Joseph Smith, along with Hiram Smith and
Brigham Young, were the key figures behind
the creation of the Mormon religion. They
were of the elite of the elite Illuminati
bloodline, the Merovingian or “Holy Grail”
line, and were all high-degree Freemasons.
They were also Satanists and formed their
“church” as a front for Satanic activity which
very much still goes on today. Why wouldn’t
it, that is what it is there for.
The Mormon empire was funded into
existence by the Rothschilds, through their
Kuhn-Loeb bank, which also funded the
Russian Revolution and Adolf Hitler, and yet
again B’nai B’rith—the Rothschild intelligence
arm and defamer of genuine researchers—was
involved.
Notice any similarities between these two
religions??
Again the followers of these mind-control
cults would be shocked to think that the upper
levels of these “religions” would engage in
Satanic activity and human sacrifice of children,
but it is about time they knew.
Russell’s family was formerly known as
Roessel and went to Scotland from Germany.
Of course, Germany is a massive occult centre,
from which the Rothschilds emerged, and
Scotland is one of the key areas of the world
for Illuminati bloodlines. From the start,
Charles Taze Russell used his new Watchtower
Society, based at Bethel, Brooklyn, New York,
as a front for black magic, or Enochian magic
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as his brand of Satanism was called.
He put the flying Sun disk on the front of
his books, an ancient Illuminati symbol going
back to Egypt and Babylon. The Watchtower
magazine has always been a mass of subliminal
and less subliminal occult symbolism, and the
very name, Watchtower, is part of Illuminati
and Freemasonic legend and code.
To them, watchtowers are areas of the
“magical universe”. The unseen realms.
Russell was buried under a pyramid in the
United States after being ritually killed on
Halloween, 1917. These leading Satanists of
the Illuminati are ritually killed when their time

comes in line with their obsession with ritual.
To them, everything is ritual. Again and again
the Jehovah’s Witness church is named by
survivors of trauma-based mind control as
being involved in these unspeakable mindcontrol projects.
The Mormons were also created as a front
for Satanism and, like the Watchtower Society,
Enochian magic. When I spoke in Salt Lake
City, near to the Mormon Temple, I came
across the fascinating book by William J.
Schnoebelen called Mormonism’s Temple Of
Doom.
Schnoebelen was initiated into the Wicca

Revelations of a Mother Goddess
—VIDEO—
The staggering story of human sacrifice and satanic ritual, involving the most
famous people in the world.
Arizona Wilder, formerly Jennifer Greene, was mind-programmed from birth to
become one of the three most important female conductors of Satanic rituals on
the planet. Her programmer was Josef Mengele, the notorious "Angel of Death"
in the Nazi concentration camps,
and when he died in the late
1980s, her programming began to
break down.
In this video interview with David
Icke, she describes human
sacrifice rituals at Glamis Castle
and Balmoral, in which the
Queen, the Queen Mother and
other members of the Royal
Family sacrificed children in
Satanic ceremonies.
She talks of the same
experiences with Henry Kissinger,
George Bush, Bill Clinton,
members of the Rockefeller and
Rothschild families and a host of
the most famous names in the
United States and the United
Kingdom.
Your view of the world will never
be the same when you hear the
revelations of Arizona Wilder and
their relevance to your daily life.
Video Price: $ 24.95
Available from Wisdom Books & Press (please see Back Page for ordering information).
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religion, then into Freemasonry, before going
through the Mormon initiation in the Salt Lake
temple. He shows in great detail that all three
initiations were the same. The same oaths,
secret handshakes, and garb.
Of course they are. We are looking at one
face here, hidden by many masks. The Salt Lake
temple is covered with Illuminati symbols, like the
All-Seeing Eye, and it is built with granite, a rock
which has been used throughout the ages for
temples on Earth power-centres and for esoteric
initiation.
The Mormons also use the bee symbol, a
classic symbol of the Merovingian bloodline,
which people like the author, Sir Laurence
Gardner, want to kid us goes back to “Jesus”,
when in fact it is the “Holy Grail” bloodline of
the Illuminati, the “purest” reptilian line.
Joseph Smith carried a dove medallion given
to him by an English Masonic lodge. The dove
is Illuminati symbolism for Queen Semiramis, the
female deity in their Babylonian trinity.
The Mormon Church, like the Watchtower
Society, is also a front for trauma-based mind
control. Many survivors have told of their
horrific torture in Salt Lake City, in Mormon
buildings and centres. The Mormon genealogy
operation is also a front behind which the
Illuminati keep track of the reptilian bloodline—
who has it to a “pure” enough level and who has
not.
You won’t be surprised to know, therefore,
that the Mormons and the Jehovah’s Witnesses
are the same organisation at the top level, where
the elders of the Mormons and the leaders of the
Watchtower Society operate a very different
agenda to the one their followers believe.
But what chance have you got of knowing
what is happening within your “church” when
you refuse to think or question? “Have faith”, the
mantra of these religious conmen through the
ages, really means: “Don’t think and don’t
question.”
I was taken around the Mormon Temple site
(not the Temple, which is only for initiates) by
two lovely girls from Thailand and Hong Kong.
They had worked their asses off for years to pay
their own fare to America and to pay for their
own accommodation and living expenses for the
privilege of serving this unbelievably wealthy
organisation, as “guides” (recruiters) for the faith.
On the way ’round, I asked them what they
thought the significance was of the founders of
the Mormon church all being high-degree
Freemasons. They looked at each other for a
moment in bewilderment, and then one said:
“What’s Freemasonry?”
And a few can’t control the world??
I want to give people the opportunity here to
tell their stories about the Mormons and the
Jehovah’s Witnesses—and any other religious
fronts—both to expose what is happening and to
give people still in those “faiths” the chance to
see what is really going on around them. If you
want to contribute your experiences on these
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subjects, please sent them to this website and we
will start a new archive if there is a big enough
response. You may have seen two contributions
about the Watchtower Society already. Have
faith! DAVID ICKE
Website
addresses
are:
<http://
www.davidicke.com/icke/articles/russell.html>,
<http://www.davidicke.com/icke/webtv/articles/
wrussell.html> Copyright(c) David Icke, Bridge
of Love Publications. Permission granted to
distribute this article freely. [End quoting]
It has been said many times that The Truth
will come out in the end times! This next item is
of even greater importance toward filling-in
missing pieces of correct history.
WAS HITLER A ROTHSCHILD??
Excerpted from the INTERNET, by David
Icke, <http://www.davidicke.com>, 1/15/00:
[quoting]
David Icke E-Magazine January 15, 2000—
Volume 9:
Official history is merely a veil to hide the
truth of what really happened. When the veil is
lifted, again and again we see that not only is the
official version not true, it is often 100% wrong.
Take the Rothschilds, the bloodline formerly
known, among other names, as the Bauers, one of
the most notorious black-occult bloodlines of
Middle-Ages Germany. It became known as
Rothschild (red-shield or rotes-schild in German)
in the 18th century when a financial dynasty was
founded in Frankfurt by Mayer Amschel
Rothschild, working in league with the Illuminati
House of Hesse and others. They took their
name from the red shield or hexagram/Star of
David on the front of their house in Frankfurt.
The Star of David or Seal of Solomon is an
ancient esoteric symbol and only became
associated with Jewish people after the
Rothschilds adopted it for themselves. It has
absolutely no connection to “David” or
“Solomon”, as Jewish historical sources confirm.
The Rothschilds are one of the top Illuminati
bloodlines on the planet, and they are shapeshifting reptilians (see my book The Biggest
Secret).
Guy de Rothschild, of the French House,
heads this bloodline dynasty today. He is one of
the most grotesque exponents of trauma-based
mind control, indeed the top man according to
many of those who have suffered mercilessly
under his torture.
I am always loath to use the word evil, but if
evil is the reverse of live, Guy de Rothschild is
thoroughly evil. He stands for the opposite of
life. He has been personally responsible for the
torture and death of millions of children and
adults, either directly or through those he controls.
He conducts satanic rituals, as all these bloodlines
have always done, and goodness knows how
many human sacrifices he has been involved in.
If what I am saying is wrong, Guy de
Rothschild, then take me to court and let’s reveal
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the evidence. You are a multi-billionaire and you
control the courts and the media. I have next to
nothing. I should, therefore, be a pushover. So
come on, Mr. Rothschild, let’s have you. Let’s
take these claims into the public arena, and have
you and me in the witness box. Make my day.
Already I can hear the clamor gathering to
condemn me as “anti-semitic” because the
Rothschilds claim to be “Jewish.” Organisations
like the Anti-Defamation League and B’nai B’rith
have already made strenuous efforts to label me in
this way for exposing the Rothschilds and to stop
me speaking in public.
How funny then that both organisations were
created by, and continue to be bankrolled by, the
Rothschilds. Just a coincidence, nothing to worry
about. B’nai B’rith means, appropriately, “Sons
of the Alliance” and was established by the
Rothschilds in 1843 as an intelligence arm and to
defame and destroy legitimate researchers with the
label “anti-semitic”.
Many of their speakers openly supported
slavery during the American Civil War, and today
they seek to condemn some Black leaders as
“anti-semitic” or “racist”! Every year, the AntiDefamation League award their “Torch of
Liberty” (the classic Illuminati symbol) to the
person they believe has served their cause the
most. One year they gave it to Morris Dalitz, an
intimate of the notorious Meyer Lansky crime
syndicate which terrorised America. Perfect
choice.
Of course, the strength of feeling that fans the
flames of condemnation against anyone dubbed
“anti-semitic” today is the sickening persecution
of Jewish people by the Nazis of Adolf Hitler.
To expose or question the actions of the
Rothschilds or any other Jewish person or
organisation is to be called a “Nazi” and “antisemitic”, that all-encompassing label which has
discredited so many researchers and stopped them
having the opportunity to speak in public because
of protest by unthinking robot radicals and the
refusal of venues to host their meetings.
I have had this from time to time, not least in
eastern Canada, thanks to a campaign by B’nai
B’rith and the Anti-Defamation League (which
spends it’s entire time trying to defame people).
Both organisations, I repeat, are Rothschild
created and controlled.
How strange then, that as I have documented
in my books And The Truth Shall Set You Free
and The Biggest Secret, along with endless other
researchers and scholars, Adolf Hitler and the
Nazis were created and funded by the
Rothschilds. It was they who arranged for Hitler
to come to power through the Illuminati secret
societies in Germany, like the Thule Society and
the Vril Society, which they created through their
German networks; it was the Rothschilds who
funded Hitler through the Bank of England and
other British and American sources, like the
Rothschild’s Kuhn-Loeb bank, which also funded
the Russian Revolution.
The very heart of Hitler’s war machine was
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the chemical giant, I.G. Farben, which had an
American arm that was controlled by the
Rothschilds through their lackeys, the Warburgs.
Paul Warburg, who manipulated into existence
the privately-owned “central bank” of America,
the Federal Reserve, in 1913, was on the board of
American I.G. Indeed, Hitler’s I.G. Farben,
which ran the slave labour camp at Auchwitz,
was, in reality, a division of Standard Oil,
officially owned by the Rockefellers, but in truth
the Rockefeller empire was funded into existence
by the Rothschilds. (Again, see my books And
The Truth Shall Set You Free and The Biggest
Secret for the detailed background of this and
other aspects of this story.)
The Rothschilds also owned the German
news agencies during both World Wars, and thus
controlled the flow of “information” to Germans
and the outside world. Incidentally, when Allied
troops entered Germany, they found that the I.G.
Farben factories, the very core of Hitler’s war
operation, had not been hit by the mass
bombings, and neither had Ford factories—
another Illuminati supporter of Hitler. Other
factories nearby had been demolished by bombing
raids.
So, the force behind Adolf Hitler, on behalf
of the Illuminati, was the House of Rothschild,
this “Jewish” bloodline which claims to support
and protect the Jewish faith and people. In fact,
they use and sickeningly abuse the Jewish people
for their own horrific ends.
The Rothschilds, like the Illuminati in general,
treat the mass of the Jewish people with utter
contempt. They are, like the rest of the global
population, just cattle to be used to advance the
agenda of global control and mastery, by a
network of interbreeding bloodlines, impregnated
with a reptilian genetic code, and known to
researchers as the Illuminati.
Indeed, the Illuminati are so utterly obsessed
with bloodline, because of this reptilian genetic
code, that there was no way that someone like
Hitler would come to power in those vital
circumstances for the Illuminati, unless he was of
the reptilian bloodline. If you look in my books,
you will see how the same bloodline has held the
positions of royal, aristocratic, financial, political,
military, and media power in the world for
literally thousands of years.
This is the bloodline that has produced ALL
42 of the Presidents of the United States since
and including George Washington in 1789. It is
the bloodline of the runaway favorite to win the
2000 election, George W. Bush. The World War
Two leaders, Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin,
were of the bloodline and also Freemasons and
Satanists. They were manipulated into office, and
their country’s war effort funded, by the
Rothschilds and the other Illuminati bloodlines.
So are we to believe, therefore, that although
this same group provably funded Adolf Hitler’s
rise to power and his war machine, that he would
be the odd one out, a leader of crucial importance
to the agenda who was NOT bloodline?
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But hold on. Hitler couldn’t be the same
bloodline as, say, the Rothschilds because, as we
all know, the Rothschilds are defenders of Jewish
people and Hitler slaughtered them, along with
communists and gypsies and others who opposed
him or he wanted to eliminate. The Rothschilds
are Jewish, they’d never do that.
Oh really.
According to a book by a psychoanalyst,
Walter Langer, called The Mind Of Hitler, not
only was Hitler supported by the Rothschilds, he
WAS a Rothschild.
This revelation fits like a glove with the
actions of the Rothschilds and other Illuminati
bloodlines in Germany who brought Hitler to the
fore as dictator of that nation. He was also
supported by the British Royal Family, the House
of Windsor (in truth the German House of SaxeCoburg-Gotha), and these included the British
Royal “war hero”, Lord Mountbatten, a
Rothschild and a Satanist.
Their royal relatives in Germany, who you
would never have thought would normally
support an apparent guy from the street like
Hitler, were among his most enthusiastic
supporters. But, of course, they knew who he
really was. There is no way in the world when
you do any study of the Illuminati obsession with
bloodline that Hitler would not have been one of
them. Langer writes:
“Adolf’s father, Alois Hitler, was the
illegitimate son of Maria Anna Schicklgruber. It
was generally supposed that the father of Alois
Hitler (Schicklgruber) was Johann Georg Hiedler.
There are some people who seriously doubt that
Johann Georg Hiedler was the father of Alois (an
Austrian document was prepared that proved
Maria Anna Schicklgruber was living in Vienna
at the time she conceived). At that time she was
employed as a servant in the home of Baron
Rothschild. As soon as the family discovered her
pregnancy, she was sent back home...where Alois
was born.”
Was Hitler’s determination to take over
Austria anything to do with his desire to destroy
records of his lineage? It appears that he learned
of his Rothschild bloodline after he became
Chancellor of Germany.
The Rothschilds and the Illuminati produce
many offspring out of wedlock, in their secret
breeding programmes, and these children are
brought up under other names with other parents.
Like Bill Clinton, who is almost certainly
Rockefeller-produced in the same way, these
“ordinary kids from ordinary backgrounds” go on
to be extraordinarily successful in their chosen
field. Hitler, too, would have produced unofficial
children to maintain his strand of the bloodline,
and there will obviously be people of his
bloodline alive today. [End quoting]
The documentation that David Icke has
amassed in his books is truly astonishing, and he’s
got the nerve to tell it like he sees it—and let the
so-called “elite” and other liars sweat as many
enquiring minds begin to awaken to The Truth.
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THE FOGGING OF AMERICA
OR
THE TELEPHONE COMPANY CON
I called Jack Koenig—who wrote the
previous articles on The Fogging Of America—
and he graciously agreed to simplify his
information, make it more concise, and to give
more details about the long list of charges on
your bills, and how to eliminate any of them, if
at all possible.
From the INTERNET, by Jack Koenig,
dated 1/18/00: [quoting]
If you use 50 minutes of long distance a
month, did you know that AT&T’s heavily
advertised One Rate 7-Cent will actually set
you back 24.7 cents a minute? Or that MCI’s
Five Cents Any Day rate will cost you 30.9
cents a minute if used during the day? And
how about Sprint’s Sense 10 Cents per minute
rate? Bite your tongue—that can actually cost
you 77.8 cents!
This report will help you understand
how all carriers, but in particular AT&T
and
MCI,
have
used
the
1996
Telecommunications Act to deceive the
public by masquerading a portion of their
rates as federally mandated taxes.
It will also show how you can counteract
these manipulations and achieve savings in
your phone bill whether or not you use long
distance.
Years ago, when AT&T (Ma Bell) ruled the
roost, there wasn’t any need to isolate the
different components of a long-distance call.
After all, they all ended on the same bottom
line. But in reality, there were three distinct
legs in each long-distance call:
The first leg carries your phone call over
the local lines between your phone and your
local carrier’s office.
The second leg carries your phone call over
a long-distance carrier’s lines from your local
carrier’s office to the receiver’s local carrier’s
office.
The third and final leg carries your call
from the receiver’s local carrier’s office to the
destination user’s phone.
After Ma Bell was broken up into AT&T
and the Baby Bells, these three distinct
components of a long-distance call became very
meaningful.
The Baby Bells, which were restricted to
carrying local traffic, complained that FCC
regulations forced them to absorb expenses
associated with carrying the beginning and
ending portions of a long-distance call over
their lines. In 1996, the Congressionally
passed Telecommunications Act began to
address these and other concerns by isolating
long-distance phone costs into the three
different components.
Once these costs were identified and
isolated, the FCC issued rules changing the
method in which the Baby Bells could charge
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long-distance carriers for usage of their lines.
The old method, charging long-distance carriers
a flat per-minute rate, was replaced by a
combined LOWER per-minute rate, PLUS a
flat monthly user line charge called a
Presubscribed Interchange Carrier Charge (or
PICC for short). It should be noted that the
COMBINATION of these replacements was
actually LOWER than the original flat perminute rate.
Then to help the Baby Bells make up for
any loss of revenue from the LOWER
COMBINED charges to the long-distance
companies, they were allowed to charge the
consumer a new item called a Subscriber Line
Charge. By instituting this new charge, the
FCC actually shifted an additional part of the
long-distance carrier’s cost to the consumer.
AND THIS IS WHERE THE SMOKE
AND MIRRORS BEGINS!
The Subscriber Line Charge generally
appears in the local section of your phone bill
as the Federal Subscriber Line Charge, the
implication being that it is some new type of
federally mandated item. In reality, this is in
no way a federally mandated charge: it is an
allowed charge. The Baby Bells claim they
call it a Federal Subscriber Line Charge
because it was allowed by federal regulators as
opposed to state regulators. But by using the
designation Federal, consumers have been led
to believe it is just another federal tax, which of
course it isn’t. Not one cent goes to the federal
government or any governmental agency. The
local companies are not forced or mandated to
charge any amount!
BUT THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING
OF THE SMOKE AND MIRRORS GAME!
Not to be outdone, the long distance
companies were just as quick to capitalize on
the confusion. They took the flat monthly line
charge (the PICC) and placed it in the longdistance section of your bill as the National
Access Fee. Once again, especially with all the
Gore Tax talk, consumers were led to believe
this was just another federal tax. But once
again, it “ain’t” so!
BUT WAIT—THE FCC WASN’T
FINISHED!
In 1997, the FCC implemented rules to
address that portion of the 1996
Telecommunications Act mandating free or
reduced telecommunications services for
schools, libraries, rural health care providers,
high-cost rural areas, and the less fortunate.
These FCC rules are referred to as the
Universal Service Order and directed interstate
long-distance carriers to fund this quest by
paying what they termed a Universal Access
Fee (also called the Gore Tax).
Although the FCC set the Universal Access
Fee to be slightly less than 4% of a carrier’s
long-distance revenue, with a proviso for
quarterly adjustments based on projected
demand, they did not mandate that it be passed
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onto the consumer.
But no business can survive by absorbing
additional non-productive expenses, and as a
consequence, most (if not all) long-distance
carriers opted to pass the Gore Tax onto the
consumer.
But after adding their handling charges to
this fee, the Gore Tax is no longer a simple
4%. Instead, it is passed on to the consumer
either as a flat rate, of so many dollars per
month, or as a percent of the user’s total longdistance charges. Depending on the carrier, this
fee can run the gamut from $1 to $8 per month,
or from 4% to 9.5% of the user’s total longdistance charges. Because of this variance and
the arbitrary method in which it is passed on,
the Gore Tax, along with the PICC (National
Access Fee) should always be taken into
consideration when evaluating long-distance
carriers’ rates.
The bottom line with all these deceptions is
that even folks who seldom use long distance
are beginning to see red! With all the hidden
charges, it’s not unusual for them to receive a
monthly bill exceeding $9 for a simple fiveminute call! That comes out to $1.80 a minute!
Worse yet, even if you don’t use any long
distance, you can still end up paying a Carrier
Line Charge, the Universal Access Fee (Gore
Tax), a National Access Charge, and in many
cases a monthly minimum charge!
So how do you fight these guys?
Although these charges can’t be totally
eliminated, they can be minimized.
Here are several easy ways to cut your
expenses:
If you have multiple lines in your place of
business or home, and use over 50 minutes per
month, consider eliminating long-distance
service on as many extra lines as possible. This
can be accomplished very simply by contacting
your LOCAL carrier and advising them you
don’t want any long-distance service on such
and such a phone number. This will reduce
your monthly Carrier Line Charge, the
Universal Access Fee (Gore Tax), any
minimum charges, and possibly your local
carrier’s National Access Charge. If you
attempt to make a long-distance call on a line
that hasn’t any pre-subscribed long-distance
carrier, you will simply receive a message
stating that you can’t use that line.
For those using less than 50 minutes of long
distance per month, consider refusing to sign up
with any long-distance provider at all! As
stated above, simply call your local carrier and
tell them you don’t want any long-distance
provider. This legal maneuver frees you of the
Carrier Line Charge, any monthly minimum
charge, a lowered to non-existent Universal
Service Fee (Gore Tax), and sometimes a
reduction in the National Access Charge.
If and when you require long distance, use
one of the popular 1010 services. But be
careful, each 1010 service has its own
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peculiarities and hidden charges!
Our
recommendation is 1016-868 (and no, we have
no affiliation with this service). They charge
7.9 cents per minute, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
The only additional charge is a Universal
Access Charge (Gore Tax) for those months in
which you use their service. To use, simply
dial 1016-868 before the area code and phone
number of your recipient.
For those using 50 minutes or more of long
distance per month, use the Internet to search
out low-cost carriers. For those without time
on their hands, you can get a bird’s eye view
of different choices by visiting Senitel
Communication’s
website
at
<www.senitel.com>. We believe Senitel is the
only place on the Internet in which longdistance rates have been reconstituted to include
all hidden costs including the Carrier Line
Charge, National Access Fee, Universal Service
Fee, monthly minimums, monthly line charges,
etc. By doing so, Senitel lets you compare
apples with apples!
For those with only e-mail access, contact
Senitel at <info@senitel.com> and request their
latest advisories on the rapidly changing longdistance market.
For those with neither Internet access nor email service, contact Senitel at their toll-free
number of 877-853-9700 and request their
FREE quarterly newsletter sent via the postal
service.
If you have a traveling family member,
children away at school, or out of state
customers whom you would like to hear from
more often, consider getting an 800 number.
Many long-distance carriers offer this option for
a slight additional monthly fee. The Unitel/
Qwest network, for example, only charges
$2.50 per month for this service plus 4.9 cents
per minute for stateside long-distance calls.
Basically, when someone dials an 800
number, the call is forwarded to a number
designated by you. There is no need for an
extra phone to handle the calls. By using your
800 number, family members, friends, and
business associates can save big-time by calling
at reduced rates.
Data for this report was taken from FCC
documents, interviews with various longdistance operators, and other sources on the
Internet. [End quoting]
I thank Jack very much for this report and
hope it makes it quite clear to you how some of
the biggest phone companies are scamming us
royally. Don’t you think it’s about time we let
our voices be heard on this??
THIS SAYS IT “ALL” ABOUT THIS
WORLD WE LIVE IN
From the INTERNET, 1/21/00: [quoting]
RE: School Atmosphere
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Dear God,
like fine marble. At the top of a long hill, it
Why didn’t you save the school children in was broken by a tall arch that glowed in the
Littleton, Colorado?
sunlight.
Sincerely, Concerned Student
When he was standing before it, he saw a
magnificent gate in the arch that looked like
THE REPLY:
mother of pearl, and the street that led to the
Dear Concerned Student:
gate looked like pure gold. He and the dog
I am not allowed in schools.
walked toward the gate, and as he got closer,
Love, God
he saw a man at a desk to one side.
When he was close enough, he called out,
This should be printed in every newspaper “Excuse me, where are we?”
around the world.
“This is heaven, sir” the man answered.
Pass it on. [End quoting]
“Wow! Would you happen to have some
These are the trying times predicted many water?” the man asked.
years ago. One way or another, on schoolroom
“Of course, sir. Come right in, and I’ll
planet Earth, we are destined to learn what is have some ice water brought right up.” The
important and what is not.
man gestured, and the gate began to open.
“Can my friend,” gesturing toward his dog,
THINGS ARE SELDOM
“come in, too?” the traveler asked.
WHAT THEY SEEM
“I’m sorry, sir, but we don’t accept pets.”
The man thought a moment and then turned
From the INTERNET, 1/22/00: [quoting]
back toward the road and continued the way he
A man and his dog were walking along a had been going.
road. The man was enjoying the scenery, when
After another long walk, and at the top of
it suddenly occurred to him that he was dead. another long hill, he came to a dirt road which
He remembered dying, and that the dog had led through a farm gate that looked as if it had
been dead for years. He wondered where the never been closed. There was no fence. As he
road was leading them.
approached the gate, he saw a man inside,
After a while, they came to a high, white leaning against a tree and reading a book.
stone wall along one side the road. It looked
“Excuse me!” he called to the reader. “Do
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you have any water?”
“Yeah, sure, there’s a pump over there.”
The man pointed to a place that couldn’t be
seen from outside the gate. “Come on in.”
“How about my friend here?” the traveler
gestured to the dog.
“There should be a bowl by the pump.”
They went through the gate, and sure
enough, there was an old fashioned hand pump
with a bowl beside it. The traveler filled the
bowl, gave some to the dog, then he took a
long drink himself.
When they were full, he and the dog
walked back toward the man who was standing
by the tree waiting for them.
“What do you call this place?” the traveler
asked.
“This is heaven” was the answer.
“Well, that’s confusing” the traveler said.
“The man down the road said that was heaven,
too.”
“Oh, you mean the place with the gold
streets and pearly gates? Nope. That’s hell.”
“Doesn’t it make you mad for them to use
your name like that?”
“No. I can see how you might think so, but
we’re just happy that they screen out the folks
who’ll leave their best friends behind.”
[End quoting]
A very good lesson, don’t you think?!

Praise From Our Readers
“Thank you for seeking & printing The Truth in the SPECTRUM paper.
May the New Year bring the Great Blessings of God’s Love and Light.
With Great-full Thanks for all your hard work. — M.G. of PA
“God Bless you all for your continued dedication
to bring forth the ‘Truth’ to all of us.” — C. & S. of GA
“Thank you all, again, for making it all manifest. I am thrilled to hear another
SPECTRUM is on the way. I’ll be all aquiver now till I get it. Oh yes, thank you
again for the info on Credo Mutwa. I send you much love and surround and bathe
you within the full Spectrum of God’s Sacred Light.” — M.P. of BC
“This last year was a Doosey! What’s next!?!
Can’t thank you all enough...we’ll be seeing you....!
With love and appreciation.” — G. & D. of CA

To order The SPECTRUM newspaper for yourself or as a gift,
please call (877) 280-2866, or if you are outside the U.S. please call (661) 823-9695.
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Wisdom Books & Press, Inc.

The Biggest Secret
by David Icke
The long awaited NEW RELEASE by David Icke. The Blockbuster of all Blockbusters!! With stunning information
never before released on the murder of Diana, Princess of Wales.
David Icke's most powerful and explosive book to date includes the astonishing background to the murder of Diana,
Princess of Wales. Every man, woman, and child on the planet is affected by the stunning information that Icke exposes.
He reveals in documented detail how the same interconnecting bloodlines have controlled the planet for thousands of years.
How they created all the major religions and suppressed the spiritual and esoteric knowledge that will set humanity free
from its mental and emotional prisons. It includes a devastating exposé of the true origins of Christianity and the other
major religions, and documents the suppressed science which explains why the world is facing a time of incredible change
and transformation. The Biggest Secret also exposes the true and astonishing background of the British Royal Family and,
through enormous research and unique contacts, he reveals how and why Diana, Princess of Wales, was murdered in Paris
in 1997. This includes information from a close confidant of Diana for nine years, which has never before been made public.
The Biggest Secret is a unique book and is quite rightly dubbed "The book that will change the world”. No one
who reads it will ever be the same again.
ISBN: 0-9526147-66
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The Reptilian Agenda

9101 West Sahara Ave., PMB 158
Las Vegas, NV 89117

Parts I & II

Toll free #: (877) 280-2866
Outside the U.S. please call: (661) 823-9695
e-mail communications: wisdombooks@tminet.com

David Icke has produced two amazing videos with the Zulu “sanusi” or shaman,
Credo Mutwa, who reveals astonishing information which, until now, was only
available to the highest initiates of the African shaman tradition.
He has had attempts on his life and endless threats in an effort to silence him right
up to the recording, but, as Credo says, “The world must know this—and know it
now.”
He reveals how a shapeshifting reptilian race (the “Chitauli” to Africans) has
controlled humanity for thousands of years and how their bloodlines are in the
positions of royal, political, and economic power today.
Credo Mutwa supports all the themes outlined in The Biggest Secret and adds his
own unique knowledge and experience of travelling Africa for nearly 80 years.
These videos will re-write the UFO/extraterrestrial story in a way that will blow your
mind. UFO researchers have ignored Africa and therefore ignored one of the greatest
sources of knowledge on the planet.
While people still argue over
Amazing Confirmation that a reptilian
Roswell
and the extraterrestrial beings
extraterrestrial race controlled
apparently
found there, African tribesthe world for thousands of years
people have been interacting with these
ET “gods” for thousands of years,
sometimes eating them, as Credo
Mutwa did on one occasion with
unforgettable consequences.
Credo has not only seen dead
“greys” many times, he has seen them
examined behind their “grey” exterior
and he knows exactly what they really
look like—and it is nothing like we
think!
“This is the most amazing man it
“the most
has
ever been my honor to meet—a
astonishing
genius—and
the importance of these
man it has been “
my honour
videos is simply beyond words”.
to meet.”
—David Icke
After making these videos, Credo was
visited by two people from Cape Town
David Icke
who offered him 50,000 rand, and a
talks with the
house anywhere in South Africa he would
Zulu Shaman
like to name, if he would agree to never
Credo Mutwa
speak to David Icke again and never have
anything to do with him. Credo’s reply
can be imagined!
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